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Exercises for Fingers, Wrists and Arms

Away from the Piano

IT has always been the hope of every aspiring pianist

to discover some gymnastic exercises, away from the
piano, that would so strengthen his fingers, hands
and arms and render them so supple as not to make

it necessary for him to practise technical exercises on the
piano. Let it be said at the outset that such a hope can
never be fulfilled. Nothing can replace work accomplished
at the keyboard.

The flexibility and strength which are required when
playing the piano are sui generis, that is to say, peculiar

to the nature, resources and demands of that instrument;
these requirements (strength and flexibility) are diff'erent

in quality on other musical instruments.

Still, it cannot be gainsaid that there are a few gym-
nastic exercises which, if indulged in with moderation and
intelligence, will make tlie hand flexible and strong in a

way that is helpful for the acquisition of a pianistic

technic.

The object of many of these gymnastic exercises accom-
plished away from the piano consists in increasing the

stretch between the fingers and the reach of the hand
(from thumb to fifth finger). In order to obtain these

results, most pianists pull their fingers apart and press

their hand, opened wide, firmly against a table or any
other hard surface. It may be asserted, however, that very

little good is to be derived from these proceedings and
that they are likely to do harm by weakening the ligaments

and tendons of the hand.

These ligaments, which bind the fingers to each other,

should not be stretched unduly, lest their contracting

power becomes afl^ected. Simply "pulling" the fingers

apart is apt to bring about this deplorable result. Besides,

while endeavoring to stretch the fingers in the manner des-

cribed, the ligaments remain passive and the momentary
gain in stretch is followed by a greater contraction of the

ligaments and by stiffness and fatigue of the joints.

Quite dangerous and harmful is the practice of insert-

ing pieces of cork or of felt between the fingers. The
various stretching machines which have been devised are
also dangerous and do more harm than good.

The example of Robert Schumann who crippled his
hand permanently in his endeavor to make the fourth
finger of his right hand more flexible by violent means
will ever remain a warning.

It would seem unnecessary to say that a surgical opera-
tion—cutting the skin between the fingers—should not for
a moment be given serious thought, were it not that I have
found many persons who believe that such an operation
would increase the stretch between their fingers. Of all

harmful devices it is the very worst.

Stretching Exercises

The following hand gymnastics, done away from the
piano, I believe the best for increasing the stretch of the
hand and also the stretch between the fingers. They pro-
mote flexibility of the ligaments and tendons and benefit

the hand in a general way.

Bring the thumb of your left hand in contact with the
tip of the 5th finger of the same hand. Place them both^
thumb and fifth finger, between the second and third

finger of your right hand, half-way between the tip and
the root of the fingers. Now turn slightly your right hand,
from side to side, in such a way that the hand "gives" at

the joints of the 2nd and 3rd fingers which bind finger

and hand. While doing this, while slightly turning your
right hand from side to side, open your left hand gradually
and gently, as much as can be done without inflicting an
undue strain on the right hand. (Fig. 1 and 2). Repeat
this between the 3rd and 4th, 4th and 5th, 2nd and 4th,

2nd and 5th, 3rd and 5th, 1st (thumb) and 2nd, 1st and
3rd of right hand. Fig. 3 to 12).

Fig. 5 Fig. 6 Fig. 7 Fig. 8



Fig. 13 Fig. 14

When done between the thumb and 4th and between

the thumb and 5th, place the left thumb against the right

thumb (a little below the tip and slightly sideways) and

the third left finger against the middle of the 4th or of

the 5th of right hand. Turn very slightly the right hand,

from side to side, while the left hand stretches it gently.

(Fig. 13, 14, 15,16).

The result of these manipulations is that while the left

hand stretches the ligaments between the fingers of the

right hand, these ligaments are actively exercised through

the side-to-side motion of the right hand.

Reverse proceedings for the stretching of the ligaments

between the fingers of the left hand.

These exercises are decidedly helpful not only in in-

creasing stretch and reach of the fingers, but also in pro-

moting the flexibility and strength of the ligaments and
tendons. They will help to make your hands "fit" and
active.

Weak Finger Joints

A common defect of piano students is to play with "caved
in" finger joints, especially the joint nearest the end of

the finger. The result is a weak, uneven touch, uneven-
ness of tone, increasing weakness of the joint and an un-

sightly position of the fingers.

In order to overcome the bad habit of "caving in" the
finger joints, unceasing vigilance and painstaking care in

keeping a good finger position

while playinf; the piano are

necessary. The following ex-

ercises, away from the piano,

greatly help to strengthen

those weak joints.

Place the fingers of the right

hand on a table, holding it as

in a "fixed position" exercise,

that is to say, the fingers

slightly curved, the knuckles a

little higher than the back of

the hand, the wrist on a level

with the table. Now press the
Fig. 17

Fig. IS Fig. 16

third finger of the left hand against the last joint (nearest
the tip of the finger) of the fifth finger of the right
hand. While pressing with the left finger, first gently,
then with increasing firmness, the fifth finger of the
right hand should offer resistance at the joint which is

being pressed upon (Fig. 17). It is remarkable how
quickly (within a minute!) the joint which at first is

easily pressed in by the other hand acquires sufficient

resistance to withstand an extremely firm pressure. Do
this for all three joints of every finger of the right hand.
Reverse proceedings, for the strengthening of the weak
joints of the left hand. This exercise can be done by plac-

ing the hand on one's knee.

Another exercise which greatly strengthens the last

finger joints is the following: open the right hand well,

separating the fingers as much as possible. Now bend the

four fingers in such a way that the finger-tips touch the

base of the fingers, that is to say, where the fingers join

the hand; the end of the thumb is to be bent as in the

illustration. (Fig. 18, 19). Keep the fingers in this posi-

tion for a moment, then open the hand again fully. Repeat
ten times, gradually faster. Do this also with the left hand.

Finally, practice both hands at the same time. (A some-

what similar, but in my opinion less effective exercise is

to be found in E. Ward Jackson's "Gymnastics for the

Fingers and Wrist.")

Fig. 18 Fig. 19



Exercises for the Thumbs

(See pages 4, 5 and 6 for illustrations)

No. 1. Open the right hand wide, the fingers held

wide apart (Fig. 20) ; then bring the end of the thumb
into contact with the tip of the fifth finger (Fig. 21) ; again

open the hand wide (Fig. 20) and place, this time, the

end of the thumb on the base of the fifth finger (Fig. 22).

Repeat the whole proceeding ten times. Do this likewise

with the left hand. Finally with both hands together.

This exercise is to be done also by touching, with the

end of the thumb, alternately the tip and the base of the

4th, of the 3rd, and of the 2nd fingers. (Fig. 20, 23, 20,

24, 20—20, 25, 20, 26, 20,-20, 27, 20, 28) . In these two last

cases, the end of the thumb rests sideways on the base of

the 3rd and of the 2nd fingers.

Fig. 29 Fig. 30 Fig. 31

No. 2. Open the right hand fully, the straightened

fingers touching each other. (Fig. 29). Perform now a

rotary motion of the thumb, ten times one way and ten

times in the opposite direction. (Fig. 30). Repeat these

two rotary movements while the fingers are held wide

apart. (Fig. 31). Practice thus with the left hand; finally

with both hands at the same time.

Exercises for the Wrists

For strengthening of the wrists, rotary movements of

the hand, in both directions, are good, especially when

the arms are extended and contracted alternately, while

the hands accomplish the rotary movements.

Exercise for Stretching the Muscles

After prolonged practice the muscles are apt to get tired,

and may even become strained. It is advisable to relieve

the fatigue through exercises that will stretch them. The

following exercise accomplishes this result: stand up

straight and extend your arms behind you, the palms of

the hands being turned up. Now slowly turn your arms

(keeping them behind you) while stretching them gently

and gradually to their full length; at the same time expand

your chest, as if in the act of yawning and stretching your-

self. Relax all muscles suddenly, allowing your arms to

fall limp at your sides. Repeat these movements several

times.

Exercise for Counteracting Round Shoulders

There are, I believe, few piano teachers who have not

had to tell over and over again to their pupils to "sit

straight" at the piano.

It is hardly necessary to dwell upon the evils which

result from slouching, partially collapsed, attitude of the

body when a person is sitting down. Rounded shoulders

and a sunken, weak chest are the inevitable results. It

may mean, in after-years, pulmonary trouble; it will

shorten one's life.

For the pianist it means, besides, an unsightly attitude

at the piano, more pronounced yet and more painful to

behold in women than in men, since one naturally expects

from them a more graceful carriage of the body.

The following, extremely simple, exercise, will positively

prevent—in some cases even cure—round shoulders:

Stand erect and place the back of both hands against

the hollow of your back, (that is to say, at the waist line),

your right hand clasping your left wrist; bring out the

chest. That is all. You need effect no exertion with either

hands or arms, and you may in this manner walk about

the room, if you so wish. Repeat this exercise while sit-

ting down. The position just described brings out and

expands the chest fully, besides giving an inward curve to

the back at the waist line. A few minutes, morning, after-

noon and evening, devoted to this exercise, which demands

no apparatus and no special exertion, will prove of in-

estimable benefit to anybody, but especially to pianists,

who, because of the many hours spent daily at the piano,

are apt to contract the harmful habit of sitting in a slouchy

position.

All the exercises described in this chapter are beneficial.

But one should not forget that by themselves they do not

develop pianistic technic. I recommend anew to use them

sparingly and intelligently, as an aid to the daily work

accomplished on the keyboard.
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Phrasing

Phrasing is musical punctuation, the divi-

sion of a composition into sections, phrases and

periods, similarly as commas, semicolons and

periods are used in any language.

In language, the words which are enclosed be-

tween commas may or may not convey to us a

meaning in relation to the whole sentence; like-

wise in music the grouping of two or more notes

that follow each other may or may not give us an

understanding of the musical thought .Therefore,

just as when speaking and especi-ally when read-

ing aloud, we should delay longer on semicolons

than on commas and longer on periods than on

semicolons (besides laying stress on certain words

because of their special importance), so should

we observe the small, large and still larger sub-

divisions that appear in music, besides emphasiz-

ing such notes that require special rhythmical,

metrical and declamatory accents. (See the chap-

ter on"Rhythm, Measure, Accents'.')

So far the simile appears to have been aptly

chosen; there is, however, this distinction to be

made: in language, commas and periods cannot be

placed as fancy and taste dictate, but are subject

to the rules of grammar, and these rules are not

the same in all languages; any deviation from these

rules may make the sentence unintelligible or ev-

en grotesque.

In music more latitude is allowable and it is

possible to phrase— that is to say, to subdivide

—

a melody in various ways. Why this difference?

Because, whereas the genius of a language and its

inherent peculiarities— such as the prevalence

of idiomatic construction in English— influence

the distribution of these subdivisions of the sen-

tence, in music we are free from such fetters.

Grove gives the following apt definition of phrasing:

"A musical composition consists of a series of

short sections of various lengths, called phrases,

each more or less complete in itself; and it is upon

the interdependence of these phrases and upon their

connection with each other, that the intelligibility

of music depends. The phrases are analogous to

the sentences of a literary composition.

"Just as the intelligent reading of a literary com-

position depends chiefly upon two things, accen-

20934-120f

tuation and punctuation, so does musical phras-

ing depend on the relative strength of the sounds,

and upon their connection with or separation from

each other. It is this close relationship of lan-

guage to music which makes their union in vocal

music possible and appropriate, and accor-dingly

when music is allied to words it is necessary that

the musical accents should coincide with those

of the text, while the separation of the various

phrases agrees with the division of the text into

separate lines or sentences. In instrumental mu-

sic, although the same principles underlie its con-

struction, there is no such definite guide as that

afforded by the sense of the words in a song,

and the phrasing must therefore be the result of

a just appreciation on the part of the performer

of the general sense of the music, and of the ob-

servance of certain marks by which phrasing is in-

dicated."

First Mention of Phrasing- in Music

No signs of phrasing are found in the manu-

scripts and in the early editions of the composi-

tions by Bach, Handel, Rameau and Scarlatti.

In the Well Tempered Clavichord, Bach, in iso-

lated instances, drew a.'^to group two, and some-

times three notes.

Prelude in Ct Minor, 1st Book
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Andante espressivo(J = 76-92)

Fug-ue in E Minor, 1st Book
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Ex,

2

Allegro (• = 112-133)



Ex.3

Prelude in A!? Major, 2nd Book

JOHANN SEBA8T1AN BACH

Andante (J = 69-76)

u^^

Ex.4

Fugue in B Minor, 1st Book

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Largo (J = 46-56) (Tlie tempo indication is by Bach)

ife ^
¥^f^

^

iun?^
iH r If

/ ^- /

iI*

*•

»

s
J.T^J^-

etc.

:^3:i

The slurs in the last example might be construed

as signs of phrasing; they may also have been meant

as a sign for legato.

As far as is known to me, the first mention of

phrasing in music appears in Jean-Jacques Rous-

seau's "Dictionnaire de Musique" U7tt7' in the

chapter entitled '"Ponctuer" kTo Punctuate or PUi'c-

tuation). He wrote, "In terms of composition, 'to

punctuate' means to mark the more or less com-

plete rests and to divide the phrases in such ti

manner that one feels, through the modulation and

the cadences, their beginnings, endings and their

greater or lesser interrelation, just as all this is

felt in language, through punctuation!' Rousseau

says also, "The singer who feels what he sings and

duly marks the phrases and accents is a man of

taste'.'

Rousseau limits himself to the advice to divide

clearly the large or smaller sections of melody. He

gives no help for elucidating the problem of phras-

ing in an appropriate manner.

The first study of this subject appeared in an ar-

20934-iaof
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tide entitled"Vortrag" (Execution) by Joh. Abr.

Peter Schulz, included in Sulzer's "Theorie der

schonen Kiinste" (1172). It is so explicit and in-

teresting that I reproduce it here.

"The beginnings of phrases correspond to the

signs of punctuation in language, which must be

felt through a slight pause. In music, this is accom-

plished by shortening the last note of a phrase and

by laying a slight stress on the first note of the fol-

lowing phrase; but one can also diminish the in-

tensity of the last tone and increase that of the first

tone of the following phrase!'

"If the phrase ends with a rest there is no diffi-

culty in phrasing correctly, the end of the phrase

and the beginning of the next being thereby indica-

ted. But if the phrase ends without a rest it requir-

es more skill to mark correctly the entrance of the

next phrase because it is more difficult to discover

it. A singer experiences no difficulty in phrasing cor-

rectly, because he must guide himself mainly by the

words. Not so with the instrumentalist'.'-

Schulz offers then the following musical ex-

amples, giving as a fundamental rule the advice

to"guide oneself by the beginning of a piece", by

which advice he means that the way a group of notes

is played at the outset should be adhered to later,

whenever that group of notes occurs again. He gives

ths sign + to indicate the beginning of a phrase and

O to indicate the end of the phrase.

Ex.5
^—^o . r^° , ^o

^^if=w^ ii

c, +

^-^icr^jiLrr

O -f

r̂JJ
i rrrr°>CTS

iiW rr i rmiri i

Schulz then recommends the practice, already

in vogue at that time, of separating the groups of

notes by the manner of writing.



n^ I ^i^ f.
m ii^g

^rLi;;£fi i .^P i :^^
o +^^^^^m̂

m ^^
Schulz, commenting on this mode of writing,

says that it makes the phrasing very clear and should

be used in preference to the customary manner.

He points out, though, that it cannot be used for

quarter- notes and half- notes, in which case a com-

ma is to be employed.

Further quotations from Schulz which deserve

to be made are the following:-

"It is incredible how a melody may be distorted

and made unrecognizable if the entrances of phras-

es are not marked correctly or not marked at all.

To be convinced of this, one has only to hear a

gavotte performed in such manner that the entrance

of the phrase in the middle of the measure is not

observed. Easy as it is to understand this dance,

it will thus be rendered incomprehensible'.'

In the following example, if the phrasing is ob-

served, the melody is acceptable; but if one accents

only the beginning of every measure, then the mel-

ody becomes very insipid.

Ex.7

E
o, + *:-

rJrJirg-ffw^

Signs to Indicate the Phrasing:

As far back as 1789, Turk,in his"Klavierschule"

explains that, just as in speech, the meaning of a

sentence may be obscured or changed entirely

through faulty punctuation, so a musical idea may

be distorted by faulty phrasing. He advocated

placing-the sign/'over the staff in order to show

the divisions. This sign has been retained to this

20934-120f

day by many musicians. Riemann uses it in his

"Vademecum der Phrasierung"; Busoni, in his pi-

ano transcriptions of the Chorales of Bach.

In his lucid and instructive Preface, appended

to his edition of the C major Concerto of Beetho-

ven, Franz Kullak writes; "Nowadays the comma,

just as in language, is used for the purpose ofphras-

ing by many musicians'.' This was written in 1881.

Kullak writes further: "This sign, as an indication

A\-hen to lift the finger from the key, is of undoubted

usefulness. But music has its own signs of punc-

tuation, such as rests, holds, signs of staccato and

slurs. It is only the slur that often gives trouble

to both the performer and the editor. As can be

seen by the following examples, with Beethoven

the end of a ^—- is not always a sign for lifting the

hand, that is to say, it is not identical with a musi-

cal comma. The second theme of the C minor Con-

certo, according to the original edition (and to ours)

is phrased, at its first appearance, thus:-

Ex.8

tSi ^ 1
"But who would seriously want to separate these

two measures! If no slurs were given, there would

be possible only one gross mistake of punctuation,

supposing that anyone should want to play it thus:

Ex.9

#
:kfe M

hz^
^^ 1»-ftT»

"He would have to be a very unmusical player!

At the repetition in C major the slurs appear as fol-

lows:

Ex.10

â ^ ^
"It is possible that a mistake has been made and

that the composer had not in mind a separation af-

ter the dotted quarter; a similar example will be

found farther on. At any rate, it becomes clear

that with Beethoven the curved lines are gener-

ally to he considered as a sign of the legato. Only



in small groups, composed of two or three notes are

the slurs to be regarded as positive signs for lift-

ing the hands. For instance, in the Adagio of the

B flat major Concerto:

Ex, 11

I'
""'^^^^^

The sign for the legato, the sign for the ^?e (con-

necting two notes or chords of the same pitch, the

second of which is not to be played), the sign for

the s^wrCconnecting two notes or chords of differ-

ent pitch, the second of which is to be played with

the hand lifted from the keyboard), and finally

the sign ior phrasing all four are identical: a

curved line drawn over the notes. It is easy to un-

derstand how much confusion there has always

been and continues to be created by using one and

the same sign for the legato and for phrasing.

We have seen that commas were used in music

prior to the year 1881. There is no reason for not

using also semicolons and periods,but all these

punctuation marks should be placed between par-

enthesis over the staff. They might be used in

conjunction with the old signs of Schulz (O to show

the end of a phrase and + to indicate its begin -

ning), or better yet, by L to indicate the begin -

ning and _J to indicate the end. By using these

signs in conjunction with commas and semicolons,

whenever required, there would be no need for

curved lines over "measures and groups of mea-

sures and there would be no confusion between

the sign of the legato and the sign of phrasing,

the latter representing the construction of a mu-

sical composition.

It usually takes time for an innovation to be-

come popular. Yet, any earnest musician who is

able and willing to put aside routine should give

the matter careful thought. A modification of our

present confusing way of using the same curved

line for everything seems absolutely necessary.

What Influences and Determines the

Manner of Phrasing-?

Phrasing is dependent on:-

1. The manner in which the shorter divisions of a

ao934-iaof
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complete musical sentence, or period, begin and

end, and in their structural development , that is to

say, musical form.

2. The nature of the theme itself.

3. The relative value of the notes.

4. The manner in which the notes are grouped.

5. The re -appearance of the theme.

6. The accentuation and the delay on certain

notes.

7. The repetition of certain melodic notes.

8. Progressions

9. Skips

* *• * * * *

1. In order to retognize the shorter divisions

or phrases, we should remember the quotation ircm

Peter Schulz, given early in this chapter: "If the

phrase ends with a rest, there is no difficulty in

phrasing correctly, the end of the phrase and the

beginning of the next being thereby indicated?

Sonata Op. 2, No. 1

LUDWIG van BEETHO\^N
Ex.12

Allegi^o J
C(Scliulz.,

Not every rest is to be regarded as ending a

phrase. In the following example the 8th notes, fol-

lowed by rests, may be considered as being equi-

valent to quarter-notes with a staccato sign:

Sonata Op. 14, No. 2

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Ex, 13 ,

Andante (J =76-8o) J
o

E^^^^^^^
^)y J)y l\t jt Jiy I

j^r^^

ohSehuIz)

P
etc.

In his "Vademecum der Phrasierung" (Vademe -

cum of Phrasing) Riemann points out that if a phrase

ends with a note of longer value, on which repose is

due, the separation between that phrase and the
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next IS also made self-evident. The musical ex-

amples given by Riemann are many and convinc-

ing. Suffice it to reproduce the following:

Ex, 14

fe

Sonata Op.110

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Allegro molto ( J = 126- 138)

J 1_

s 3*3: Z3t m ^fBr

¥

Sonata Op.42

FRANZ SCHUBERT

etc.

Ex.15

Moderate (J = 96-104)

JL
^ ^^ -^e=i-

JL

^
etc.

A third consideration regarding the ending of the

shorter divisions, is apt to determine the manner of

phrasing. If a phrase or a period terminates with

a single note on the first beat of the measure, or

with a note on the first beat followed by another

on the third beat(in ^time) it is said to have a

"masculine", or "strong" ending; when this final note

melts into, or is followed by, one or more notes on

the so-called weak beats (second beat in duple and

second and third beats in triple and in quadruple

time), it is said to have a"feminine", or"weak" end-

ing, in analogy to verse.

Sonata Op. 2, No.

2

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Ex.16

4
Allegro vivaee(J =133-

%
Z§tl

144')

JU t

etc.

Sonata (Cotta edition No. 3)

JOSEPH HAYDN
Ex.17 Presto

1_

*̂=

J l_

§p'diJ 'rJ
etc.

As to the structural development of the theme,

there can be no doubt that a knowledge of musical

20934-120
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form will enable the student to phrase more cor-

rectly than if he possesses none.

The words theme, subject and Tnotive haye been

used often by didactic writers, and also by great

composers, without a specification as to their dif-

ferent meanings. What is a theme, a subject and a

motive? Are they synonymous or of different na-

ture?

Says Grove: "Subject is the theme, or leading

idea, on which a musical composition is based. A

piece of music can no more be composed without

a subject than a sermon can be preached without

a text. Rich harmonies and graceful passages

may be strung together in any number; but if they

be not suggested by a leading thought, they will

mean nothing. The "leading thought" is the sub-

ject; and the merit of the composition based upon

that subject will depend, in the first place, upon

the worthiness of the idea, and in the second, upon

the skill with which the composer discourses upon

it ." Grove goes onto say that the term "is to be

applied in its fullest significance to the principal

subject of a musical composition, although in gen-

eral language it is frequently used to denote a sub-

ject of any kind, whether of a leading or subsidiary

character. From the time of Sebastian Bach to our

own, the terms 'theme' and 'subject'have been used

with much looseness. In his'Musikalisches Opfer'

Bach designates the motive given to him by Fred-

erick the Great as 'II Soggetto Reale', in one place,

and'Thema regium'in another; thus proving con-

clusively that he considered the two terms as in-

terchangeable. But in another work founded on a

motive by Legrenzi,he calls the principal subject

'Thema', and the counter- subject 'Subjectum', and

this is unquestionably the more correct method of

using the terms'.'

If I add that some musical writers consider the

word "motif" or"motive" as representing the notes

contained in one single measure(see Niecks, "Dic-

tionary of Musical Terms"), while the majority use

it in the same sense as theme and as subject, the

conclusion is reached that the three terms are sy-

nonymous.

A musical theme may begin on any of the beats



of a measure; on the second, third and fourth, not

necessarily on the first.

If the theme comprises one measure, let it be

remembered that this measure may be counted,

not only from first beat to first beat,but also from

second to second, from third to third, etc. TTius the

up-beat before the bar and the next down -beat af-

ter the bar count for one measure of /4time.

A musical sentence orperiod may be composed

of any number of measures, but in its simpler, most

usual form it consists of eight measures. This

period is divided into two''phrases',' of four meas-

ures each. The first half is called by many English

musicians the antecedent, or proposition; the se-

cond half is called the consequeiit, or atiswer. Each

phrase is divided into two sections of two meas-

ures each. Each section may be divided further

into single measures and these single measures

into half- measures. To summarize: periodic8),phrase

(4), section (2), measure (1)

.

A period alone, although in itself a complete

musical sentence, seldom affords scope for con-

trast, which is one of the four essentials in music

(the other three are motion, repose and symme -

try). Therefore, a still larger form is sometimes re-

sorted to, a double-period, and usually the se-

cond of these two periods brings the desired con-

trast.

Sonata Op. 10, No 1

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Ex.18

Prestissimo (J = loo-iae)
-JL^^p -y

-̂*'&'
^ 1

_1L

crenc.

JL

20934-120 f
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m
If a theme covers two measures, the normal

manner of proceeding is: two, two and four meas-

ures. Or two, two, four and eight measures.

Sonata Op. 90

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Ex.19

Animate e sempre con espressione
J L ^ J L

Z§£=±S ÊE SfeEf^
t

L JL

^ ^^\ f n^fpf=^
J

i
llL

P
i-i) (^

^m*-m-

O)
rs

0* r^ m
etc.

If every piece of music were constructed ac-

cording to these metrical divisions, a dire monot-

ony would be the result. Therefore, while the

structure of periods is generally symmetrical, con-

sisting of an even number of measures (four and

four, or three and three, etc.) yet we also find some

periods composed of four and three, four and five,

two and three, etc. In some cases the last meas-

ure of a period is also the first measure of the fol-

lowing period. In short, it is, at times, not easy (al-

though it is always possible)to distinguish clearly

the beginnings and endings of phrases and sec-

tions.

Bars

Bars have been introduced into musical anno -

tation in order to facilitate reading by dividing

the measures. They always occur at the end of a

measure and before the so-called strong beat of

the following measure. But we have seen that a
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theme may begin and also end on other beats than

the first; consequently, the phrasing of a musical

composition should be dependent not on the dis-

tribution of the bars, but on the theme only.

Some composers (none less than Chopin, Schu-

mann and Liszt)have at times misplaced these

bars, which circumstance is, of course, not calcu-

lated to make the task easier for the student of

musical form. Thus, the "Eglogue" and also the

Finale of the A major Concerto, both by Liszt,

were written in ^time. The correct time is ^Z^,

or (p, and thus have these compositions been pub-

lished in subsequent, revised editions.

Chopin's well-known Nocturne in E flat major

is written in ^^/g. Riemann in his Catechism ofPi-

ano Playing" vej-y justly points out that the cor-

rect time is ^/g.

Schumann has also mistaken the true period

-

construction of one of his loveliest tone -creations,

the well-known "Des Abends" (Fantasy Pieces, Op.

IS) written in /g. In my opinion the correct time-

signature is ^i6>^lii^h corresponds to the note-

value given by Schumann, or % if one chooses to

substitute 8th notes in the bass to the 16th notes.

These time-signatures preserve the original di-

vision of the whole sentence or period into six-

teen measures, of which the last eight form the

natural "consequent" to the first eight, which re-

present the "antecedent" By adopting %or^/i6the

difficulty generally experienced in the blending

of the two different rhythms (which difficulty led

Otto Neitzel to publish this piece with% for the right

hand and /fefor the left hand) disappears entirely.

Both rhythms appear then in their logical relation to

each other, and while the piece becomes easier to

play, it loses none of the charm which the two dif-

ferent rhythms imparts to this lovely tone- poem.

Fantasy Pieces, Op. 12, No.l

ROBERT SCHUMANN
Ex.20

Andante con moto

P> •^dWd^Avlf
JP leg-ntisstmo sempreXj^iiss;

^^m i
20934 -120f^.
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^^
^ i

simile

2. A theme of a passionate, throbbing character

usually requires short, vehement phrases:-

Ex.21

Sonata Op. 57

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
(J =1*6-138)

5l 5

There are exceptions, though:-

Ex.22

fe

Scherzo m Bl? Minor

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Presto (J. = 100-186)
^^-—^SOn anima^̂ S

(nf)

/s« a m
'>h

I"
\

^ ^\^ nfr'pir \T
cresc.

"
etc.

But Yiien the theme is ofabroad, tranquil character,

the phrasing is seldom, if ever, short-lived; it fol-

lows the breadth and mirrors the serenity of the

theme.



Ex, 23

Sonata, Op. 5

JOHANNES BRAHMS

Andante espressivo

5^
J L

3.A division of the phrase occurs often after a

note of longer time -value than the notes -vvhich pre-

cede or which follow it:-

Ex.24

Ek

Sonata Op. 7

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Poco Allegretto e grazioso

^
P 'mim

L

<h9-

Sonata Op. 49, No.

2

LUDWIG- van BEETH0\T:N

Ex.25
Tempo di Menuetto (J r na-iie)

_J L J \-,

3=S 22
^ Kr-p

^

In some instances, the disconnection of the

phrasing takes place after the very first note of

the theme:

-

15

Ex.26

Fugue in A Major, 1st Book
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Moderato(J . = 66-72)
J L^^

^ / m
V p

3

gPig
B
^s

Sonata Pathetique,Op. 13

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

etc.

Ex.27 ^ S
GraveCJ =66-69)

i^Uu i
etc.

4. The grouping of the notes has an influence on

the phrasing, because it influences the accentua -

tion. Turns should be played in one group, or

phrase, and not be subdivided (See Master School,

Book III, page 196).

Unless indicated by the composer, scales (di-

atonic and chromatic) and arpeggios which are

made up of notes of even time -value should not

be subdivided, but should be played in one group

or phrase. (See Master School, Book II, page 267.

The six measures are to be played in one phrase).

5. As a rule the reappearance of a theme re-

quires anew phrasing, that is to say, the hand

should be lifted from the keyboard. At times this

holds good even when the theme is apparently not

disconnected from the preceding notes:

Sonata Op. 27,No.l

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Ex,28

Allegro Vivace(J = i26-i38)

JL

^
'JL ^

J
S "m

etc.

209^4-180
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Sonata in A Major

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Rondo

Ex.29 AilaTurca i

Allegretto (J :i26-i38) -JL

But if the re -entrance of a theme is the apex, or

highest point of a diatonic or chromatic scale,

there is no need for a new phrasing; the hand need

not be lifted from the keyboard.

Concerto in C Minor
LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

r- on Rondo IEx.30 . „ A
Allegro {4 =108-120)

(legato)

i^' Ur LT ' r
ŝ/ s/

# iM ^^ etc.

6. Next to lifting the hand from the keyboard,

the most effective means for phrasing are accen-

tuation and delay. The necessity for"accents of

phrasing" has already been pointed out in the

chapter on"Rhythm, Measure, Accents'.'

The direct influence of the grouping of the notes

on the accents of phrasing is justly appreciated by

Grove :-

"There are certain irregular forms of accent

occasionally required by the phrasing, which it is

necessary to notice'.'

"As a rule, the accent of a passage follows the

grouping, the first note of each group receiv-

ing the accent; whenever, therefore, the group-

ing of a passage consisting of notes of equal length

varies, the number of accents in the bar must va-

ry also'.' Thus in the next example the first

bar will contain four accents, while the third re-

quires but two'.'

20934-iaOf

Sonata Op.l4, No.2

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Ex.31 ..

JAllegro (J z 84-96)

'^ ^ 2 5

A monotonous hammering of every D flat in

the melody was evidently not intended by Chopin

in the first theme of his B flat minor Sonata. By

giving accents of phrasing, as shown in the fol-

lowing example, justice is done to the structural

and melodic development.

^^^^
(J = 108-120)

4
(-1

m̂ (-)

^
(-)

tsm etc.

Chopin drew a curved line over the four in-

troductory measures of his Ballade in G minor.

Yet a division to show the repetition of the"motive"

or theme seems absolutely necessary. It is given

in the Klindworth edition. These divisions, or

groupings, can be made audible without lifting

the hand from the keyboard,- that is to say, by a

very slight delay on the last note of the smaller

phrase , or by a very slight accent on the first note

of the following small phrase. This results in a se-

cond phrasing, within the larger phrasing.

Ballade in G Minor (Klindworth edition)

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Ex.33
Lento



7. Provided that it occurs after at least one,

preferably two measures, the repetition of a note

in the melody is often a sign for phrasing anew:

Sonata in C Major, No. 3

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

Ex.34.

Andante cantabile(J = 54-69)
JL

8. The importance of the musical design, or

theme, in a progression, has already been empha-

sized in the chapters on"The Artistic Employment

of Dynamics and Agogics" and "The Art of Memo-

rizing'.' The theme itself is also a guide for phras-

ing correctly. At times the phrasing is to be made

very obvious by lifting the hand from the ke}t)oard:

Fantasy in F Minor

FREDERICK CHOfIN

Ex.35
o(J=iAnimato (• =i32-i44'>

5 4 2 - I5J L .

etc.

At other times the phrasing should be made ap-

parent, not by lifting the hand, but by accents of

phrasing:

Sonata Op. 26

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

„ Rondo
'^^•^" Alle«TO(Jrll6-132)

(leffato)
4 ^ 4 5
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9. There is no rule without exceptions, but us -

ually a skip indicates a new subdivision of the

phrase.

Sonata Op. 22

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

^' Allegro con brio (J r 138-152)

i^'' \ \Q-Kihn^m
€ ^>if \f sf(cresc.) sf etc.

Sonata Op. 31, No.

1

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Ex.38
Allegro vivace (J =i38-i5a)
'JL

(J

J L
2=tim Â^!^^̂ ^
J L -J L Jm^

etc.

The Well Tempered Clavichord

On account of the several phrasings given by

various editors, the Preludes and Fugues of the

Well Tempered Clavichord by Bach offerthebest

possible examples for the study of phrasing.

In the Fugue in C major, 1st Book,the"subject"

(theme) is phrased as follows in the editions of

Czerny and of Tausig.

Ex.39
Moderate

is

i
tnf

=R=¥= m̂ S:

êtc.

S
• • ' • d ^

A better phrasing is given in the editions of "Wbuters

(Schott Freres) and of BusonKBreitkopf and Haertel):

Ex.40
Moderate, quasi Andante

20934-120f
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This way of phrasing the theme (which appeared

first in the Wouters edition and was sanctioned by

Gevaert, the erudite Belgian musician) eliminates

the awkward sequence of the two intervals of the

fourth, and gives the proper rhythmical accent to

the dominant, on the second beat,whereby a more

satisfactory termination of the"subject" is ob-

tained on the first beat.

The Prelude and Fugue in G minor of the first

book, appear phrased as follows in various edi -

tions :

Prelude

Ex.41
Czerny

f^^Ua'^La'^da^
Tausig

Ex.42

Wouters
Larghetto

P

Fugue

Busoni
Andante con moto

Czerny i

Andante con moto (J =63)

;>^^iTllLf-0 i^S^'"

The"subject"of the Fugue in C minor,first book,

has been phrased variously.-

Ex.43
Bischoff

I

Allegretto (J = 8o)

^''"'^a-c/'cfi-c^icfi:^^
Wouters i

Allegretto (J r76)

^""^Wlfl-C^L^C^^

d'Albert
Allegro moderato

^''''^''a-Ci-cfl'Cj'^ ?£
Busoni

Allegretto, vivacemente

^^ m̂m ^ i^^^M
Reinecke

Allegretto moderato

^,ii,„,^^^^.
| ^^jjjjj l)

Czerny
Allegretto moderato (J = so)

i>V V> 7 Pb
ErCrLg^ i

c^r
m

J>p staccato

The"subject"of the C sharp major Fugue, first

book, has also been phrased in moire than one way.

Ex, 44
Busoni

Allegro moderato

•J mtfmp
Tausig- d'Albert

Allegro moderato

^**
g=#:#
• J J I

J)

^«ite.iMj:Jarf i rj^J^ppij
p

Wouters - Bischoff

Czerny
Allegro

?p

The"subject"of the fugue in El> major, second

book, is phrased as follows in Czerny's edition.

Ex.45 Allegro maestoso (J = i38)

witfir^r
i

rrr
i rcrrrirrr i rrr

J ^ legato dimin.

A better phrasing is given in the Wouters edi

tion:

^^^^
Moderato (J:

'.H,«. '4 iW [
\r^

_p molto legato

20934- 120f



Two and Three Part Inventions

In nearly all editions, the F major Two Part

Invention, by Bach, appears phrased in this man-

ner:

Ex.47

Busonijin his edition (Breitkopf and Haertel)

claims the following to be correct:

Ex.48
Presto e leggiero possibile

*: m • m m
quasi "f ^mM^Jt-S-

*= i ^
As a study in phrasing the Two Part Invention

No. 9, in Busoni's edition, deserves special atten-

tion.

Touch, and Phrasing-

An error indulged in by many musicians is to

confuse the phrasing with the touch. The length

or shortness of the subdivisions of a phrase are

the same -whether the notes are played legato or

staccato. In the following example the divisions

would be the same if all the notes were to be

played legato:

Rigaudon
JOSEPH JOACHIM RAFF

Ex.49
Allegro

S#>•

^f.

^m

5
a 3

11

9 m m—-

_J L
4
a

m
frjM-

n-^

n m̂j^nf
h ii 'Q -

I , ? 5

mr

•*n-n5 a 042,

r-

^m
20934-120 f
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$

s
|S,

4 3

^
m
m
m

.i J

a

i
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Conclusion

The importance of phrasing correctly must

be manifest to every cultured musician. Yet it

is also self- evident that it is possible to err

through too much zeal in this, as in other artis-

tic pursuits. It is therefore not amiss to con-

trast the profuse explanations and extended an-

alysis of phrasing given by Riemann,Biilow and

others with the following statement by Franz

Kullak.

"We do not believe that there is any danger for

anyone who has had a thorough musical educa-

tion of phrasing insufficiently or in a faulty man-

ner. A greater evil seems to us the modern ten-

dency to phrase too much. The reason for this

lies perhaps in the desire to transfer to the pi -

ano the characteristics of other instruments, such

as, for example, the bowing of the violin'.'

In his "Catechism of Piano Playing"Riemann

,

referring to phrasing, makes a statement that in

itself is a confession: "One will hardly miss the.

general outline if one calls the ear to aid, for it

often, with unerring instinct, detects the truth

quicker than the mind'.'

In every form of art there are two categories

of exponents: those who can work and express

themselves only through Rule, Theory and Prin -

ciples; and those that allow their artistic expres-

sion to spring from and be founded on Feeling,

Spontaniety and Emotion. Happy he who strives

to blend harmoniously the power of his developed

intellect with the natural impulse of his emo -

tional self and with his imaginatioii.





ai
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Embellishments in Music

Embellishments, or Grace Notes are orna-

ments introduced into vocal and instrumental mu-

sic, which are indicated by small notes or by cer-

tain signs or symbols.

At present we have in music comparatively few

of these relics of the past, because of the modern

custom of writing out musical ornaments in full.

Modern editions of the classics should either re-

produce in usual notes the old-fashioned signs,

or give an explanation and illustration of how the

small grace notes, signs or symbols should be

performed. However, this is not always done; be-

sides, the well educated musician should be con-

versant with the meaning of these old signs, not

only because he must know what the great com-

posers really wrote, but because grace notes, as

well as some of the old signs, are still in general

use (for example, the sign of the turn and of the

arpeggiando). It is, therefore, not amiss to devote

a Chapter to what Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

deemed "of the yorewios^ importance in music"

According to the most authoritative musical

historians, grace notes were first introduced by

Chambonnieres (1600-1670). He has been called

the father of the Suite, and the paternity of or-

naments in music is also to be attributed to him.

Grace notes came quickly into general use, be-

cause they helped to cover up, or to extend and

beautify, the small, thin tone, of very little dura-

tion, of the spinets (which also were called vir -

ginals) and the clavichords then in use.

Jean Jacques Rousseau, in his "Dictionnaire

de Musique" (1767) refers to them as necessities--

"to cover up somewhat the insipidness of French

songs'.'

Grace notes were then executed according to

the individual caprice and impulse of the per-

former. The first definite rules for their appli -

cation in music were first made by Carl Philipp

Emanuel Bach, the most talented son of the great

Johann Sebastian Bach, in his epoch making

work"Versuch iiber die wahre Art das Clavier

zu spielen" (Essay on the True Manner of Play-

ing the Clavichord) (1753). He writes concerning
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grace notes: "They serve to connect the notes,

they enliven them, and when necessary give them

a special emphasis,... they help to elucidate the

character of the music; whether it be sad, cheer-

ful, or otherwise, they always contribute their

share to the effect, an indifferent composi -

tion may be improved by their aid, while with-

out them even the best melody may appear emp-

ty and meaningless'.' ( English translation, in

Grove's "Dictionary of Music and Musicians").

How strange this great praise of ornaments,

sounds to modern ears; embellishments such as

the Bebung (shaking), Schleifer(slide),Nachschlag

(Aspiration), having entirely disappeared. The

reason is to be sought in the difference gf the

keyboard instruments of that age and of ours,

the tone of theirs being small,thin, short - lived,

while the tone of our modern piano lasts, with-

out pedal, two full y^ measures in Andante, and

even in Largo, and with pedal in Adagio Molto;

also in the immense development of the organ

and of the orchestra.

The ornaments which are of immediate inter-

est and importance to us are the Appoggiatura,

the Acciaccatura, the Mordent, the Inverted

Mordent (jo. German the Schneller, or Prall-

triller), the Turn and the Trill. All these, and

many more, were, once upon a time, represented

by certain mysterious signs; I say mysterious

advisedly, because they were known to none ex-

cept the initiated. Of all these many signs only

the sign of the turn oc and of the arpeggiando \

have survived. Haydn and Mozart used the Ap-

poggiatura and Acciaccatura as well as the Mordents

and Inverted Mordents very frequently. Beethoven very

rarely uses the Appoggiatura; the Acciaccatura ap-

pears frequently, also the sign of Inverted Mordent

is still retained.He uses very often the sign of the

turn. With Beethoven the trill asserts itself be-

ginning with the principal note. Chopin in only

a few instances uses the Appoggiatura; the signs

of the Inverted Mordent and of the Turn are re-

tained. Likewise with Schumann. Liszt dis-

cards the Appoggiatura and also the sign of the



Inverted Mordent which, with him, is written out

in full notes. The sign of the Turn is still retained,

but does not occur often. Brahms usually writes

out the ornaments in full.

Appog-g-iatura

This word comes from "appoggiare" which in

Italian means"to lean on'.' It is one of the oldest

of ornaments. It has no time -value of its own, but

derives it from the following note, which there-

by loses some oi its value. The appoggiatura

not only takes from the value of the note that fol-

lows it, but it also takes the accent from it. There-

fore it always receives a stronger accent than

that of the note with which it has been coupled.

Appoggiaturas have been divided into long

and short. In both cases they appear written as

small notes. Their written value is by no means

an indication of the actual value which they take

from the following, principal note. WTien meant

as long appoggiaturas they usually appear writ -

ten with half the value of the following note, but

one also encounters them written with a shorter

value. Their stem is seldom crossed, (.and not ^)

this last being, usually, the distinctive sign of the

acciacc atura

.

The long ajjpoggiatura is the appoggiatura pro-

per. It is always a dissonant note to the harmony,

occurring on the upper or lower auxiliary , that

is to say, a half step, or, at the most, a full step

higher or lower than the note with which it is coup-

led, and always falls on the beats of the meas -

ure, or on accented parts of the beat. The ap-

poggiatura, as already stated, takes the accent

from the following written large note and, so to

speak, resolves itself in it with a legato and dim-

inuendo effect. If there were strict rules for

knowing how much of the value of the principal

note the appoggiatura takes to itself, there would

be no trouble whatever. But, unfortunately, there

are no strict rules. The value to be given to the

appoggiatura depends on the value of the prin-

cipal note, on the 7wea*%re (whether double, trip-

le or in V4time) and on the tempo. On the whole

the following rules may be considered as reli-
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able, and followed implicitly.

If the value of the principal note can be di-

vided into two equal parts the appoggiatura

takes half the value of the principal note.

tS
Execution

^
h

I
* • P

P p P

Andante from Sonata in D Minor
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Aria with Variations (called Goldberg Var.)

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Andante
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Sonata in A Major

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

Alia Turca
Allegretto

"When the principal note is dotted (a- «• Jletc.)

and cannot very well be divided into two equal

parts, then the appoggiatura takes two thirds

and leaves one third to the principal note. In

other words the principal note retains only the

value of the ^ot

.

\

^^
î * m^

Toccata in G Minor
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Adagio (J = 54)

If the principal note is tied to another note of
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the same degree and of equal or shorter value,

then the appoggiatura takes the whole value of

the principal note (first of tied notes), and the

principal note retains the value of the second

tied note.

^ zi
« •

f-i p-

Execution

iE

H %

i^
2=p:^

V

Aria with Variations
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Andante

P3

If the principal note, besides being tied to an-

other note of equal degree and of equal or shorter

value, is dotted, then the appoggiatura takes the

whole value of the principal note and of the dot,

and the principal note retains the value of the se-

cond tied note.

^ r, J J.w
4*' ^^-

p

^
Air with 30 Variations
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Moderato(Var. 24)



In compound measures (^g,^/8,i^'/^8, etc.) the

appoggiatura sometimes appears dotted:

Ŝ
Execution

$
B=
Si

a
^mSS ^-o

m I

I

iS

If the appoggiatura appears before a chord

then t't hecomes part of the chord, and the note

before which it is affixed is executed later, in ac-

cordance with the rules laid down;

it3a* °o
:^

Execution

ĝt:r
*

f̂

^̂
Sf^

Sonata in C Major
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Grave^
£̂:;-£££;?^f̂

p ffi

i

Execution

E

gaEf
Toccata in Jt Minor

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Moderato Presto

^^S p

a^̂ ^
' ppPLCIJ

C/

PF=p: =^F3i^
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When an appoggiatura appears before a trill,

or an inverted mordent (Schneller, or Pralltriller),

it is usually treated like a short appoggiatura

(see further on). However, often the rules that

govern the long appoggiatura are also applied

in this case, as in the example given above.

In the case of an appoggiatura affixed to a

note which is followed by a rest, the performer

must keep in mind the clearly expressed inten -

tion of the composer to have the musical dis-

course cease with the appearance of the rest.

This seems too evident to need dwelling upon.

Yet, in the following example, from the C ma-

jor Concerto of Beethoven, Franz Kullak, in

the Steingraber edition, citing Carl Philipp

Emanuel Bach's "Versuch iiber die wahre Art das

Clavier zu spielen" advocates an execution vhich

obliterates the rest entirely.

Concerto in C Major
LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Largo

\ Execution according to Franz Kullak
;

Largo^

Kullak says further that if Beethoven had

wanted a shorter appoggiatura he would have writ-

ten it out, as he has done in measure 37 of the

Largo. I do not esteem this reason valid, nor

should the authority of Carl Philipp Emanuel

Bach be invoked in this case . Beethoven thought

highly of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach's book, it

is true; but in his own compositions few appoggia-

turas are found, and in nearly every case they

seem to be the abbreviation of an appoggiatura
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fully written out a few measures before or af-

terwards. Thus too in this instance, as Kullak

himself points out. Johann Sebastian Bach, al-

so, has done this repeatedly. I give herewith

an example that is to be considered as a paral-

lel case to Beethoven's:

Sonata in D Minor
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

In the two measures just before this pas-

sage, Bach writes out in full two appoggiaturas,

both before a rest, and does so with due regard

to the value and importance of that which is

one of the most eloquent and effective means of

expression in music: a rest. There is, therefore,

the authority of J. S. Bach , the internal evi-

dence in Beethoven's composition, as well as

reasons of logic, for my contending that the cor-

rect execution of this passage is the following:

fê ^ ^

^S¥
Short Appog-g-iatura

No rule is ever free from exceptions and there-

fore , it is no matter of wonder that there should

be many cases where the rules laid down for a

correct execution of the long appoggiatura can-

not be adhered to. The reasons for departing

from these rules are always substantial and well

founded. The measure, the tempo, the rhythm,

and a regard for euphony in polyphonic writ-

ing, these have necessitated a different treat-

ment of the appoggiatura which, in every case,

has had to be shortened, (never lengthened)

thus giving birth to the short appoggiatura .

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach divided the ap-

poggiatura into variable and invariahle (short

and longi. Its nature and application in music

are the same as the long appoggiatura, except

that it only receives one third, or one fourth of

the value of the principal note, at times even

less. However, it preserves inviolate that which

distinguishes the appoggiatura, whether long

or short, the accent.

In the following example the appoggiatura,

if considered as a long appoggiatura,would re-

sult in two consecutive sevenths:

Duet No. 4
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

i
Allegro

^ <^ r\

^ TT~

i
Execution with long appoggiatura

* ^S
irit)^

O

^

\U

But the short appoggiatura conforms with the

laws of counterpoint:

^ * S
(rit)

-''
** r r

A long appoggiatura would result in two con-

secutive octaves in the following example. The

application of a short appoggiatura is therefore

necessary:
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Sonata in C Major
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Adagio

Execution with long appoggiatura

Correct execution (short appoggiatura)

The Acciaccatura

The word Acciaccatura iy Italian and is de -

rived from the verb acciaccare, which means "to

crush"

"Iliis grace-note has a very short time dura -

tion.

Our acquaintance with the appoggiaturaCboth

long and short) has on the whole left us without

disquiet, and the adherence to the rules which

I have cited, and which are easy to remember,will

result in a correct performance. Things, unfor-

tunately, stand differently with the acciaccatura,

and a deplorable divergence of opinion has ex -

isted among equally prominent musicians as to

its correct execution. Already the fact that some

composers have considered the acciaccatura an

entirely different grace- note from the short ap-

poggiatura, while others have not done so, adds

to the confusion.

Leopold Mozart (father of the great Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart) Hummel, Louis KiJhler, Dr.

Marx, and others, all agree that in the case of

the short appoggiatura (^^o they called the ac

-

ciaccatura) the accent remains with i)\& princi -

pal note.

As to the length of the short appoggiatura and
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whether it is to be derived from the note that

follows or from the preceding note or rest there

is considerable divergence of opinion among

equally prominent authors, and, consequently,

considerable confusion.

Fslava, the eminent Spanish theorist, gives

as a rule that if the following note is of greater

time value than the preceding note, then the

short appoggiatura derives its time value from

the following note, but if the preceding note is

of greater time value then the short appoggia -

tura takes its extremely short duration from

X.he preceding note. In case of equal values the

tempo and the rhythm will be the deciding fac -

tors in determining where the appoggiatura be-

longs.

Le Caipentier calls the acciaccatura an af -

ter- tone, thereby implying that it derives its

time value from the note or rest that precedes

it. The same opinion is held by Gaetano Kava in

his"Elements of Vocalization','who writes that

''the imperceptible value of the acciaccatura is

to be taken from the preceding beat'.' In the

same sense many other prominent writers on

music express themselves.

Dr. Calcott, in his "Grammar of Music',' pub-

lished in 1800, a work which, through its ac-

knowledged sincerity has commanded much at-

tention, makes mention of the"half beat" (in

German "Zusammenschlag") and describes it as

"a lower auxiliary tone, struck at the same time

as the principal note and immediately quitted,

very similar to the Italian acciaccatura'.' This

takes for granted that the"Italian acciaccatura"

is played, not before but with the principal note.

Dr. Calcott adds that "when a small note follows

a large one and depends upon that for its time,

the name after-note {in German Nachschlag) will

be used in this work to distinguish it from the ap-

poggiatura'.'

Here I might also quote Turk, Margburg

,

Stockhausen, Louis Kohler, Kalkbrenner, and
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others.

The acciaccatura is considered by the great-

er part of modern German theorists as a sort

of short appoggiatura which derives its time

value, always extremely short, from the fol-

lowing note. Hans von Biilow confirms this

but leaves the accent to the principal note.

This inflexible rule, notwithstanding the un-

doubted eminence of the musicians who have

promulgated it, cannot always be applied. Its

unswerving application would lead to distor -

tions of the rhythm, of the measure. As a mat-

ter of fact it is not followed by the greatest vir-

tuosos of our time, as anyone who has a keen mu-

sical ear and the faculty of quick perception

and faithful retention can convince himself by

listening to the performance of the classics by

the acknowledged masters of the keyboard .

Dr. William Mason backs up this statement

when he says, in support of his contention that

the short appoggiatura (acciaccatura) is to take

its time value from the preceding note, that "the

performance of the best pianists confirms this

theory"

From this mass of statements is to be gath-

ered that there is no divergence of opinion as

regards the execution of the long appoggiatura,

but that there is considerable confusion as to the

execution of the acciaccatura, because some au-

thoirs call it a short appoggiatura and some not

;

some want its time value derived from the fol -

lowing note, some from the preceding note, and

Eslava, and with him some other prominent writ-

ersin music, want its time value determined by

the greater or lesser value of the following or

preceding note, this, by the way, being a sensi-

ble, logical rule. All agree that the acciaccatura (by

some erroneously called short appoggiatura) does

not, like the long appoggiatura, take to itself the

accent, but leaves it to the principal note .

All this confusion may be avoided by the

following classification:

1. The long appoggiatura is the appoggiatura

proper and is designated "Appoggiatura?We have

seen that it is always an upper or lower auxiliary,

situated not farther than a full step from the
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principal note. It is always a dissonance. It al-

ways takes the accent and resolves itself, in a

diminuendo, legato manner into the softer ac-

cented principal note.

2. The short appoggiatura is shorter,at times

more abrupt in its execution, but preserves in-

violate the distinctive character of an appog-

giatura, the accent.

3. The acciaccatura is to be divided into old

acciaccatura and modern acciaccatura.

The old acciaccatura occurs on an accented part

of the measure, takes its very short time- value

iroTs\\he following noie,h\xi does not take the

leading accent.

Sonata in C Major, No.

5

WOLFGANG AJVIADEUS MOZART

Allegro

\i:i^^-T
/c\

^^^^ %kf

etc.

Execution

-M^
r\

^* r\

Moment Musical, No.

3

FRANZ SCHUBERT

Allesrro moderato

I ^\> I ^n^ ¥=3=

p

'y'^\yi r

\t

.nj jij

Execution

ii\yi l^nn
p

^?

^Q^



The modern acctaccatura is executed he-

fore the note to which it is coupled. It is an af-

ternote of the preceding note. It is a quick grace

note which can be situated on any degree of the

scale, not only (like the appoggiatura) on the

upper or lower auxiliaries.

The question naturally rises: "When is an

acciaccatura to be considered old or modern?'.'

It is, indeed, not always easy to place it. But

this may be said: in the older classics (Bach,

Handel, Rameau, Couperin) and in the compo

-

sitions of Haydn, Mozart and their contem-

poraries, we are generally dealing with the old

acciaccatura. This applies, at times only to the

works of Beethoven. Here we find often the

modern acciaccatura.

This statement is in direct opposition to that

of Hans von Biilow who repeatedly writes that

"all grace -notes take their value from the fol-

lowing principal note'.' Eminent musician though

he was, Hans von Biilow had a very hazy know -

ledge on the subject of ornaments, as is proved

in numerous instances where double acciacca -

turas are called by him appoggiaturas. He ev-

idently did not know the after -note , nor the

"tirata" nor"cadenza',' for he never made men-

tion of them.

Concerto in G Major
LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Allegro moderato
k. >-

(See also the 3rd movement of the sonata in G ma-

jor, Op. 31)
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The old acciaccatura appears written in

small notes, but the stem is not aWays crossed:

hi
This is a source of much confusion and an-

noyance, for there is then nothing to show wheth-

er one is dealing with an appoggiatura or an ac-

ciaccatura, and only an intimate knowledge of

the style of the classics, and of the subject of

music ornaments will enable one to discern

which is the correct execution.

The m.odern acciaccatura is also written in

small notes, usually eighth or sixteenth notes,

and the stem of the little note is always crossed.

The Double Acciaccatura

This embellishment is composed of #wo tiotes

and originally consisted of the upper and the

lower auxiliary, or vice versa.

4
£
W-

It was formerly called "Anschlag"and under

this designation it is described and commen-

ted upon by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in his

"Versuch iiber die Wahre Art das Clavier zu

spielen'.'

An example of this sort of grace -notes is

found in the second movement of Beethoven's

sonata Op. 81a.

Andante espressivo

t
t^^

^
The designation of double acciaccatura is

now applied to an embellishment consisting of

two notes situated on any degree of the scale.

Its execution conforms in every way to the

rules laid down for the single acciaccatura.
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Sonata in D Major, No.l5

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

Adaffi o cantabile

0.

w^^^' \ jjjjjjj J \ m̂
Mordent and Inverted Mordent

The mordent (in Italian mordente) consists

of three notes: the principal note, the lower

auxiliary note (situated a half- step, or a full

step, lower) and again the principal note. The
old sign for it was /^

.

^ Execution

The inverted mordent uses the upper auxil-

iary note. That is the only difference between

it and the mordent proper. The sign for it is -h-.

# Execution (^ T\ T^~

The first two quick notes must be played

with abrupt shortness ("bitten off" as the Italian

designation mordente ,v^\ch. is derived from mor-

dere "to bite" fancifully suggests). These two

first notes occur always on an accented part

of the measure, and take their time-value from

the following note . Regarding the accent,wiieth -

er it should be given on the first note of the or-

nament or on the main note (the third note

played) famous musicians have failed to agree

upon. The advice of Dannreuther (Musical Or-
namentation, page 169) may be followed impli-

citly. He says that in quick tempo the accent

should be on the first note of the ornament, in
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slow tempo on the main note. lleinrich Germer

also supports this claim. \Mien accenting the

third (principal) note this is to be held until

the time of the principal note is completed.

Pi:M=l
ife

Execution"^

^^^
The speed with which the two first notes are

to be played, as well as the location of the ac-

cent, depend on the tempo and on the duration

of the principal note.

t
')!>

t
Allegro

^S

i
'^

w
Presto

s

$
^

i
Presto

^^
Prestissimo

î

Two- Part Invention No. 1 in C major
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Allegro
324 M3

^ ^^ ^Hl ^ ml J^^ gl

^^m »r r rnn
3 2 4 3

fS
Exectition

^^m
mw
^s



The inverted mordent is called in German

Schneller and aX^o Fralltriller (at times simply

Frailer). Riemann, in his "Musik Lexicon" and

Grove, in his "Dictionary of Music and Musi -

cians" make no distinction between the Prall-

triller and the Schneller. Yet, there is a decided

difference between both, as pointed out, long

^-go, by Dr. Calcott and by Carl Philipp Eman-

uel Bach.

The Schneller is the inverted mordent prop-

er, as already explained and illustrated; it al-

ways has a delay on the principal note (third

note played). The Fralltriller does not delay

on the principal note; it transforms this prin-

cipal note into a triplet:

Execution
asie= tFralltriller ^ ^̂

•?.

Carl Philip Emanuel Bach states that its

usefulness is apparent only in passages descend-

ing by degrees:

Execution as Fralltriller

^m ^^
As a matter of fact the descending degrees

have less to do with this execution than the dur-

ation of the principal notes and the tempo which,

if rapid, makes a triplet of the three notes and

brings the accent on the first note played. There-

fore the sign ^ is to be considered as a Schnel-

ler {in\eried mordent, with delay on the princi-

pal note) in slow and in moderate tempo. But

it becomes a Fralltriller {inweried mordent with-

out delay on the principal note) whenever the

tempo is so rapid that it becomes advisable to

make a triplet of the three notes. This has a

far-reaching influence on the execution of

some well known compositions. In the sonata

Op. 13 (Pathetique) by Beethoven, who has not

had trouble with the following passage and those

similar to it, trying to carry out the admonition,

printed in many an edition, to begin the orna-

ment on the beat and to delay on the principal

note

!
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Allegro di molto e con brio (cJ = i44)

^^
(J^

mt3k

P

^^
TT

In his edition of this sonata Hans von Bii -

low writes: "Execution: ^ \ I I 1^

"Beware of the facile and tasteless triplet in

eighth-notes, to which even the anticipated pas-

sing shake would be preferable, though against

the rules" In the tempo demanded by Beethoven

it is almost impossible to execute the inverted

mordents as Schnellers (-with the delay on prin-

cipal note demanded by von Bii low); a halt-

ing, awkward rhythm and an unavoidably jerky

execution is the result. But if we view these in-

verted mordents as Fralltrillers (with no delay
on the principal note) we follow the rules laid

down by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach and by
Dr. Calcott and obtain an absolutely satisfying

and at the same time brilliant and easy execu-

tion.

Allegro di molto e con brio (J = 144)

I

H (f,

p
JJ-i—LL

i

^
^m^

Thus also in the following examples:

Impromptu in Al? Major, Op. 29

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Allegro assai quasi Presto

i \>\>i^ r
5 3

P
^• t d *^ -H'^

^^ 1*- 3 1*-

iJJ^lUdS^LM

^m
Execution

^ma m
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Concerto in E Minor, for piano and orchestra

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Vivace (J =104-112)

Concerto in C Major, for piano and orchestra

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
(1st movement)

Allegro con brio (J =144-156)

Execution according to Theodore Kullak

etc.

When a note of short time-value is provided

with a Pralltriller (-tv) and is followed by a note

situated a step or half- step lower, it is often im-

possible to play the usual three notes demanded

by the Pralltriller; \^% result is, then, a turn

formed by the Pralltriller and the next note.The

following two examples are from Ludwig Klee's

^'Die Ornamenthik":

Written^ s
t^

Execution

^ ^^
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Written

Êxecution

1> i* i/ ^m
The auxiliary note of both the mordent and

the inverted mordent musfconform to the signa-

ture at the clef. If the composer wishes that the

auxiliary note should be flat, sharp or natural,

the corresponding accidental must be written

either above or belowCas may be needed)of the

sign /)(/ or -w. Examples:

*B=
in

^^ %
Execution^* %¥-

te^ i
I

Execution
^m

'^^'•1 rr I f -P^r^^
When the mordent appears over a chord, then

the first note of the ornament is played at the

same time as the chord, and the remaining two
notes are played afterwards:

^^- Execution : feS^^
If the mordent appears before a note of the

chord which is not the highest note of the chord,

the execution conforms to the precepts already

stated:

Little Prelude in C Major
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Moderate



The Fralltriller is at times designated by the

familiar sign of trill-'**- and appears thus very

frequently in the works of Haydn, Mozart and

even in those of Beethoven. There can, how-

ever, be no confusion between the Pralltriller

and the trill proper, because the former ap-

pears written as"*"" only where a lively tempo

makes a double shake, not to speak of a longer

trill, impossible.

Sonata in D Major (Cotta edition No.4)

JOSEPH HAYDN

i

Allegro con brio

>#

iii^ p-r—9-m
f

g^ ' %l^iTt

'tr_ i&*

m F F —0-

etc.

^̂^
Execution

i^ ^

'U',
I rrroi'r

pft*

fi

^^^m ^
m^^^

J. n etc

i
U^'i i t i

The inverted mordent appears frequently in

modern music, but the old sign 'v is not used any

more; the ornament is written out in full, in

smaller type of notes. These little notes are

usually played before the following note, with

which they are coupled. They are to be consid-

ered, then, as after-notes of the preceding note

or rest.

Danse Caprice Op. 28,No.

3

EDVARD GRIEG

In all cases where one may find it difficult

20934-iaOf
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to decide upon the correct execution he should

take into account the rhythm and the value of

the notes without the ornament and conform

the execution to them.

The Double Mordent

This grace note consists, as its name implies,

in the repetition of the two little notes of the

mordent or of the inverted mordent.

Execution

In every other way the execution is the same

as that indicated in the Chapter of Mordents.

The Turn

In this chapter I do not purpose giving sug-

gestions, advice and exercises for the acqui -

sition of rapi^ brilliant turns and trills (this

has been done in the chapters "Trills and Turns"

Book III) but I do wish to indicate their cor-

rect execution as embellishments, that is to

say, the correct execution of the signs which

designate turns and trills, in accordance with

the intentions of the composers and in accor-

dance with the style (see the chapter "Style")

in which their works should be played.

A turn is an embellishment consisting of a

principal note with both its upper an<!Kfclower

auxiliaries. The execution is either: principal

note, upper auxiliary, principal note, lower

auxiliary and again principal note;or,the first

principal note is left out.

^g-^g-^
Turns are nearly always executed legato and

they should be closely connected with the prin-

cipal note to which they lead. One should re-

member that grace notes always lead to or en-

circle a principal note and that their mission

is to beautify, to embellisAthis principal note.
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without lessening its preponderant position. As

such the turn has ever taken a prominent place

among grace notes, and indeed, conjointly

with the trill, has survived all other forms.There-

fore turns, like all graces, should be played as

a general rule(there are exceptions) softer

than the principal note to which they lead up

with a crescendo. They may, at times,be played

louder than the principal note, when they re-

solve into it with a diminuendo.

A turn, it will be seen, is composed of either

five or of four notes. We shall presently know

when the turn should begin on the principal and

when on the auxiliary note.

The old-fashioned sign for the turn was and

still is SNO. This means that ihe first auxiliary

note is the upper.

When the turn was meant to have the lower

auxiliary a.^ first auxiliary note it was written

thus: 8.

tm Execution
= "^S

"'^ft "^^ "^S
If the composer wishes that the auxiliaries

shoul be flat, sharp, or played natural, the cor-

responding signs are written above or below the

sign of the turn.

The classical composers have often writ -

ten the turn in small notes, instead of writing

the sign e\3 or 8 . The rules for its execution

are not, thereby, changed.

The correct execution of a turn depends,

first, on the position of the sign of the turn

in regard to the note; second, on the degree,

on the staff, of the preceding note and of the

following note; third, on the presence or ab-

sence of a dot after the note with which the

turn is coupled (this does not apply to dot -

ted notes which fill a measure, such as a dot -

ted half- note in ^/j time, or to dotted notes

that fill a beat, such as dotted quarter- notes

in ^/g'^/g, ^Vg 1 etc.); fourth, on the rhythm and

the"meter" of the melodic design . on the

structure of the phrase, and on the accompani-

ment.

When the sign of turn appears over a note

situated between two adjacent notes (the

notes just below and above it in the- scale), it

is best to begin the turn with the principal note.

The turn is then composed of five notes.

Minuet in G Major

IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI

Allegretto

(non legato)
0V3

*:A 9 ^

t

(mp)

Execution

^
VF=^

•A m p ^ '' ' ^
t

*

^
Qi^ir r lim

When the sign of turn appears over a note

preceded by a note of the same pitch, it may
be executed in four different ways.-

Beginning on the principal note;

ao934-iaof



Sonata in El? Major (Cotta edition No. 14)

JOSEPH HAYDN

Execution

Tying the principal note to the preceding note:

Sonata Op. 31, No.

2

LUDWia van BEETHOVEN
Execution according
to Sigmund Lebert

i • p fp^ m f-^

io (J» Adagio (J :4a- 50) >3

.»>»V^»»»t»»t»»* '

^ap ±:
)»»»»>»»*««'

^fPf
P P

etc

t
I believe that the following execution i« to be

preferred
•-~-

^

Beginning on the upper auxiliary note:

Sonata in El> Major (Cotta edition No.l4)

JOSEPH HAYDN

Playing the turn before the principal note.

30934-120f
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Rondo in C Major Op.51,No.l

LUDWIGvan BEETHOVEN

t
Execution ^^

i
Moderate e grazioso (J= 120-126)

©
% • ^ • f

*

1

^^j^j-i
I |H-J^ j' j

etc.

^
When a turn is written out in small notes, in -

stead of being indicated by the sign c\5,its ex

-

ecution,as has already been stated, is subject

to the same rules:

Sonata in El? Major (Cotta edition No.14)

JOSEPH HAYDN

Execution

i
r ir^oar ru

m . P

Tempo di MenuettoCJ = 120)

feg
P

m^^
Y~^ 7

ett^
In the following example it is evident that

the turn cannot derive its time-value from the

sixteenth note that precedes it; therefore it

must take it from the following note:

Sonata in E[> Major (Cotta edition No.14)

JOSEPH HAYDN

Execution

BE ^^H;'^^
^^

Tempo di Menuetto

>j.:,LJi
V\,t

'"'

^^
M ^

f
^^

etc.
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Chains of turns

The tempo and the rhythm of a composition

always play a preponderant role in the execu-

tion of grace- notes in general, and should be

taken into consideration, whenever there is a

doubt how to execute them. In the following

examples the correct execution is indicated by

a just observance of the rhythmic requirements.

Sonata in A!? Major (Cotta edition No.ie)

JOSEPH HAYDN

Execution according to Sigmund Lebert in

his edition of the sonatas of Haydn;

„_^ ^ ^

'*ii^ *

Alleero moderato(J = 84) ^

but when the same passage re-appears later, a

fourth higher, Lebert advocates an entirely dif-

ferent execution:

.TD,r.^.rTr
'

^r-^^'-f ^^^=3^^
Si fct

cc

ftE^ ^ ^F=q^ ^^^-^-^

S^^
As a matter of fact, both executions are, in

my opinion, incorrect. Adequate, correct exe-

cutions are the following:

20934-130f

A somewhat similar case is found in the 1st

movement of the sonata in C major. Op. 2, No.3

by Beethoven. Both the editions of Lebert and

Faisst,and of d'Albert agree on the following

execution, to which I also subscribe:

Execution

Sonata in C Minor, No.l4(Kochel N0.457)

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

Execution

^ S
l- \

^mr^ etc.

i
AdagioCJ^r 63-69^

^3

^^
i
p

m ga
CSS

p
5^

etc.

=^=^ ^ 1f=
The speed of the turn depends also on the tempo

in w^ich it occurs and on the rhythmic life of the

theme or of the whole phrase.

#
c«

or a
P

Execution
In slow tempo In moderate tempo In a rapid tempo

^^i



If the c>s is placed between two notes which

are not of the same degree, the turn begins with

the upper auxiliary, consists of four notes, and

there is no delay on the last principal note.

i or
X̂T

Execution

In slow tempo In moderate tempo In a rapid tempo

m^m
If the sign of the turn appears between two notes

of same degree orpitch, the last principal note of

the turn is not played, but is represented by the

next common type note. In other words the turn

concludes on the next common type note:

4-^m ^
Execution

In slow tempo In moderate tempo

^^s
^ ^~^n *5

In a rapid tempo

¥

That there may be more than one correct way

of interpreting the ancient symbols has already

been stated. In his edition of the Cramer Etudes,

Hans von Biilow gives two executions of the turn

in the Etude in F minor, (No. 7, in the collection

of fifty etudes). Hans von Biilow adds that he,

however, prefers the latter, because"it more strict-

ly maintains the rhythmical integrity of the mel-

odic succession (syncopation of the second beat);

neither can the dissonance of At> against the bass

G (second half of second beat) be considered of-

fensive'.'
Execution

i^ ^^
fe

Moderate con espressione
go

W^i
p

^S \f^

^

rfTfifrrrrr
20934-120
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The following passage (the execution of the

turn) has been interpreted variously by emi-

nent musicians:

Sonata in C Minor, Op. 10,No.l

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Allegro molto e con brio (J. = 69)

m
mâ

P ^ ^
etc.

Execution according to Sigmund Lebert, in

his edition of the sonatas of Beethoven:

^ r i

£ffl-cj
^

=8

Execution according to Ludwig Klee, in his

"Die Ornamentik der Klavier- Musik":

^P# ^
(Carl Reinecke adopts this execution in his

edition of the sonatas of Beethoven)

Two executions according to Eugene d'Albert,

in his edition of the sonatas of Beethoven:

it^^P ^ ^ or,better P m
Possibly the following execution is preferable

to any of the foregoing:

fca
f'Cffl-Ci

^

From -what has been said so far it will be no -

ticed that the attempt of a rhythmical division

of the turn is given up in a rapid tempo. By rap -

id tempo is to be understood Allegro vivace or

Presto .

When the sign of the turn appears after a

dotted note, the second principal note of the

turn (end of the turn) should be played at the ex-

act moment where the dot takes effect, and be

of equaKat times greater, but never lesser)
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time-value than the next common-type note.

The execution is then actually the same as when

the turn occurs between notes of same degree,

because a dot written after a note is only a dif-

ferent way of writing out two tied notes of

same pitch.

Sonata Op. 49, No.

1

LUDWIGvan BEETH0\:EN

Execution

^ rfr^frv V

Andante(J - eo'
4

=q

dulee

^ ^^^m
Dr. Carl Reinecke confirms this ^^•hen, in his

"TTie Beethoven Sonatas" (Augener, London) he

writes in regard to the Sonata Op. 14,No.l:"The

turn in the thirty eighth bar, induces me to quote

the rule that wiien a turn is placed after a dotted

note,the three notes of the turn must be played be-

fore the value of the dot, and that the principal note

must be repeated at the place of the dot . Singu-

lar as this rule may appear to many, since the

turn is placed after the dot, it is accounted for

very easily if one realizes that it was formerly

the custom, not as now to set the dot which

lengthens the note by one-half immediately be-

hind the note, but only at the place where it

belongs in conformity with the division of the

bar. Beethoven wrote:

m Jec 4r^J

^
J-^g^ 1

^
"and from this we perceive that the turn should

be played before the third eighth note:

20934-120f

Mm fi^*
^

There are exceptions to this as to every oth-

er rule. In his edition of the sonatas of Bee-

thoven, SigiHtnund Ltbert says, in regard to the

following passage in the first movement of the

Sonata Op. 49 No.l.

(^^ r r^ ^m
5̂^==?^mr^^

"Doubtless literally meant neither for

w ;nor for:^-#^^

If the turn appears after a double dottednote,

then the last note of the turn (which is the prin -

cipal tone) falls on the first of the two dots.

This insures, as a general rule, greater rhythmi-

cal repose and firmness than if the last note

of the turn falls on the second dot:

% \ d - * Execution : ffl> J * *Q^

Sonata in C Minor, No. 14 (Kochel 457)

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

Execution

^;t!= ^m
Adagio

t̂E:
fe:

^^
A turn preceded by an appoggiatura is to be

executed during the value left to the principal note:



Sonata in Ab Major(Cotta edition No.ie)

JOSEPH HAYDN

Execution

When the sign of the turn appears over a dou-

ble-note (third or sixth), it affects only the up-

per note.

Sonata in C# Minor (Cotta edition No.8)

JOSEPH HAYDN
T

The composer who wants a turn in double

-

notes should write it out, as has been done by

Beethoven in the first movement of his Con -

certo in E flat major,.for piano and orches -

tra.

Allegro (J =126-133)

t&
/

t^r F

2 13 if
? 1 3 1

^mm
^23 1 3

tF I'l* . t^^
I II f

2 1 a

4^^ LJa/LJ
y etc.

Ŝ U^^r^

20934-130f
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The sign of the inverted turn 8 is never found

in the compositions of Haydn, Mozart and Bee-

thoven. They always wrote it out in small-

type notes. Its execution conforms in every

way to the rules laid down for the turn pro-

per. The inverted turn is found quite fre -

quently in the compositions of the afore- men-

tioned masters of classical music. Its effect

and brilliancy is instanced with peculiar force

in the Overture of "Der FreischiitzJ'by C.M.von

Weber.

Sonata in El> Major, Op.

7

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

t^̂

Execution^ 3

mi ^
\

m
Rondo
Poco Allegretto e grazioso(J = eo-ee)

=3=

f̂c*:

^m
etc.

J n
'I t

Some readers may think that too much space

has been given in this work to the study of such

an apparently innocuous embellishment as the

turn. Let them, however, compare the turn with

the other embellishments which we possess in

music and they will acknowledge that with the

exception of the trill it leads them all. Strict-

ly speaking, it is no embellishment at all, but

an idiomatic expression of the cantilena. This

is shown in numerous instances, among others

in the aforementioned first movement of the

concerto in Eflat major,by Beethoven;in the first

movement of the Bp major sonata (570, KocheDby Mo-

zart ; in the"Eusebius"of the Garnaual,by Schumann,

and more so in the third movement (Adagio ma

non troppOyCon ajfetto) oi Beethoven's sonata,
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Op. 101. This might indeed be termed the

apotheosis of the turn, for it assumes there a

tenderness of expression, a loftiness of ideals

and a thematic significance hardly paralleled

elsewhere.

How highly Beethoven valued the turn as a

means of expression is shown by the fact that

in his thirty two sonatas for piano he used it

no less than four hundred times! Haydn used

the turn still more lavishly. In twenty of his son-

atas for piano it appears four hundred nine

times. This compilation, so far as I know, has

not been made before; yet, who will deny its

significance?

The Trill

(Also called Shake)

Two origins have been given to the trill

.

According to Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach,

Margburg and Tiirk,the trill, or shake, is de-

rived from the appoggiatura and consists of an

uninterrupted series of appoggiaturas and their

resolutions. Therefore, according to them, the

trill must begin on the upper or side note; and

on this side note, the initial accent falls.

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach seemingly en-

dorsed this view when he wrote(in 1753) that

"until now the trill was used only after an ap-

poggiatura or when repeating the preceding

note; in the first case one called it the con-

nected trill. Nowadays it appears at the begin -

ning of passages in skips, in succession of trills,

in cadences, also after long holds, at the be-

ginning of periods without preceding appog -

giatura and also after these. Consequently,

this ornament is used now with more freedom

than formerly" He gives the following exam-

ple:

Execution

This view seems to have been supported by

Johann Sebastian Bach, who considered the

trill as a dissonance, which had to begin on the

side-note and which usually required the"after-

20934-120f

beat"or"after-turn" (See, further on, examples and

exceptions).

Against this theory may be upheld the fol-

lowing: the trill owes its origin to the gradu -

ally accellerated motion oi one tone: This

was soon after developed into the gradually ac-

cellerated alternation of a tone and its side

-

note. In his "Singing School"(published in 1601)

Giulio Caccini describes the trillo as taught

by him to his pupils, stating that it consists of

the rapid repetition of a single note.

J J J ^nnT^jmmi^^
,

Caccini makes also mention of another or-

nament which he calls Gruppo; it will be seen

that it bears close resemblance to our modern

trill:

G. Caccini(i550- leis"!

JAiimimi^^̂w
In his"Lexicon der Tonkunst','by Schilling, (7

volumes, 1835-40), Conforti (or Consorti) is giv-

en as the name of a singer in Rome, in 1591, who

first used the modern trill, consisting of two

tones on conjoint degrees, in rapid alternation.

Therefore, so far as known, it was a singer who

first employed the trill, an ornament which, in

its virtuoso sense, is best executed on instru-

ments .

Originally the trill (see Dannreuther's "Mu -

sical Ornamentation") was divided into the

Battement:-

and in the Mibattuta (in German Zuriickschlag) :-

i r p LlLI :i M̂
(See, further on, the execution, according to

Gevaert and to Wouters, of the trills in the G
minor Prelude, Book I, in the Well Tempered

Clavichord of Bach).

Tlie modern sign for the trill is ;&? which is



placed always over the note *hat should be

trilled. If the trill is of long duration the two

letters "tr. are followed by an undulating line

which terminates when the trill stops: -»**^'***^

In the older classics (before Haydn and Mo-

zart) the trill was indicated by either "i&tor by

VH-,- or by -H- (which last sign is really the sign

for the inverted mordent); or (more rarely so)

by + a.nAoooo. All these signs appeared gen-

erally above but at times also under the note.

Execution of the Trill

A trill is executed with the principal note

(the note which is written on the staff, and over

which appears the sign ife*.^and with the side-note.

This side -note is always the note situated a half or a

full step(never more than a full step) immediately

above the principal note; it is never the note

immediately below it.

The side -note of the trill is to be played ac-

cording to its designation in the signature at

the clef. For example, in the following trill:

.^
4ŝ

the D, which is the side-note, is to be played

flat because it appears so in the signature at

the clef. In the following trills:

m«^
*•

and #
ir

the D is played "natural" because it is "natural"

in the signature.

If a sign of accidental appears over the sign

^. it affects the side-note accordingly. For

example:

Executionm
20934-iaOf
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^ Execution

(|^'l>b
r"

Execution
f

'^|
f f f f

ffl) ffff r = Execution z ^m
4^ Ji^

^^^1,1^!^^ Execution 1^» ^ F 0=F=^

In some cases, however, eminent composers

have not written the required accidental over '^.

because the preceding note being of the same

degree as the side-note, had the necessary ac-

cidental, or because a modulation made it seem

to them unnecessary to add accidentals over

the *•.

Symphonic Etudes
(Variation VII)

ROBERT SCHUMANN

B̂allade in Ah Major

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Such a practice, notwithstanding the greatness
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of the two composers cited, is not to be com-
mended.

The sign '^.written over a double-note (third,

fourth, sixth or octave) affects only the upper

note. When written under the lower note it af-

fects the lower note only.

Prelude in F Major, (Book I)

of the Well Tempered Clavichord

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Allegretto
ir

If the composer wants both notes to be trilled

the sign ir. must be affixed to both upper and

lower note.

Barcarolle

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Allegretto/-^

How to begin the Trill

A trill begins on either the principal or on

the side- note, according to circumstances, to

the period of time in which the composition was

written and especially according to the style

of , as well as to the views held by, the compos-

er in regard to the execution of trills.

Nowadays, in accordance with the views held

already by Beethoven, a trill is considered to

begin on the principal note.

If the trill is meant to begin with the side^

note (or with a note lower than the principal

note) this is indicated by a grace-note written

before the principal note.

Sonata Op. 57

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

20934-120f

^^ Jl
*-

^ etc.

Sonata Op.lO,No.2

LUDW^a van BEETHOVEN

243
1, ir

m̂ =fe

^ Jf
V

etc.

Unless otherwise indicated a trill ends now-

tidays usually with what is designated as the"af-

ter-beat" or"after-turn\' This is composed of

the principal note, then the note situated half

a step below it and again by the principal note.

mm^
(See, further on, examples and exceptions.)

A trill should be executed as rapidly as con-

sistent with distinctness and without rhythmical

division of the notes.

In a slow tempo trills of a certain length are

best begun by playing slowly the first two or

three notes and then quickly increasing the

speed. In a rapid tempo the same procedure may

be employed if the trill is very long, but in

shorter trills it is usually best to emphasize

the melodic value of the trilled note by a very

slight delay, or by a moderate accent, on the

first note of the trill, followed immediately by

rapid trilling.

Prelude in G Minor, (Book I)

of the Well Tempered Clavichord

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Lento

Pn^
=^

^:^



;
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7m ^

ossia ^ ^ ^.y ^

.J
rrnrrrrrrrrr rrrrrr iP

1 ^ ;>

Execution according to the Rihattuta spon-

sored by Francois Auguste Gevaert and pub-

lished in the Wouters edition of the Well Tem-

pered Clavichord.

Lento (J = 46)

43

A.trill is to be played with measured notes,

that is to say, with a given number of 8th, 16th,

32d or 64th notes, or triplets, when the bass or

the melodic notes connected with the trill

make this mode of execution necessary.

20934-120f

Three Part Invention in C Minor
(Busoni edition)

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

(See also the chapter "Trills',' Book HI)

Before the time of Beethoven

In the time of the early clavichordists, la-

ter in the time of Bach and Handel, and still

later in the time of Haydn and Mozart, trills

were generally begun with the aide- note. When
the composer wanted the trill to begin dif -

ferently he wrote a short appogiatura or an

acciaccatura before the trilled note, to indi-

cate how the trill should begin.

irmi: rmr ^p
^^^

m^^} rm
Yet, the instances were not few where it was

deemed imperative to begin with \h&principal note.

According to Grov'e "Dictionary of Music

and Musicians"the trill was made to begin on

the principal note in the following cases. (These

rules hold good to this day):
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The Trill begins on the Principal Note

1. At the commencement of a phrase.

Fugiie XIII, in F# Major, Book H
of the Well Tempered Clavichord

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Allegro

if i'V"j J?

See also Prelude in G minor, Book I, already

cited).

2. After a rest.

Sonata in El> Major
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

#
Allegro

^
ir

.!>

^? ±

3. After a skip.

Fugue, in the Suite in E Minor

GEORG HXNDEL

Maestoso^̂ J—/ .̂

70:

• F m m̂
i)'

etc

Art of Fugue (No. 8)

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

1r.

^^T^=^ ^m ^ etc.

4. When the preceding note is of the same

pitch and is marked staccato. When not marked

staccato, the trill begins on the side-note. (See

further on).

20934 -120f

Sonata in C Minor

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

Molto allegro
A > '

^RhTm i
ir.

-w=gm- W=F

Executicon^ffi ^=^g=p=[i=^

i«r. iK^ 'tr^ iK^

^i-'tf fc^rrM- i rrrprrrrr r iH 'i
Execution

te r r etc

0.1. °^ -"—-^ •
•

5. After a note situated one degree above or

below. This preserves the melodic sequence.

A

real trill, which requires at least four notes,

is possible then only in a slow or moderate

tempo. But in a rapid tempo the trill becomes

a I'railtriller (see '^Inverted Mordent").

Sonata in Cjt Minor (Cotta edition No.8)

JOSEPH HAYDN
Menuetto i

Moderato(J = i2«) j^m^i
it ^ ^

«Execution
etc.;

#^1*

I
'g|»^ ^

etc.

M ir.

m i

i^'V'i jJjijjjJ

Sonata in D Major (Cotta edition No.is)

JOSEPH HAYDN
Allegro assai (J z 144-148)

ir.^ '^
I

^ "^
I

"^

*
Execution-.

ete.

^f=g=

J^JJJJUJJjJJJJlJig



Since the Time of Beethoven

Beethoven was the first great composer to

demand that instead of being an exception, the

beginning of the trill on tiie principal note

should be the rule. This is the manner in which

the trills that abound in his compositions

should be executed. WTienever he wanted the

trill to begin differently he was careful to pre-

face it with a grace- note. Examples have al-

ready been cited. Composers, nowadays, pro-

ceed in the same manner.

We have seen that the older classics con-

sidered the beginning of the trill on the prin

cipal note an exception and gave rules to in-

dicate it.

From a modern standpoint the reverse takes

place. Following are the cases where,from the

modern point of view, a beginning on the side-

note is imperative, or, at least, desirable:

The Trill begins on the Side- Note

l.When the precieding note, whether a nor-

mal note or a grace-note, is of the same pitch

and of short time-value.

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue
(Wouters Edition)

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Barcarolle

FREDERICK CHOPIN
Allegretto |

(See also examples, given further back, of the

Sonata Op. 57, by Beethoven)
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2. When the preceding note is situated a

degree higher than the trilled note and is con-

nected with it by a slur. The trill begins then

with the side- note tied to the preceding note.

Such was the acknowledged rule for compo -

sitions prior to the time of Beethoven; it was

called the tied trill (in German, gehundene

Triller).

Concerto in C Major
by HERZOG JOHANN ERNST

von Sachsen-Weimar

arranged for the Clavier hy J.S. Bach

etc.

3. When preceded by an appoggiatura, the

appoggiatura then begins the trill. Such cases

are extremely rare in modern music where ap-

poggiaturas are written out in normal notes.

Sonata Op.57

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

^ witm

Execution
iw«QS*D<tM]S<OJ*y,^

In the piano compositions of Bach, Handel

and their contemporaries, trills are often

found coupled to signs that indicate more

preparatory notes than the simple side-note.

They are described further on under the title

"Obsolete Signs'.' In modern music such ela-

borate beginnings of a trill are found also,

but the composer takes care to write these

initial notes as grace notes. This commen -

dable practice was indulged in by Haydn and

Mozart.
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Sonata in C Major, No.5

WOLFGANG AAIADEUS MOZART

Andante

Sonata in Bl? Minor

FREDERICK CHOPIN
Marche Funel

^ME

^m ^

etc.

^. ^.

How to end the Trill

Already in olden times it was customary to

end a trill with the"after-beat" or "after- turn','

the former designation being the most suita -

ble and corresponding to the German word
Nachschlag. This after- beat, already described,

is often expressly indicated by the composer.
A single grace -note, situated a half-step be-

low the principal note, is sufficient to indicate

the required after- beat if the note that follows

the trilled note is of the same pitch.

-tr. ^ i
Execution

rrrrrrrrrrrrrr^
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But if the note that follows the trilled note

is situated one or more degrees higher or low-

er, the after- beat is indicated by two grace-

notes, or by normal notes. Such was the usual

practice of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and

Schubert.

Sonata Op. 31, No.l

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Adagio grazioso (J • =46)

etc.

JO cantalile

Sonata Op. 143

FRANZ SCHUBERT

i

Andante

fe
:^^^fflA

/. ^ etc.

Sonata Op.147

FRANZ SCHUBERT

Andante
ir.-^

=3=

T
^ ^

^etc.

Examples are not wanting where a trill melts

into the next note without an after-beat. This

sometimes happens when the note is situated

a degree lower than the trilled note (see exam-

ple already cited: Sonata in Dmajor,by Haydn).

There are, of course, exceptions.

Sonata in El? Major, Op.31,No.3
LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Allegro(J =116)
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At times the trill ends abruptly on the prin-

cipal note. Such is, usually, the case when the

trill is followed by a rest and no "after- note"

is written out

.

i

Sonata op. 101
LUDWIG vail BEETHOVEN

Vivace alia marcia
13

^
dim.poco uresc.

" ''

' r K ;nr:rui^
em:^

'Jl.

4 3 2 4 3

If the trilled note is tied to the following

note, both being of the same pitch, it was for -

merly customary to end the trill on the princi -

pal note and tie it to the following note (see

example cited of the Prelude in G minor, Book

5 3 2 5

etc.

5

I, by Bach).

There are cases, though, where it is neces-

sary, for harmonic reasons, to end in a dif -

ferent way, by adding, at the end of the trill,

the side- note.

Allegro

Sonata in BIj Major

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

ir ^'^>^'^'^>-%'WV^^%'W^^V%'V^^%'V%'%^'^ V%'V%^V^^W^^'VWW

^ ^=- I ^^
nf

;hi'ttj!- J J

f
JJJJj J- im m^^i W~9

I

TTTTfT f

J J^l J

>*'WWV^^^V%^V%^V^ k^V^^'^^V^^
™ r

J

^
W^^'V^^'V^^iV^^ 'V

^^^ps^
~TT- s

4-»

etc.

If the sign of the trill is over a dotted note the

trill is often made to stop on the principal note

when the dot takes effect. This is the same rule

that has been given in the execution of turns.

Suite 10, Allemande
GEORG HANDEL

a) ir. ir. *: fr.

b^
ir. ), "tr.A Si) tr M lr. jr. fr.

,, f

Execution

20934-120f
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etc.

etc.
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Exceptions may be cited here too. In many

cases it is best to trill continuously until the

after-beat. The dot is then considered as a

continuation (tied note) of the principal note.

Sonata in C Major, No .3

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Execution

Execution

Chains of Trills

When the chain of trills occurs in a descend-

ing direction none of the trills ends with the

"after- beat" (See example: Nocturne by Chopin,

Book III, pages 216 to 218).

When the chain of trills occurs in. ascending

direction, it is often the last trill only that re-

ceives an after-beat.

Concerto in E\> Major
LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Allegro
ir

See also the much longer"chain of trillsVin the

same movement of the concerto, at the end of which
Beethoven wrote the after-beat.

20934-iaOf

In some cases, though, every trill has the "^f

ter-beat"

Ballade in A!? Major
FREDERICK CHOPIN

Allegretto

crese . .

Sometimes more elaborate endings of a trill

are written out in full, or as grace notes (see

examples cited of the Sonata Op. 57, by Bee -

thoven)

.

The Sign of Arpeggio

In modern music the signj placed before a

chord means that it is to be arpeggiated from

bottom upward:

i Execution ^

It is never arpeggiated from the upper note

downward, unless the composer writes this out

expressly, in small-type notes:

,
Symphonic Etudes

(Variation No. 8)

ROBERT SCHUMANN
Presto possible

MSi
^

±fib

/f

^m
MM
/f
m
f.

^
etc,

i

Many theorists have adopted the rule that

when the signj, standing before two chords

which have to be played, at the same time, by

both hands, is unbroken, the execution becomes

an uninterrupted arpeggio, from the lowest

note in the bass to the highest in the treble .
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Largo (J*: 88-92)

Sonata in D Minor, Op.31,No.2

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

"The arpeggio should be executed quietly and

ought not to shorten the duration of the highest

note, as half-note, in proportion to the follow-

ing quarter-notes, play thus:"

(Foot-note by Sigmund Lehert in his edition of the

Beethoven Sonatas).,,^, ^ cq
Execution according 7

li'J
'

.̂

~%

to Hans von Biilow

4^1 .

But if the signj is not continuous from the low-

est note to the highest, that is to say, if there is

a short Jalloted to each chord the performer

plays the two arpeggios simultaneously, strik

-

ing together the first note in each chord and

ending the last notes together.

Sonata Op. 57 (Appassionata)

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Andante con moto ^

'Sib.

Inmost cases, especially if there are more notes

in one chord than in the other, it will be found ad-

vantageous and of better effect to execute the ar-

peggiated chords uninterruptedly,from the low-

est note to the highest.

In Bach's time the direction of the arpeggios

was sometimes indicated by these signs:

J meant to arpeggiate from the bottom up-

ward.

Execution

r 1
5 or i meant to arpeggiate from the highest

note downward.
At that time, the sign of arpeggio was often

meant to extend far beyond the written notes. It

is interesting, in this case, to observe the sim-

plicity of annotation and the richness of the

result in the execution.

In his Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue Bach

wrote:

20934-120f
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The author of this work has employed J to in-

dicate the ascending direction of the arpeggio,

and ^ for the descending direction (see the chap-

ter "Arpeggios" Book III, page 31 and following).

The Tremolo

In the 16th century the tremolo was for every

instrument, the rapid repetition of one tone. It

is still considered as such in the case of string

instruments.

On the piano we now look on it as a more or

less rapid (usually as rapid as possible) alter-

nation of two, three, four or even five tones!

S
• """''7rrr^ ^m i3E

±

Modern composers are usually careful to -write

out in full the notes to be played. Still, the

sign of the tremolo ^7^ is encountered

quite frequently.

Formerly the most accepted sign for the

tremolo was the following:

m Execution:^^I
If 64th notes were wanted then the stem of

the note or chord was crossed hy four little

lines. This manner of indicating the tremolo is

found often in the compositions of Bach.

The Cadenza
(In Italian cadenza and also tirata)

This embellishment comprises an unrestric-

ted number of notes. They always appear writ-

ten in small-type notes, and take their time-

value in some cases from the preceding note

or rest.

20 9 34- 120 f

Nocturne in Al> Major, Op.32,No.2

FEEDERICK CHOPIN
Appassionato

In other cases the time -value is taken from

the following note. "Whenever necessary the

tempo may be slightly ritarded, in order to

enable a smooth execution.

Ballade in A!? Major
FREDERICK CHOPIN

Allegretto
:).^

13 3 3

J'"" W frrrrr

^
Sa.
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r-ii)> '!''> r
^. ^.

^m^^m̂̂
^

^. 'Sa. ^.

^
^̂

etc.

i

These little grace-notes should always be

played softer than the principal tonesjthey should

usually be played legato, with a lighter touch,

and in one way or another they must always lead

up to and emhellish the next principal tone. Th'i^

applies to every ornament ; it should help to

beautify, not to deface. And it should never be

so crudely or rudely prominent as to o-^^ersha-

dow or hide entirely the fundamental melodic

design on which it is embroidered. In order

to lead well unto the next principal tone a

crescendo, or a diminuendo, or a ritard will

often be found advantageous.

After -Notes

Mention has already been made of them

in the division of this chapter entitled "Appog-

giatura"

Although known and described by the old

theorists, mentioned and explained in Rie -

mann's "Musik Lexikon" in Grove's "Dictionary

of Music and Musicians" and more especially,

in all the leading treatises on musical orna-

mentation, employed by Bach and by Handel,

the after-notes are, strange to say, unknown

to many an otherwise well- schooled and com-

petent modern musician. Even such an emi -

20934-120 f
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nent artist as Hans von Billow seems to

have ignored their existence, for in a foot

-

note to the sonata Op. 57 (Appassionata), in

his edition of the sonatas of Beethoven, he

writes: "As in the case of all embellishments,

without exception, the first three notes must

fall precisely on the count to which they be-

long'.' That "without exception',' as well as sim-

ilar observations in other foot-notes, proves

that Hans von Biilow was not conversant with

a form of musical ornamentation that had won

the approval of the older classicists and which

has survived to this day.

Briefly described, the after- note (it may

be represented by a single note or by many)

is a grace note that depends for its time-

value not on the following note but on the

preceding note with which, in olden times, it

generally appears connected by a slur.

(From "Embellishments of Music',' by Louis

Arthur Russell)

Written

y^̂ ^ ^mr^j
(Handel)
Execution

w
t^ ^ 3t^ ^^
Written 8-

m̂ ^

(Schumann)
Execution g-

t fe ^ ^
If the after-note consists of a single note,it

is equal to a modern acciaccatura (see above,

example of Beethoven's Concerto for piano, in

G major). If, as in the example just given this

ornament consists of two notes, it is then usu-

ally either a"slide"or an inverted mordent,

(see above, example of Grieg's "Dance Caprice)'.'

An interesting and instructive example of

three grace-notes is found in the Rondo, "Alia

Turca',' of the sonata in A major, by Mozart. So

far as I know all editions of this celebrated com-

position make it a point to write a foot-note in

which the reader is urged to play the grace-notes

"on the beat',' that is to say, to strike the first of the

three grace-notes with the octave in the right hand.
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to (J:Allegretto (J = lae) ten

.

If the editors who wrote that foot-note had

listened more carefully to their own playing,

or to the playing of others, they would, at once,

have detected that they were not playing what

ten.

#3=
#- r

&=£=

Mozart wrote. For, instead of playing, as prin-

cipal notes, the _/i3«r A's written by Mozart,

they played only three.

^m s
^^
Such is, indeed, one 'of the two unavoidable

modes of execution, if the pianist tries to play

the first of the three grace-notes "on the beat"

The other execution results from trying to pre-

ten.

serve the four A's written by Mozart;the out-

come is a rhythm changed to such an extent as

to make a burlesque of a singularly captivat-

ing and effective passage-.

^m m i
^^
But if these grace-notes are considered as

after-notes to be played immediately after the

preceding principal note and before the fol-

lowing principal note -the whole difficulty

vanishes at once; the rhythm becomes natural

and incisive, the accents forceful and the exe-

cution easy.

teio.

u m4:
wmm 1 1» !»

^ « ^a. ^ * ^. * ^ *

For the same reason of rhythmic precision

and firmness and of metrical accentuation, I

recommend, in contradistinction to the advice

offered in all the afore-mentioned editions, to

consider as after-notes the double acciaccaturas

in the first period of the Rondo "Alia Turca":

a0934-ia0f



Allegretto

Obsolete Signs

Their description and study belongs more

properly to the special treatises written on

musical ornamentation. If a few are men-

tioned, briefly, in this chapter it is only be-

cause these obsolete signs are reproduced,with-

out comment or explanation, in many a modern

edition of the piano compositions of Bach,

Handel and their contemporaries. A cultured

musician should know their correct execution,

without the aid of an explanatory edition. A
good example is offered by the three Part In-

vention No. 5 in E flat major, of Bach. In many

an otherwise fine edition the obsolete signs

are reproduced without comment or explana-

tion. Compare these editions with the written-

out execution in the editions of Ferruccio Bus-

oni (Breitkopf & Haertel) and of William Mason

(G. Schirmer, New York).

The sign o*** means that the trill is to begin

with the lower, adjacent note; this gives the

impression of beginning the trill with an inver-

ted turn.

If the hook, at the beginning, goes up: O^v,

then the trill starts as follows: upper side -note,

principal note, lower side- note followed by

the trill proper, giving the impression of be-

ginning with a turn. See, at the end of this chap-

ter, the table of signs written by Bach.

In his"Die Ornamenthik in der Klavier Musik"

Ludwig Klee gives the following execution of the

obsolete- signs in the Two Part Invention No. 9,

by Bach:

20934- 120f
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fe
Ovvi_ esa ,^v»v

m p cJT' pir

Execution

fe
'^ ^WW PmP^ >ftiffgggg

Compare the above with the following simpli -

fied execution given by Busoni in his edition of

the same Invention. It is a compromise between

an execution that was in vogue in the days of

the clavichord and clavicembalo (or harpsichord)

and that which corresponds to modern spirit.

This attitude is reflected in the "Editor's Pre-

face" of the Augener edition of the Handel

Suites: 'The numerous ornaments which were

necessary for the instruments in use in Handel's

days are given above the notes, but as our mod-

ern instruments do not require them, they are

left unnoticed'.'
Allegro non troppo ma con spirito

ten.

Sometimes the sign is crossed by a small

vertical line: C'H*' or QAv^jv or AH^. This means

that the trill ends with the after- beat. Such is

also the meaning of the double sign/m-or/vw cxs

.

The difficulty of the execution of some of these

obsolete signs is often entirely out of propor-

tion to the simplicity of the piece in which

they appear. Thus in the Little Prelude in C

major (1st Prelude for beginners) by Bach, ap-

pears the following:
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Allegro moderato (J = 104-112)

^',,.^.;^.;^ ^

^^ O'*'^^

ii
i

Execution according to the Table, of Signsj

written by Bach i

'^^&£;'W'^££^
m

mm ^ ^m m

Easier is the execution sponsored by Kiihner,

in the Litolff edition; by Dr. Mason in the Schir-

mer edition; and by Buonamici,also inthe Schii-

mer edition:

i^^^^^
g^# ^ ^ »>>J |

» J g M-Z

The Slide or Slur

(In German: Schleifer)

This is an ornament of two , three, or, more
rarely, four grace-notes which proceed by con-

joint degrees, either from above or from be-

low. The ancient sign for it was W^ or / or\
placed between two principal notes.

#
Execution

The execution is the same as that of the dou-

ble acciaccatura, i.e. rapidly and lightly. Its

time-value is derived from the y(y/^o«<)«7i,.o- prin-

cipal note inthe compositions of the older clas-

sics up to and including Haydn, Mozart and

even Beethoven. There is this difference, how-

ever: Bach employed, at times, the sig-n of the

slide, while the three great composers named

never made use of it; they wrote out, instead,

the notes as grace- notes.

Toccata in D Minor
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Sonata Op. 13 (Pathetique)

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Rondo

I

Allegro (J = 96)

Although, as stated elsewhere in this chapter,

Hans von Biilow, when writing about grace-notes

never made reference to the J/ter-tones, yet in

this case he saw the necessity(in my opinion

without absolute warrant) for allowing the grace-

notes (the"slide") to be played as part of the

preceding measure. Anent the foregoing mea-
sures von Biilow writes: "in executing this

grace, the player must be careful not to pro -

duce the effect of parallel octaves with the

bass (F- A? , and in the next measure Ep - G)

;

rather than this, the slide might be treated as

an appendage to the fore-going notes"

There are other ancient signs, such as the

"Accent"(designated thus by Bach); the "Port

de Voi,x"(thus designated by Rameau, and simi-

lar to the "Accent"); the "Pince"(an inverted mor-

dent, considered by Rameau as a trill); the

"Suspension"; the "Son Coupe"; the "Arpegement

simple" and the "Arpegement figure','all of them

used by Rameau. I do not deem it necessary to

speak of them at length because they have dis -.

appeared from general use. They will be found

a0934-130f
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on the lists -which I append as a curiosity. The
first list is a table of signs written by J.S.Bach
for his son Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, in his

"Little Clavier-Book"(1720).The other list of

signs is given by Rameau in his "Pieces de Cla-

vecin, avec une table pour les agremens" (1731

and 1736).

Those who are especially interested in this
subject of musical ornamentation should con -

suit the treatises devoted to Embellishments by
Dannreuther, Ludwig Klee, Louis Arthur Russell,

Beischlag,as well as the essays written in

Grove's "Dictionary of Music and Musicians','

and in Riemann's "Musik Lexikon'.'

Clavier — Biichlein

fUr

WILHELM FRIEDEMANN BACH
Angefangen in Cothen den 23 Ja,nuarl720

Explication unterschiedlicher Zeichen,

so gewisse manieren artig zu spielen,andeiiten

m zm
Ovwv

-m—
w

Trillo. mordant. trillo und mordant. cadence. Doppelt - cadence. idem.

gU»vi)v C>VM)V «lv Uw

w
doppelt -cadence .,^^ J , idem
u. mordant

.

accent accent accent u.

steigernd. fallend. mordant.
accent u.

idem.

Noms et figures des Noms et

agremens agremens

Pieces

De Clavecin
avec une table

Pour les Agremens
par Monsieur Rameau

expressions des

Cadence ^

Cadence
appuyee

Double _^
Cadence

/wO

Cadence

Cadence
appuyee

Double
Cadence

p m -
Double Double

Pince S Pince

PortPort : ,,
de voix rn

I

z de voix

20934-120 f

r r r r rf r-f-
-if^^j^^^^Bj

—

r pr^fprp
\ rrri rrr

:_^-l=

1====-

. n.^
-^ ^— ' 7

Pince et port:

de voix P
zx:

rPince et porti

:de voix

Son Coupe

Suspension

:Son Coupe .^ ^

A
iSuspension ^

Arp egement ^ |
jj

simple P. I P

Arpegement —m-
figure ^t^

:Arpegement 7jjg;
isimple P I ij^

:Arpegement 7 u §:-
:figure r ^ =

H J-

mm

M̂
WT^ T

m 4S5^=*^
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Sight Reading

and

Fianoscript Book

20934- laOf
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Sight Reading

To neglect this valuable accomplishment is

to burden one's life with a sense of incomplete-

ness , of partial failure.

Time, energy and patience are wasted pain-

fully deciphering music that should be per-

formed at sight with nonchalant ease. For a

poor sight- reader, learning new pieces is a

task of far greater magnitude than for a good

reader. The poor sight-reader rarely indulges

in the delights of chamber music, and he can-

not accompany at sight singers, violinists and

cellists.

It has been observed that many good sight-

readers have a poor or unreliable memory,

while the musician gifted with a fine faithful

memory does not read well at sight.

In 1801, Czirny began to take lessons from

'Beethoven. In 1805, Beethoven wrote him a

brilliant certificate,but at the same time warned

him not to make too free a use of his extraor -

dinary memory "as he might otherwise lose the

ability of a quick survey when reading at sight'.'

(Thayer, "The Life of Beethoven',' Book II.)

There is, however, no reason for not possess-

ing both accomplishments. The artist -who has

slips of memory whenever he appears in con-

cert is to be pitied still more than one who has

failed to develop the faculty of reading well at

sight.

All the advice, suggestions and rules ever

given, and all that are given in this chapter, are

contained in the following three words : Read

every day.

Unless this is strictly adhered to, the poor

sight-reader will not gain ultimate success.

Therefore, the first requisite is to be quite

sure that no day passes without devoting from

five to thirty minutes to sight-reading.

The best time for reading is either at noon, be-

fore the midday meal (the light is best then), or

in the afternoon, before day-light wanes. But

20934-120f

if the pianist finds out by experience that in

spite of personal desire and good-will he for-

gets to read at sight, or is prevented by other

occupations, then he should read at sight in the

morning,the moment he sits down at the piano.

If the first requisite for obtaining success

as a sight -reader is to read every day,the second

is to have suitable and plenty of music to read.

By suitable music is meant music easy enough

to be read with fluency. Music of the so-called

second grade is best to begin with. As the pian-

ist gains more and more ability he should read

music of third grade, fourth grade and so on;but

nothing is more disheartening than to try to

read tit sight music difficult to learn.

Orchestral players are usually better sight

-

readers than pianists, for two reasons: first,

they usually have only one note to play at a

time, while the pianist has many; and they prac-

tise very little, if at all, while the pianist devotes

to practice all the time he can dispose of.

The following points are worth remembering:

do not start playing the moment the music is

placed on the rack. Look carefully(but swiftly)

at the clefs, number of accidentals, at the clef

tonality, time- signature and tempo.

Read fsilentli/ the first few measures and if

given time, cast a careful but rapid look over the

whole composition, or movement, in order to

find out if repeats are to be made, if the tempo

changes suddenly, or if the music suddenly be-

comes much more difficult than it is at the be -

ginning. Then, after this preparation, start play- ,

ing without anxiety, making up your mind to en-

joy both the reading and the music, if it is beau-

tiful. Pay no attention to slight, often unavoid-

able, imperfections in your reading or in your

playing. You are not asked to play the music at

sight perfectly, but to give as good a sketch of

it as you can. Never stop, and never repeat a

passage because you made one or two slight
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mistakes. If the music suddenly becomes dif-

ficult, play only the right hand part and the

lowest note of the bass, or, if need be, leave

the bass out altogether, picking it up again

as soon as you are able to play well the parts

of both hands. If the reading was very poor,

do not repeat the piece immediately; read it

again a couple of weeks later.

1)0 not atare at the muHic. In order to coun-

teract that habit make it a practice to cast a

S'wiJ't look at a whole measure and immedi -

ately look away and play whatever you gath -

ered in that one swift look. It will not be

long before you find out that you can play

two measures, possibly more, by glancing

once at the music and then looking away from

it. This will develop the habit of playing at

sight, not by studying every note, as a child

spells the letters of a word, but by obtaining

a quick impression of whole groups of notes, as

a well educated person takes in words, and ev-

en whole sentences, when reading a book.

"When reading at sight always play with shad-

ings and expression and use the pedals; you will,

then, read better and enjoy your reading more.

Before you start your practice in the morn-

ing get ready the music which you mean to read

later during the day.

Read at first only pieces in a slow tempo,

not faster than Moderato . Later, when reading

pieces in Allegretto or Allegro, play them in that

tempo, and not slower, for you would get a

wrong impression of the piece . It is highly ben -

eficial to read polyphonic music at sight, such

as the Little Preludes and Two and Three Part

Inventions by Bach, his Partitas and his French

and English Suites. The eye then becomes

trained to read at the same time two, three,

and four different parts.

If possible, arrange with a fellow- student,

or with a friend, to read at sight, once or twice

a week, symphonies arranged for four hands.

Begin with the Symphonies of Haydn; then

Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schubert, Beethoven,

Schumann, Tschaikowsky and Brahms.The list

of beautiful Suites and pieces written originally,

for four hands , by Arensky, Grieg, Jensen, Raff

and other eminent composers is very extensive.

Try also to play sonatas and pieces once or

twice a week with a violinist or a cellist. This

will prove profitable and delightful. To accom-

pany singers is also of great valufe, as it gives the

pianist the opportunity to play at sight music

which is seldom very difficult technically but

which requires instant adaptation to the various

little dynamic and agogic changes that a singer

generally indulges in.

Of course all this takes it for granted that the

pianist has a good knowledge of harmony, which

enables him to recognize at a glance not only the

the category of chords but the chord-like struc-

ture of certain passages, the relation between

the bass and the melody and the modulations.

"When you have become a fairly good sight

reader, try to organize every week, an evening

or afternoon of chamber music, (trios, quar -

tettes or quintettes). This is of great educa-

tional value and one of the purest joys of the

real musician.

!i0934-iaof
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The Pianoscript Book

If mention is made here of this little book of

mine, called Pianoscript Book, it is because

of the undeniable help it has proven for both

teacher and student. The fact that the Piano-

script Book is now in its fourth edition speaks

more eloquently than words for its usefulness

and widespread acceptance.

The Pianoscript Book is designed to re-

tain, in classified form, the observations made

by the teacher in regard to technic, position

of hand, touch, tone, interpretation, defects

to correct, qualities to acquire or to develop

and so on-- all of which the student is usually

told and promptly forgets.

The Pianoscript Book contains besides ma-

ny technical exercises, brief instructions for

using the pedals correctly, and numerous sug-

gestions, rules and advice regarding the var-

ious phases of pianistic art.

In the belief that the Preface of the first e-

dition of the Pianoscript Book, which is re -

produced in all subsequent editions, gives a

clear idea of its aim and scope, it is quoted

herewith:

*"Teaching is one of the most beautiful voca-

tions to which any individual may devote him-

self. For, rising above our own short exis-

tence, we impart to others truths and princi -

pies which shape their minds and their very

souls, gladdening and sweetening their lives.

To the musician, teaching means gracing the

days of his fellow beings with the beauty and

fragrance of the masterworks in music. The

joys and the sorrows, the aspirations and the

force which stirred the great composers to cre-

ate their immortal works glow anew when we
perform their compositions. We and our pupils

know how to conjure again to magic life the

wondrous, vibrant tonal messages from the si-

lent symbols.

"Yet the task at times is arduous! What a

strain on the patience and the nerves of the

teacher to have to repeat, over and over again,

that which should be treasured at first hear -

ing by the student! "S\Tiat a confession of care-

lessness and inattention it is when the pupil

admits that he has forgotten what the master

has said! The result of a life's experience,know-

ledge and investigation freely given by the

teacher but forgotten in a moment by the pu-

pil

!

"In order to lighten and at the same time make

more permanent the work of the master and of

the student this book has been devised. The

only student worth while is the thoughtful stu -

dent. This book provides such a student with

a practical means of preserving in classified

form a record of his own work, observations of

his master and his own comments upon the

lessons. In other words, what has been hither-

to kept in unstable form in the memory may now

be ^reaeryed for all future reference.

"The result will be startling. What the teach-

er really has to give, beside his own illustra -

tions at the keyboard, and which is of most val-

ue to his pupil, is his advice. Why try to keep

it on the easily effaceable tablets of the mind?

"By keeping a careful record the pupil will

then tread swiftly, smoothly and safely, that

road which leads to the desired goal— to Know-

ledge, Mastery, Success'.'

Used in conjunction with the Master School,

the Pianoscript Book is a powerful help for util -

izing to the utmost the technical , musical and

aesthetic material contained therein, thereby

avoiding atagnation in an art where not to pro -

gress means to retrograde.

*) By permission of Theodore Presser, Philadelphia.

20934 -120f
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Conception and Interpretation

Some musicians may think that the words which

head this chapter signify the same thing: the cor-

rect understanding of the meaning of a compo -

sition. There is, however, a distinction to be

made.

Conception, as applied to the art of a musical

performer, means his ability to understand cor-

rectly the nature, purpose and poetic idea of

the composition which he is to play.

Interpretation is the performer's ability to ac-

tually reproduce his conception of the piece in a

manner that approaches as nearly as possible to

the composer's idea.

Conception is the idea which we form of the

piece. Interpretation is the manner in which this

idea is made audible.

Interpretation refers not only to our concep -

tion of the piece, but to our more or less cor -

rect, faithful, clever, intuitive or inspired trans-

lation of the musical signs written by the com-

poser into living, vibrant tones.

To interpret well means to give to the tempos

just the speed that the composer intended, to the

shadings the greater or lesser intensity he had in

mind, to the accentuation the firmness or mod -

eration he wanted, to the touch the degree of

buoyancy or mellowness in staccato or legato

that he designed and thus, too, in regard to the

agogics, to the employment of the pedals ,to out-

lining the phrases, to the style, in short to all that

goes into giving audible life to the silent sym-

bols.

We may endow a piece with a beautiful concep-

tion and yet fail to interpret well or beautifully

all that the composer wrote. There is agift which

may be developed, but which can neither be im-

parted to nor created on barren soil; it is a pow -

erful means for interpreting a musical compo -

sition correctly and beautifully. This gift is

called taste.

What is taste? I know of no better definition

'than that given, over one hundred and fifty years

ago, by Jean- Jacques Rousseau:

'Of all natural gifts, Taste is the one which is

felt most and which can be least explained. It

would not be what it is if it could be defined, for

it judges of matters over which our judgment has
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no control, and it serves, if I may so express my-

self, as spectacles to reason'.'

"There are melodies more agreeable than oth-

ers although those others may be written equally

well. From a harmonic standpoint, some composi -

tions are effective and others are not,though all

may be correctly written. There is the exquisite art

of offsetting some compositions against others,

which is based upon something more subtle than

the law of contrasts. There are various ways of

performing the same composition without depart-

ing from its character; and of these various ways,

some are more pleasing than others, and not on-

ly is it impossible to submit such interpretations

to rules, but it is even impossible to define them.

Reader, tell me what these differences are and I

shall tell you what Taste is,

"Each person has his own peculiar Taste by

which he bestows upon those things which he

calls beautiful an interpretation which belongs

to him alone. . . .

"In all cases, each person having but his own

Taste to offset against that of another, it follows

that none may dispute him.

"However, there is also a general Taste ,to -which

all persons of good judgment readily submit, and

that is the only kind of taste which can be defined

absolutely as Taste.

"If this perfect unanimity does not exist, it is

because all may not be equally sensitive; be-

cause all may not be persons of Taste, or be -

cause prejudices, either of habit or of education,

are apt to change, through arbitrary convention,

the appreciation of what is naturally beautiful.

As for these various tastes, they cannot be dis-

puted, because there is only one which is true,

but I know of no other means of ending the argu -

ment, when tastes disagree, than that of count-

ing the votes'.'

"Genius creates, but Taste chooses; and often

a too prolific genius needs a severe censor who

will prevent him from squandering his riches.

Without Taste one may do great things; but it is

Taste which makes them interesting. It is Taste

which enables the composer to understand the

ideas of the poet; it is Taste which enables the

performer to understand the ideas of the com-
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poser; it is Taste which furnishes the one and

other with that which may adorn and enrich his

subject; and it is Taste which gives the listen-

er the feeling of their mutual concord.

"Taste, however, is not to be regarded as sy -

nonymous with sensitiveness. It would seem

that Taste concerns itself more readily with

smaller forms, and sensitiveness with larger

ones" ("Dictionnaire de Musique" by Jean-Jac

-

ques Rousseau, 1777).

Instrumental compositions may be classic

fied as foUows:-

1. Those that by their form give an unmis -

takable idea of their nature and meaning. To

this class belong all dance music, marches , bar-

carolles (boat songs) and berceuses (cradle songs>.

2. Those that bear a title, or motto, which in-

dicates the character of the composition. This

includes nocturnes, fantasy pieces with titles

and also transcriptions of songs or of operas;

more rarely, movements of sonatas and chamber

music

.

3. Those that having no title, no motto and

no particular name, except a generic name, such

as sonatp^, fantasy, ballade, scherzo, novelette,

give by themselves no indication what the mus-

ic is intended to portray. It is in this class of

compositions that the performer needs all of

Lento (M. J.= 50>

his knowledge, imagination and intuition .in oi

-

der to read between the lines, that is to say, to

sense and to understand what the composer strives-

to express.

If we examine the first class mentioned, we

find that some dance music is meant for danc -

ing, while some is not. A waltz by Johann Strauss

is evidently meant for the ball room. The music

is nearly always cheerful and graceful. No spe -

cial conception and interpretation are needed

here, except a conception of happiness and gaiety

and an interpretation that is rhythmical and suited

to dancing. All the concert transcriptions that have

been made of Strauss' waltzes do not alter the orig-

inal conception and interpretation of the waltz

theme and are meant only as a display for tech-

nical virtuosity and brilliancy.

Not-so with the waltzes of Chopin. He gave to

the waltz a new and exalted posrition in .music.

The Chopin waltzes are not intended for dancing

and it is indeed practically impossible to dance

to them if they are played as they should be

played.

In the Waltz in A minor. Op. 34, No. 2, what

sadness and yearning in that opening slow theme

in the left hand

!

ten. ten.

The two themes that follow in the right hand

try to shake off this despondency; they leap for-

ward, bespeak gaiety, cajole and then melt in-

to a fourth theme, in A major, vibrant with love

and passion.

Poco piu animato

^
i_

_g 1

r P f r_r

.9 5 4

^^ ^mp ^

^ i i ms«= ^ ^ «*" ag: U=i
f
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But the fourth theme is repeated in the minor

mode and it all returns to the first, slow melody

in the left hand, so sad, so beautiful!

Another theme appears, still in the left hand.

Again hope and love and happiness! Is this

^. * ^a. * ^ *

dance music! This is as fervent an appeal as ev-

er welled up from the heart of a lover and it is

answered now and then in vibrant , loving tones

by a higher voice

.

Piu vivo (a). = 66-76)

20934-12Df
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Again the first sad strains! And without a

coda, just so, it all ends. Unhappy love, bewitch-

ingly sung by an inspired poet. WTio -would want

to play this as a waltz for people to dance? Such

music stirs us all the more for being expressed

in a form that usually is dedicated to gaiety and

frivolity.

But not all the waltzes of Chopin are cast in

this mould. With some of the others is coupled

the gilded vision of aristocratic Parisian salons,

dainty perfumes, beautiful women and courtly

knights.

This is what conception may do with such an ap-

parently innocuous form of music as the waltz.

It finds a broader scope in the mazurkas and in

the polonaises of Chopin. Love of Poland, the

splendor of the nobles, the misery of the poor,

suffering and strife all are depicted in them.

In the chapter on "Rhythm, Measure, Accents"

it has been said that"there is no more striking

illustration of the difference between mere'keep-

ing time' and an adequate rhythm than is offered

by marches and march-like themes. They are not

all alike in character and consequently the life,

the nature of the rhythm, is not the same in each.

That funeral marches are slow and stately and

military marches quick and buoyant needs no

demonstration. But there are subtle differences

in each of these categories of marches,which are

due to our conception of the piece'.'

This conception will influence the interpreta-

tion, that is to say, the whole manner of playing

the composition.

In Grieg's "Ase's Tod"(The Death of Ase) we

know that the composer depicts the death of Peer

Gynt's aged mother. The mourner's steps are to be

timed one for each quarter-note and two for each

half-note. A sombre uniformity,a dull sorrow, enshrouds

the whole composition. The mournful tread follows

the hearse of a human being.

20934 -120f
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Andante doloroso(

Ase's Death Op. 46, No.

2

EDVARD GRIEG

friT c^
Not so in the third movement of Beethoven's

Sonata, Op. 26, over which he wrote: "Marcia
funebre sulla morte d'un eroe" (Funeral March for

the Death of a Hero). This funeral march was
written by Beethoven when he heard that Na -

poleon Bonaparte had had himself crowned Em-

Marcia funebre sulla morte d'un eroe
Andante Maestoso (J = 68-72)

peror of France. Beethoven had admired Bona-
parte as a hero,the saviour of France. Now he

saw him only as an intrigant who had done all

for selfish ends, because of his lust for power.

This Funeral March was written in memory of

a man still living!

'm i^ 1}
^f ffrfgf,^; m t f-f-p rf^^

i» netnpre ?nolto sosten.

!^^'1><U

2 31 3 1 Q^

HJ-ir 1; •IMLM ^ 1 i ^
^* * ^ ~-Tf-

^ ^ I©-* if^-^^t

cresc. 2) dolce.

Bg^ ^^*
etc.

S
i [^J. 31> *f ^*

l><t «t at

r r-
^a 3 "4 3"

T
That it is of more heroic proportions than "Ase's

Tod"every musician will acknowledge. It is, above

Andante maestoso (J -li-it)

52

all, orchestral, and the roll of the drums and the

strident calls of the trumpets are heard therein.

80934 -120
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With such a conception to guide us, the inter-

pretation cannot go astray.

The thirteenth variation in Brahms' Varia -

tions on a Theme by Handel, is also a funeral

march of a character akin to that of Beethoven.

We have no clue as to what the composer had in

mind, but of the heroic character of the funer-

al march there can be no doubt.

Variations and Fugue
on a theme by Handel

Var.XIII JOHANNES BRAHMS
(Tempo di Marcia funebre —64.j;)(J r60)___ 5

^ 55 4 3*1*3 I lILjJ;^^! ?| f W W§M (1) t ?2

fe m
55 43*5*3

I LLLJJ „ ^ ^ », »
5*54 5 5

^ y^LWii y i 1

1

3 212s

ftyMi

\^V\, (1
'>'

y
V-^'i>^ <- ^!'^^^ 7 K7ii;V

(cresc.)

I ^S^^ s?^S ^5
6cB).* ^*Sa.*'Sa.* etc.

lif 1^5
= :

>*
J# ^*

34543 =
4 112 11 '^

1 5 4 5 4|?4 2 55

^ed. ^eb. 'm. 54^ q

2 5 4
1 1

»

^ *ga. 658). sa. ^ea. "Sa. 'Sa. 6^

In Chopin's well-known Funeral March, which

is the third movement of his B!» minor sonata, the

canvas is still larger. This striking composition

mourns not the death of any individual, but the

^^H^^^^^^ ^^^* 'Sea. 6eai

death of a whole nation, Chopin's beloved Fbland.

The breadth and sweep of this masterpiece should

inspire the pianist to interpret it in a manner

befitting its lofty conception. This funeral

20934-iaOf
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march is unique, in this sense, as well as in oth-

ers, that the funeral theme is followed by a mar-

velously beautiful melody provided with an en-

tirely different rhythmical accompaniment. This

melody is up-lifting-, vibrant with hope, like a

fervent prayer. It is an interlude in the funeral

march proper and has, moreover , this charac -

teristic, that it should be played a little more

rapidly than the funeral march. The first theme

returns, unchanged and the march ends with -

out a coda. Here, the author of this work plays,

in the three last measures, the left hand chord

Ŵ an octave lower than written.

whereby a muffled sonority and a gruesome
effect is obtained, as of earth being thrown
on a coffin. The effect is startling.

o<

fe^^^^ i
-J n^J ^ ->rm 5

i

^s

^
r:\

Of truly epic grandeur is the Funeral March writ-

ten by Liszt, entitled "Fune'railles? It commemo-
rates a battle in which three of Liszt's dear friends

fell. It is somber, harsh, broad in conception and

intensely virile in design. The clash of arms is

portrayed graphically and in a manner that sug-

gests the brass instruments of the orchestra, the

drums and the timpani.

Adagio

Funerailles

FRANZ LISZT
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It ranks with the Funeral Marches of Bee -

thoven and Chopin, among the greatest ever

written.

How different the rhythm,accentuation and

general character, because the conception va so

different, in Gounod's "Marche funebre d'une

Marionette" (Funeral March of a Doll)! A
burlesque, a musical joke ? Yes, and this know-

ledge, imparted by the title as well as by the

flippant character of the music, will change

the interpretation.

Funeral March of a Marionette (Doll)

CHARLES GOUNOD

Le Cortege (the procession)( J.= 43-46)
3 4

l-

Marches of other character also differ among

themselves because their inner life and their rhy-

thm influence our conception. Suffice it to com -

pare the march of "Midsummer Night's Dream"

by Mendelssohn with the march in "Lohengrin"

by Wagner; with the "Kaiser March" by Wagner;

with the "Marche Militaire Francaise" in the

"Suite Algerienne"for two pianos, by Saint-

Saens; with the March for four hands by Bee-

thoven.

If the sonatas and Fantasies for piano that

bear a special title had not been given any,would

we still know their significance? Supposing

that the Beethoven Sonata Op. 81a, mentioned in

the chapter on "Musical Prosody "had not been

called "Les Adieux" (Farewell) by its author,

would we still recognize in those three move -

ments the departure, absence and return of a

loved being? One may answer affirmatively.We
would also grasp the meaning of the "Wanderer"

Fantasy, Op. 15,by Schubert, which embodies

the same idea of departure, absence and return.

We would know the meaning of this composition^

even if the word "Wanderer "had been left out.

In nearly all instances, however, it is only
20934 -120
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through the words which the composer has writ-

ten at the beginning of his composition that we

obtain a partial, at times complete, idea of its

character: (Andante of the Sonata in F minor,

Op. 5 by Brahms; "Sea Pieces" by MacDowell,ard

so on).

Outside of his Sonatas Op. 81a and Op.l3 -which

he called"Pathetique" Beethoven gave no title

to any of his sonatas. He never dubbed his Son-

ata Op. 27, No. 2, "Moonlight'.' This foolish and

utterly unsuitable title was given by some pub-

lisher and unfortunately it has stuck ever since .

Other titles have been bestowed by publishers

on other sonatas of Beethoven which are not so

inappropriate as that of "Moonlight!" Thus, the

Sonata Op. 28, in D major, is called "Pastorale" in

several editions and there is no denying that the

first and last movements convey the impression

of quiet, country life. The Sonata Op. 53 is called

"Aurore"in the Litolff edition and also in some

French editions. In this instance it is the last move-

ment only which gave birth to the name. The author

of this work must acknowledge that he never played

or heard played the opening measures of this last

movement without receiving a vivid impression

that it portrayed the dawn of day.
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Allegretto moderato (* = io«)

Sonata

LUDWIG van

Op. 53

BEETHOVEN

In the two last mentioned sonatas, both the

conception and the fancied title bring about an

interpretation more descriptive than emotional

or psychological.

In TTiayer's "Life of Beethoven'! there is the in-

teresting account which Czerny gives of the les-

sons he had with Beethoven. The following short

quotation comes well within the frame of this chap-

ter: "His interpretation of the scores by Handel

and by Gluck,as well as of the Fugues of Bach,

was incomparable. To the former he knew how
to give a fullness to all the voices and to impart to

them a spirit that gave to these compositions a

new aspect'.'

Noteworthy also is what Czerny who, it should

not be forgotten, was a highly esteemed pupil of

Beethoven, writes in the third chapter of his"Kunst

des Vortrags" (Art of Execution) on the mental
conception of the compositions by Beethoven:

"When several good actors play the same role,

for instance, "Hamlet',' each interpretation will be

different in many details. One will emphasize with

great effect the melancholy, the other, the irony,

a third, the simulated madness, and yet all these

portrayals may be satisfactory, provided that the

main conception is correct'.'

"Likewise, in the interpretation of classical com-

positions and especially those of Beethoven,
much depends upon the individuality of the per -

former. One may emphasize the humor,the oth-

er, the earnestness, the third, the feeling, the

fourth, the bravura; but he who knows how to com-
bine them all is undoubtedly, the best interpreter'.'

Hans von BUlow, with his fine analytical mind
and keen insight has given, in the foot-notes to

his edition of the Beethoven sonatas, many
20934- 130f

striking proofs of how an accurate and poetic

conception of a composition may beautify the man-

ner in which it is played, that is to say, the inter -

pretation. Suffice it to quote the following:

"The author's direction"t.spre,vstfO'" must not

tempt to a sentimental conception or to a tempo

rudato. The plaintive tone in the interval of the

descending minor second must, on the contrary,

be conceived humoristically, and the whole move-

ment taken in a tempo as strictly uniform as

possible'.' (This refers to the second movement

of the Sonata Op. 54.)

"Imagine the first subject executed by wind-in-

struments-- say clarinets and bassoons;one mea-
sure before the second subject, the muted strings

fall in,while oboe and flute alternately bear the

melody'.' (Second movement of the Sonata Op.79.)

"This closing refrain, or epilogue,may be played

somewhat broader, as if accompanied by a deep
breath, but in an even ritenuto rather than rubato. The
closing measures should be whispered as modestly

and simply as possible, i.e.: without any unfitting

pathetic delay'.' (End of the first movement of the

Sonata Op. 90).

"Resist the temptation to bring a ritardando at

the close. The theme must vanish like a spectral vi-

sion'.' (End of the Seherzo oiXhe Sonata Op, 106).

WTien a fanciful title is affixed to a short piece,

such as the "Fantasy Pieces',' Op. 12, by Schumann,
the conception of the piece is, of course, indicated

thereby. But in the larger forms a larger canvas con-

fronts us and it is not always easy, nor is it given to

everyone to form a just idea of the meaning of the

composition. It is then, and especially in compositions

where no clue is given, that an accurate and lofty

conception based on knowledge ,imagination and in-

tuition determines the value and beauty of the in

terpretation.
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Musical Prosody
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Expression—Musical Prosody and Musical Declamation

The vocal expression of man may be classi-

fied as follows: Speech, Declamation (Oratory)

and Song.

In ordinary conversation, the accents given

on certain syllables and on certain words, the

distinctness or strength with which consonants

are pronounced and the inflexions as well as

the range of the voice are all moderate. They

become at once more marked when reading a-

loud, or when speaking in public; the principles

oi prosody or good diction, are then made man-

ifest. The larger the audience, the stronger

must become the accents which are bestowed

on syllables and on words, the greater the dis -

tinctness in the pronunciation of consonants
,

the more impressive the inflections and the more

forceful the emission of the voice.

Prosody and Diction are synonymous in their

bearing upon a clear, well modulated speech.

No other requirements than those mentioned

are needed if the speaker is dealing with sub-

jects that have no especially appealing or emo-

tional character. But if the text to be read aloud,

or the address to be made to an audience is of

such nature that it appeals to man's emotions, to

his sympathy, pity, love, energy and resolve , or

if it denounces and brands that which is abhor-

rent to us, in short, :f it is of a poetic or drama -

tic nature, then a further change takes place in

the speaker's mode of expression; his voice be -

comes more vibrant, its range extends, encom -

passing often an octave or even a tenth;his ac-

cents are more vehement; his gestures more

sweeping and more assertive. He has reached

the domain of declamation, ih.& most stirring ex-

pression of speech to wdiich man can rise and

beyond which lies Song.

Musical Prosody

That there is speech in music, akin to language,

must have been sensed by the man who first strove

to express in music the feelings and emotions

that welled up in his heart. The compositions of

J. S. Bach, which to some persons, seem to be the

outcome of a purely scholastic mind,offer count-

less examples of fervor and deep-felt emotion.
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Did Bach see in music more than problems of

counterpoint? Read what Spitta, his best and

most authoritative biographer, has to say: "But

more important yet is it to know that the thought

came to him of comparing piano playing with

the speech of man. He could not have doae this

if, for him, music had not possessed a perfectly

developed language of its own; if his many poly-

phonic pieces were not like unto the utterances

of so many different human beings; if he had not

considered a composer to be also in a sense,

a dramatic poet'.' (Johann Sebastian Bach, by

Spitta, Book I, page 666).

In the second movement of the sonata Op.

Ill, of his edition of the sonatas of Beethoven,

Hans von Biilow uses the significant word"par-

lando" (.speaking):

espressivo

Von Biilow is yet more explicit in a foot-note

to the sonata Op. 109: ".... the language of tones

possesses a syntax quite analogous to that of

words-- though unhappily not yet formulated in

any text book'.'

As far as I know, this chapter constitutes the

first attempt to investigate the possibility of Mu-

sical Prosody, to examine its affinity with the

prosody of language as well as its role in music,

and to find rules and give advice for its practi-

cal application in a pianistic performance.

In language. Prosody has for its province

the clear, correct pronunciation of words, with

special regard to the length of and emphasis to

be laid on vowels; also the proper use of the

cadences of the sentences. Similarly, Musical

Prosody consists in giving to the notes of a

melody the proper articulation, combined with

the required accents, slight delays and dynam-

ic and agogic nuances.



Musical Prosody is necessarily closely con-

nected with phrasing, which teaches the con-

struction of phrases and their interdependence

and connection with each other; with musical

form, this being the esthetic development of

musical themes,- with accentuation in its mani-

fold forms; with dynamics and agogics, which

bespeak tone and tempo nuances, similar to

the inflections and the flow of the voice.

The accents of Musical Prosody are of es-

pecial significance. They depend not only on

the phrasing, tempo and character of the music,

but also on the performer's conception and the

interpretation of the piece.

In language, a good observance of the re-

quirements of prosody enables a person to

speak distinctly, correctly with taste, and in

accordance with the rules of grammar, of syntax

and of the idiomatic characteristics of a lan-

guage. Such a person will be listened to with

attention and pleasure. Musical Prosody, like-

wise, enables a performer to deliver the notes of

a cantilena in such manner that a clear, plastic

and grateful impression is produced.

The affinity between prosody in language

and prosody in music becomes manifest as soon

as music is put to words. It is evident that the

music should then preserve the necessary ac-

centuation of certain syllables; yet this funda -

mental condition for a beautiful blending of

language and music is often neglected by com-

posers; great composers at times have failed

in this respect.

"Even the greatest composers are sometimes

not sufficiently attentive to the accentuation of

the words which they set to music. For instance,

in the following passage from 'Freischiitz 'Weber

has, by means of syncopation and a sforzando,

thrown a strong stress on the second syllable of

the words 'Aagen"taugen'and'holden'all of which

(as those who know German will be aware) are

accented on the first syllable.

tau-gen ei - nem hoi - den Briiutrchennicht.
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"The charm of the music makes the hearer ov-

erlook the absurdity of the mispronunciation;

but it none the less exists, and is referred to not

in depreciation of Weber, but as by no means

a solitary instance of the want of attention

Avhich even the greatest masters have sometimes

given to this point" (Grove's Dictionary of Mu-

sic and Musicians).

In contrast to the above, Thayer, in his "The

life of Ludwig van Beethoven", writes: "The

sketches of the greater part of Beethoven's songs

after the Bonn period are preserved and prove

with what extreme care he wrought out his mel-

odies. The sketchbook analysed by Nottebohm

affords a curious illustration in Matthison's

'Opferlied,' the melody being written out in full

not less than six times,the theme in substance re-

maining unchanged. Absolute correctness of ac-

cent, emphasis, rhythm-- of prosody, in short,--

was with him a leading object; and various pa -

pers as well as the Conversation Books attest

his familiarity with metrical signs euid his scru-

pulous obedience to metrical laws'.'

In the chapter on "Phrasing" it has been said

that the words of a song help a singer to phrase

correctly. They also help him to give the proper

prosodical accentuation. Therefore, one of the

best ways for a pianist to learn to play with a

due regard to Musical Prosody is to study song

transcriptions for piano. Those by Liszt are

particularly grateful: "Auf Fliigel des Gesanges"

(Mendelssohn- Liszt): "Hark! Hark the Lark:(Schu-

bert-Liszt); "The Erl King" Schubert - Liszt);and

"Dedication" (Schumann- Liszt).

Schindler, pupil and friend of Beethoven, in

whose house he lived for several years has left

it on record that, "For the Cantilena (melody),

Beethoven gave as an example well- trained sing-

ers who neither exaggerate nor restrain them -

selves, unduly. He advised further to occasional-

ly couple suitable words to certain melodic pas-

sages and to sing them, or to hear such passages

played by a well-schooled violinist, or a player

of wind instruments'!

The Romance in EI? Major by Rubinstein, was

first written as a song and later transcribed for pi-

ano by Rubinstein himself. By comparingthe o-

riginal song with the Romance, a pianist will



be able to see on which notes of the melody spe-

cial accents are due, and in which manner the

melody should be "said'.' This applies also to

"Ich liebe dich"(I love thee) by Grieg, written

first as a song and then transcribed for piano by

the author.

One should know not only what to do but al-

so what to avoid.

If in a song (of which a piano transcription

has been made) accents are given on words that

should not be accented, the effect will be ludi -

crous,and the whole meaning of the words may
be changed. Apply these wrong accents to the

transcriptions for piano, and you will realize

how they pervert the musical prosody of the

phrase.

Another instance of the value of prosodical

accents is found in the introduction of the Son-

ata Op. 81a by Beethoven. On the three open -

ing double notes, Beethoven wrote "Lebewohl"

("Fare thee well"):

i=,Adagio (J =60)
Le - be - wohl

3

;j . P

ten.

Should these syllables be played entirely with

-

out accent ? To do so would hardly convey the im-

passioned speech of one who laments the depar -

ture of a person whom he loves. Then, if an ac -

cent is necessary, where should it be placed ?

Certainly not on the middle word,"thee'l If a

marked accent is given to the last word, well',' it

expresses a wish for a contented, almost jolly,

state of mind on the part of the one who stays,

wholly incompatible with these words of love,

longing and regret. Therefore, a slight ac-

cent should be placed on the /'2>'6# word ''fare'.'

Although Schumann did not write the word

"Warum?" (Why?) over any of the notes of the

lovely composition that bears that name, (Fan-

tasy Pieces, Op. 12) it is easy to see where the

word would fit:
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Lento e suave (J = 56 -eo)
(Wa - rum?)^

l/L a S'te ^1
f

Wf.

e^E

^8). *'5a. *^. «

As in German the accent falls on the second

syllable, it follows that the second note should al-

so be slightly accented.

Practical Rules and Advices

Unless otherwise prescribed by the compos-

er and provided that their time value is not too

short, the higher notes of a group of melodic

notes are to be accented more (by emphasis or

delay) than the lower notes. The highest note

usually receives the strongest accent or a sli^t

delay and is to be considered as the melodic

culmination.

Nocturne Op. 9, No.

2

FREDERICK CHOPIN
J = 133)

5 ^,- a-
Andante (

54

^̂n ^

^m^m
espress dolce

r-i fiH.'

ffi u
DUCiJ ^

ri- r.

\rl rlM< ii

EFID

As a general rule, the longer the duration of

a note, the stronger should be the prosodical

accent.

Passacaglia in C Minor, of J.S.Bach

arranged by Eugene d'Albert

(Sehr massig bewegt)

(Molto irLoderato)(J =8o-84)

/̂

^^afc±:

gehalten,

itenuto)

•^^iii^i

^^

(ritardando) etc.

a tempom



The prosodical accentuation of vowels and

the distinct enunciation of consonants find

their counterpart in music.

In the following example, the dotted eighth

notes may be likened to vowels; the sixteenth

notes to consonants . These should be clearly

articulated, but the emphasis, that is to say,

the prosodical accent, is due on the dotted

eighth notes, corresponding to the beats of the

measure.

consonants.

^^^
"""--.>ow6ls;--''

The Greek word thesis means "down-beat'."Ihis

down-beat) unless otherwise indicated, receives

the strongest accent. The thesis occurs on the

first beat of measures in duple and triple time

(v^and /4 and their derivatives). It also occurs

on the first beat of */^ time in a rapid tempo.

But in a slow tempo, a less marked accent is of-

ten due on the third beat.

In opposition to the thesis the Greek called

arsis{X\i% up-beat) the unaccented part of the

measure. (See Riemann's Musik Lexikon).

Sonata Op. 26
LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Andante con Variazioni (J'iso)
4j^4 -dx

Symphony No.3(Eroica)

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Allegro vivace

'''''

jyjj
i jjjijJj iJjJij^iijij^'^ irrr i r

It should be noted how insipid and even con -

fusing the last example would sound if played with-

out this natural accent of the thesis.

The importance of a prosodical accent on the
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first beat of the measure has been recognized

by many celebrated virtuosos . Says Grove/'lhe

famous instrumentalists of the classical school,

such as Joachim, Mme. Schumann, Sir Charles

and Lady Halle, Piatti, and many others , were

accustomed to mark the natural accent, as dis-

tinguished from emphasis, not by enforcing the

sound, but by a hardly perceptible prolonga -

tion of the first note of the bar'.'

Appoggiaturas invariably take the accent from

the following note. (See the chapters on"Rhythm-

Measure- Accents" and "Embellishments").

It has been shown in those chapters that in

our modern way of writing music, the appoggi-

tura often appears in disguise, but that it, nev-

ertheless, keeps the accent. As an appoggiatura

appears always a half step or a full step above,

or below, the note to which it is coupled, it fol-

lows that it rests with the comj)oser, or the

performer, to determine which note should as-

sume the role of appoggiatura.

^ l'isJ^i\

equivalent to

The"natural" accents fall always on the beats

(especially on the so-called strong beats) of a

measi|re. But from the standpoint of musical

proso|ly, the accent, delay, or intensification

may occur anywhere

.

^^"dLi-lilU 'LiXq
'i^LdAii

' Lui^ '

c^S
^iW^ 'j^'ffi&B

In contradistinction to natural accent is synco-

pation which requires a special accent (see the

chapter on "Accents").

Reviewing what has been said we find that,

from the standpoint of musical prosody,the notes

of a melody may be divided into notes on which

a certain accent or repose is due (vowels); pas-

sing notes (consonants); syncopations; appoggi-
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aturas, (notes to"lean upon"); notes on which

there must be a special prosodical accent.

Plagal and perfect cadences (especially the

latter) convey a feeling of "finality'.' This should

be emphasized like a dynamic or a melodic cul-

mination, by a more or less marked ritard on

the last note or chord.

Just as prosody, or good diction, are the fun-

damental requisites for the most stirring expres-

sion of language:- Declamation, or Oratory, so

an intelligent understanding of Musical Proso-

dy enables a musician to grasp the full mean -

ing of Musical Declamation.

Musical Declamation

In language, declamation means an exalted,

poetic intensification of the voice which dram -

atizes the text by greater vibrancy of tone and

of accents, with a more extended compass of the

voice and with more emphatic and more sweep-

ing gestures.

In music, a similar intensity of expression takes

place when the rendition of the cantilena de-

mands an impassioned delivery.

The principles and rules that govern the Musical

Prosody apply also to Musical Declamation.

Henc^jitis necessary to illustrate here only the

meaning and effect of declamation as applied to

music.

In the main, the need of musical declamation

is felt in only three phases or forms^of the musi-

cal speech; in cantilena, or melody, -when it as-

sumes a highly dramatic character; in recitativo

,

or monologue; and in dialogue.

Of the first form the following quotationsmay

serve as fitting examples . In some instances,

even though provided with an accompaniment the

melody has a recitative character.

Symphonic Variations
for piano and orchestra

CESAR FRANCK

M
Piu lento

feS ^^̂ »75 4,^^ ^^T il- t r t^ _

(legato)

m
Uf

# ^
^^ ^ r

(See also: Nocturne in C minor, Op. 48, No.l; Melody, from Gluck's "Orpheus',' arranged for piano by Sgambati,
etc.)

The second movement of the Italian Concerto,

by Bach, is a continuous, although accompanied,

recitativo. Viewed in this light, this wondrously

beautiful music becomes understandable to those

who have failed to get its full import.

The recitativo proper has no accompaniment

.

It partakes of the character of a chanted speech,

and of a spoken melody. It is the bridge between

speech and song.

Jtecitativo . A discourse recited in a musical

and harmonious tone. It is a method of singing

which approaches nearly to speech, a declama -

tionin music, in which the musician should imi -

ao934-iaof

tate,as much as possible, the inflections of the de-

claiming voice'.' ("Dictionnaire de Musique", by

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, English Translation by

William Waring- 1779).

The greatest, most beautiful recitativos writ -

ten for the piano are found in the compositions

of Bach and of Beethoven. Witness those in the

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, by Bach. What

grandeur, what pathos is expressed in them! At

times methinks the old Greek chorus is evoked

here, for such must have been the impassioned

recitation of the ancient psalmodist as he sang

and was answered at intervals, in short, wailing,



or fiery accents by the surrounding chorus of

singers. "The Grecian tragedy was at first

nothing but a chorus of singers"-- (Dryden). Or

is it the Jewish chant which is heard here— this

strange melopoeia, w^ith its trills, turns and

shakings of the voice, at times lamenting, anon

77

querulously supplicating, a blending of the old

Arabian, Egyptian and Hebrew priestly in-

vocations-- and which to this day are sung in

the synagogue by the high -voiced Rabbi?

Chromatic Fantasy and rug:ue

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
(Hans von Biilow edition)

molto adagio
3- 2^ poco stretto

The recitatives in Beethoven's sonatas have

a more pathetic, more poignant character than

those of Bach. The immense mind that gave them

shape, the great soul from which they sprang into

existence, sang and wrote of the joy^

of mankind, of its aspirations, lovf

lost illusions with a peculiar for

expression.

Sonata Op. 31, No.

2

LUDWIG van BEETHOVF^
(Hans von Biilow edi^-

Largo

^^i

^:

3 a

3W
' una corda

ff«"

im ij

con espr'

Largo
una corda

30934-120 f
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In language, a dialogue is a conversation

between two persons and this conversation

may be of a placid nature or not. In music,

the term "dialogue" is applied to the simul -

taneous, or alternating, execution of two "voic-

es" or parts, the music being of a poetical or

dramatic character. A dialogue is usually a

duet in which love is expressed in tones of sad,

yearning or ardent passion. The declamation

should then mould itself after the impassioned

speech or song of two lovers, the lower part

like the voice of a man, being brought out with

a fuller, heavier sonority and with less nim -

bleness of articulation, while the upper part,

like the voice of a woman, is made to sound more

ethereal, more slight of volume and of greater

nimbleness in articulation.

Etude in C|t Minor, Op.25,No.7

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Lento

Polonaise in Cjt Minor, Op. 26, No.l

FREDERICK CHOPIN
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In the foot-notes of his edition of Beetho-

ven's sonatas, Hans von Biilow often,and feel-

ingly, bespeaks the need of musical declama -

tion:

"Here',' writes von Bix'low, "piano -playing ceas-

es; whoever is unable to lend soulful "speech"

to his instrument, should content himself with

Allegro (J =120) (Hans von Biilow edition)

reading'.' (Adagio Sostenuto, Sonata Op. 106.)

Of the following passage in Beethoven's son-

ata Op. 81a, 1st movement, von Biilow writes:

"A beautiful and effective interpretation of this

dialogue cannot be taught'.'

And in a foot-note to the second movement

of the same sonata, we find the following:-

"These last six measures of transition to the

Finale rank among the most ingenious and emo-

tional of the composer's "fancies'.' The grief of

the sorrower at the absence of the loved one

has been uttered in a plaintive monologue, then

a moment of unconsciousness supervenes,where-

with is interwoven a mute, subtle premonition of

the other's near return. It is as if one could see

the lonely one wandering with eyes fixed on the

ground, when the features are suddenly ilium -

ined; a lifting of the eyes, an exclamation of ecs-

tacy, an impatient hastening to meet the re-

turning one. Another composer might perhaps

paint with more striking and variegated col -

ors, but certainly not more plastically, warmly

and delicately. In this last movement the mon-

ologue is supplanted by one of the most ecsta-

tic of musical dialogues, rivalled only by that

in Richard Wagner's "Tristan and Isolde"(Act

II, scene 2).

Interesting also is the advice given by Bee-

thoven and transmitted to us by Schindler:"Just

as the poet keeps his monologue or dialogue with-

in a certain unbroken rhythm, and yet the declaim-

er, in order to insure the understanding of the

meaning, makes shorter and longer pauses even

in such places where the poet could not indi -

cate any punctuation signs, similarly may this

art of the declaimer be used in music'.'
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In his "The life of Beethoven" the first bio-

graphy of Beethoven ever written—- Schindler,

speaking of Beethoven's art of declamation men-

tions that he used the caesura and the rhetori -

cal pause, both derived from Clementi; also

pointsof rest, even when the composer did not ex-

pressly indicate them'.'

Schindler quotes the C minor Sonata Op. 10,

from measure thirteen to measure twenty - one

in which are to be found these rhetorical paus-

es. They are described by Schindler as follows:

"The abruptly terminated phrase is to be played

impetuously and to the written rests of quarter

notes in the upper voice are to be added two

more quarter note rests; the idea being to in-

crease the suspense'.'

Musical Prosody! The art of"speaking"in mu-

sical tones in a correct manner, adequate to the

text to be"read'.'

Musical Declamation! Tlie command over

all the eloquent means by which the inner spirit

and glow of music are revealed

.

Yet --both prosody and declamation are but

the vehicle for that which is the very soul of mu-

sic: Expression.

Expression

For an artist it is rather surprising and dis -

concerting to have a pupil ask him, as often hap-

pens,"Do you want me to play my piece wiih ex-

pression?" The pupil might as well ask whether
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he should let sorrow make him sad and happi -

ness make him gay.

The reason for this and similar questions is

to be found in a misconception of the word "ex-

pression'.' It is often used by the pupiKand al-

so, I regret to say, by the teacher) when the

word"shading" is meant.

There is a great difference between shad -

ing and expression.

Expression nearly always includes shading-

But shading a piece may be accomplished with-

out bringing to light the purpose, character,

mood, spirit or atmosphere of the piece; with -

out investing it with the personal equation of

the player-- ^es o«4'« feelings, emotions and

thoughts which he, both unconsciously as well

as through volition, sets in tune with the thou^ts,

emotions and feelings which swayed the com-

poser as he created his work.

Unconscious Shading-

Shading a piece may be accomplished throu^

a purely mechanical process, or by reason only;

usually it is though, by an unconscious process

that our feelings dictate the distribution of lights

and shsidoyrs, of /artes and pianos, crescendos and

diminuendos. Shadings correspond to the heavi-

ness or lightness of the drawing; to the intensity

of the color applied to the painting. Shadings

may, therefore, be considered synonymous with

the greater or lesser volume and intensity of a

sound.

But expression is all that the music has a-

wakened within us, whether directly or indirectly

connected with the music.

Just as we perceive an object because a great-

er or lesser part of the rays that strike it are re-

flected to us, so expression is the reflection of

the impression made on us by a tone poem and

which we project from our own personality. But

in order that the projection- this expression—may

take place, our impressions must have been keen

and strong. The deeper and stronger and keen-

er these impressions have been, the more po-
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tently and convincingly will they be projec-

ted from ourselves through the taiedium of the

instrument.

Therefore, the first requisite for acquiring

the power of expression to a marked degree, is

a rightly endowed artistic nature which can con-

tribute something further than a highly devel -

oped technic and glittering brilliancy.

He who would express must have feeling— in

the true, deep and lovable sense of the word; a

responsive heart; warm blood coursing through

his veins; unselfishness, depth and constancy.

He must understand the composer's intentions

and be both willing and able to give them anew

audible life

.

'

He must possess and carefully safeguard a

musically sensitive nature. This includes sensi-

tiveness of the musical ear, which perceives the

slightest difference and fluctuation in the pitch,

volume and color, or f?'//**/"*;, of the sound; sen-

sitiveness of feeling for harmony, in its blend-

ing of consonant and dissonant sounds; sensi -

tiv.eness as to the slightest change in the tempo,

so that once the tempo of a piece is heard it is

never forgotten; sensitiveness to the rhythm and

to the measure; sensitiveness to accentuation,

touch, delicacy, strength, and, above all these, to

the inner, glowing life of the composition, to its

appeal to the intellectual faculties or to the emo-

tions of man.

Expression has always been considered as

the highest and noblest aim of both the com-

poser and the performer. The following signi-

ficant words were written in the time of the clavi-

chord and clavicembalo.-

"As a musician cannot move others without

himself feeling emotion, he must be able to a-

rouse in himself all the emotions which he would

impart to his hearers; he makes them understand

his feelings and can in this way best excite them

to sympathy This becomes more especi -

ally his duty in pieces of an expressive cast

in playing A^iiich he must feel the same emotions that

moved the composer when penning his composition'!



"It is to be observed that, as a rule, disso-

nances are to be played louder and consonan-

ces more weakly, because the first emphasize

the emotions and the latter quiet them'.' ("Es-

say on the true method of playing the Clavier','

by Carl Hiilipp Emanuel Bach, 1753).

Of greater scope and vibrant -with eloquence

is the essay on "Expression" given by Jean-Jacques

Rousseau, in his "Dictionnaire de Musique"(n77\

It should be read thoughtfully by every aspir -

ing musician.

"Expression. A gift which enables the musi-

cian to feel keenly, to render in a decided man-

ner all the ideas which he is asked to impart,

and all the sentiments which he is asked to ex-

press. There is the expression of the composi -

tion itself, and the expression of the performer,

and it is from their happy union that the most mu-

sical and most agreeable effects are obtained'.'

"Our speech is diversely colored according

to the various emotions which affect it -- now

sharp and vehement, now careless and irreso-

lute, then again varied and impetuous, or even

and tranquil. From this source, the musiciande-

rives the differences in the modes of his song

and the pitch at which he must sustain it: either

causing it to issue from the lower register of the

voice at small intervals, to express the heavi -

ness and dejection of sorrow, or from the upper

range, to express sharp sounds of excitement

and grief , carrying him rapidly through the en-

tire range of his scale in the agitation of des-

pair or the violence of contrasted emotions. A-

bove all, we must particularly observe, that the

charm of music does not consist in mere imita-

tion,butinan agreeable imitation, and that de-

clamation must be subordinate to melody, so

that one cannot depict a sentiment without giv-

ing it a certain secret' charm which is intrinsic,

nor touch the heart without pleasing the ear.

And this is comformable to nature, which gives

the voice of sensitive persons certain penetrat-

ing and delightful inflections which are not ac-

corded to persons ot unemotional nature. There-
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fore, do not confound rant with expression, nor

harshness with energy, nor give an ugly por-

trayal of emotions which you are to express.

"The quantitative value of words when cou

-

pled to the notes becomes nearly lost; and mu-

sic instead of expressing itself in words, uses

the measure , which is a language in itself. The

power of expression consists, in this connec -

tion, to reunite both languages as much as pos-

sible, so that if measure and rhythm do not speak

in the same language, at least, they will say the

same thing'.'

"Gaiety which lends vivacity to all our move-

ments, must impart vivacity to the measure; sor-

row, which cramps the heart and retards our

movements, must similarly affect the song which

it inspires; but when grief is intense,or when great

conflicts take plaice in the soul, speech becomes

uneven, alternating between the slowness of the

spondaic and the rapidity of the pyrrhic, or it

may cease abruptly as in the case of Recitatives.

It is for this reason, that the most expressive com-

positions, or at least, the most impassioned, are

usually those -wiierein the time -values, although

equal to each other, are the most unequally di-

vided, whereas sleep, rest, peace of soul, are

readily portrayed by equal time- values, which

move neither rapidly nor slowlyr

"It is vain for the composer to imbue his work

with that warmth which must be present in it, if

this is not transmitted by the executant. The

singer who sees in his score nothing but notes,

is not qualified to comprehend the expression of

the composer, nor to give expression to his song.

One must understand what one reads in order to

make it comprehensible to others and it does not

merely suffice to be sensitive in a general way,

if one cannot be so with respect to the eloquence

of the language one speaks'.'

Do as you would if you were simultaneously

a poet, a composer, an actor and a singer, and

you will give all the expression that is possible

to give to that composition which you must ren-

der!'
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Ferdinand Ries was one of the few pupils whom

Beethoven accepted. Ries studied with Beetho-

ven for several years and was the first pianist

to make his public debut as an accredited pu-

pil of Beethoven. In the written description of

his "Lectionen" Ries says the following: When

I missed something in a passage or when I struck

wrong notes or missed skips, even those that

he wanted to be emphasized, he seldom said any-

thing, but- when I showed myself deficient in

expression, in crescendos, or in the knowledge of

the character of the piece, he became angry be-

cause, as he said, the first -mentioned mishaps

were an accident, but the lack of expression

showed lack oi knowledge, of feeling, or of atten-

Mon.

In Thayer's"The Life of Beethoven" is found

a description which Friedrich Nisle, a compo-

ser, wrote of his visit to Beethoven. This descrip-

tion was published in the "Berliner Allgemeine

Musik Zeitung'! 1829."They tell me that Bee -

thoven has in Vienna pupils who play better

than he does. This makes me smile. It is true

that in the matter of elegance and technical quali-

ties, others have excelled him; also, that on ac-

count of his hard hearing he played somewhat

roughly. But these blemishes did not disturb one

when the Master disclosed the innermost depths

of his being. And \^ovf cd^n fashion and technical

abiliti/ (-which is often nothing but mere finger

dexterity) compensate for the absence of the soul

of a Beethoven?"

Expressing is Creating-

To express means to reproduce, with the ine-

vitable admixture of our own individuality. To

express may also be said to create anew.

The moment we read, play or sing, or hear a

piece sung or played, we receive an impression;

and it is hence forth impossible for us to play or

sing this piece without investing it with expres-

sion of some kind. This expression will be more

marked if we perform it often, or hear it sung or

played often, and also according to the amount
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of freedom which we give to the impressions

which the piece has produced on us. If we deny

them admission, if we stifle them, we run great

risk of deadening or obliterating entirely from

our consciousness the effect made onus. There-

fore, if we wait for a special grand occasion on

which we are to play a piece"with expression"

we may find only dryness and barrenness where

the little, delicate blue flower of poetry was

beginning to grow.

Play "with expression" the moment you begin

to play at all. As your impression of the piece

becomes more varied and deeper, your expres

-

sion will likewise be richer, deeper and broader.

As new points of view are disclosed by study -

ing the piece, playing it over and over, thinking

about it, so new effects, new vibrant strings will

seemingly be added to the instrument and under

your fingers evoke the magic life which is slum -

bering in the silent symbols.

Shadings alone-- no matter how skilful the

dynamic treatment-- are insufficient to render

adequately the magnificent, broad sweep of the

following measures, which like the huge portico

of a cathedral, admit us to a tone -creation of

vast and noble dimensions; it is the Fantasy and

Fugue in G minor of Johann Sebastian Bach, ar-

ranged for piano in masterly fashion by Franz

Liszt. Something is needed here besides a firm

touch, forceful accentuation, careful shading

and skilful pedalling; the understanding of and

capacity for reproducing-- for portraying —
the grandeur of this broadly conceived work.

The Fantasy and Fugue in G minor were writ-

ten by Bach for the organ, and we can well un-

derstand that when incorporating therein the

wealth of his musical ideas, he was influenced

and helped by the infinite resources of the mighti-

est of all instruments.
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But what shall be said of the Chromatic Fan-

tasy and Fugue, this wonderful example of tonal

architecture, the fitting companion of the Fan-

tasy and Fugue in G minor, over which it tow -

ers perhaps, through its boldness and vastness

of design and the cyclopean strength of its ex-

ecution ?

The Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, of Bach,

remains in some respects an unsolved problem.

Is it not wonderful to reflect that the great German
wrote for the tiny clavichord a work that tests and

exhausts the depth of tone and the power of our

modern piano? The piano, the organ, the orches -

tra,the chorus, all seem to be needed here for an

expressive rendition of this great work .(See above).

And how can shadings alone-bring home to

our hearts the fervent song of earthly renuncia-

tion, of heavenly hope, which Beethoven has sung

in the second and last movement of the last son-

ata which he wrote for his cherished instrument.

Adagio moltosemplice e cantabile -^""^ i^

M̂r
p
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To express well you must not only learn to speak

well; you must tvant to express.

A Hindrance to Artistic Expression

We have seen the correlation of impression

and expression. There is now one factor which
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mn.y mar and destroy altogether, both in woman

and in man, the gift of expression. This is re-

pression.

Women, more than men, are taught in youth

to repress their feelings, to preserve an out-

ward composure in all circumstances, to curb

the natural desire for venting their feelings in

a forcible manner. This repression is, undoub-

tedly, necessary in everyday life, but it is fatal

to expression in music, for here instead of hid-

ing our feelings we are asked to bring them forth

in as convincing a manner as possible.

"What then" might well be asked, "should be

done? Shall ayoung girl, or a young man, just

because he or she is musical and is studying

music, be denied the fruits of a refined educa-

tion, which certainly includes a certain curb-

ing and repression in the outward show of our

feelings when they are the result of annoyance,

anger, repulsion, or even of joy? Should they be

encouraged to loudly thump the table, while

shouting with laughter in a public place, just

because they are preparing themselves for a mu-

sical career?" The answer is evident. It is not,

however, in the general education and the ac -

quisition of deportment that the reason for the

lack of expression in both men and women is

found, but in the fact that the principles which

govern deportment and general behavior are

carried to the study room, to the piano on wliich

we are asked not to rtpress but to express our-

selves. Here full freedom should be granted.

Purity, love, ardor, passion, sorrow, joy, despair,

energy, faith, all should be interpreted with on-

ly such restraint as are dictated by good taste,

by aesthetic reasons.

Thus the gift and power of expression, with-

out detriment to personal refinement, will be

cultivated and allowed to grow in early child-

hood and in youth— that is to say in the years

when character is formed, when impressions are

strongest, and when consequently, the power of

expression, if cultivated, will soon be rooted

deeply, bringing forth, in after years, the fra -

grant flower of personal charm, when interpret-

ing on our beloved instrument the wondrous
message left to us by the great masters in music.
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Execution and Rendition

Just as the words "Conception" and "Inter -

pretation',' which head the previous chapter,

seem, at first, to be synonymous, although there

is a vital difference between them, so the words

"Execution" and "Rendition" may seem to some

musicians to have the same meaning. Yet there

is a decided difference.

Execution is the summing up of all thepian-

istic and musical qualities of the performer.

Rendition, or presentation, is the personal

manner in which a musical composition is played.

The execution may be correct, even remark-

able, and yet the auditors may not be enthused,

perhaps not even interested, because the ren-

dition was faulty or uninteresting.

Let us examine more closely these two sub -

jects, among the highest of the pianist's art.

Execution

One may have a fine conception of the com -

position, one may feel how should be interpre -

ted all that the composer wrote and even that

which he did not, could not, actually put down

on paper; that is to say, one may know how to read

between the lines, and yet, like the would-be

poet who claims to have wonderful poetic ideas,

but who does not know how to write them, one

may be unable to play the piece as the mind vis-

ualizes it. One is then unable to command a cor -

rect execution.

A mediocre pianist may, through intuition,

interpret rightly, perhaps even beautifully, a dif-

ficult work (this, however, is an extremely rare

occurence), but he will be unable \.o play it as he

hears it in his mind. Nor will he, in all likeli-

hood, be able to explain to others hoiv to exe-

cute it, since he cannot doit himself.

Therefore, execution, while implying con-

ception and interpretation, refers to the ability

of the pianist to actually perform all that he wish-

es to play-

A flawless, brilliant execution means that
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the pianist possesses a beautiful, varied touch

and tone; a highly developed and accurate tech-

nic; good rhythm; an effective and varied man-

ner of accenting; a fine command over dynam -

ics and agogics, in their manifold and most sub-

tle "nuances"; that he knows how to "sing" on

the piano; that he phrases correctly and uses

the pedals with skill; finally, that his concep-

tion of the piece is correct, and his interpreta -

tion and expression are beautiful.

The execution, whether brilliant, forceful or

delicate should, above all, appear "easy',' uncon-

strained; in other words, the pianist should con-

vey the impression that what he does is done easi-

ly, without undue physical effort and at times,

with positive abandon.

What constitutes brilliancy? It is not easy to

define it; it is as difficult to explain as"tact","per-

sonality"and "atmosphere'.' Yet I shall try to de-

fine them all, since all are needed for an ideal-

ly beautiful performance.

For a pianist, brilliancy is obtained primari-

ly by"articulation'.' This word means that every

note of his scales, arpeggios and passage- work

is made to stand out distinctly. It is obtained by

a certain nimble action and strength of fingers

(through stroke or pressure) given out in such man-

ner that the notes of the scales, arpeggios and

passage -work do not melt or blur into each other,

but stand out, l\x^\. as a public speaker, in order to

be heard by a large audience, gives greater

strength and distinctness to the consonants of

every word he utters. ( See the chapter on "Musical

Prosody and Musical Declamation").

Hurrying slightly and"flaring up" all crescen-

dos; giving zest and piquancy to all notes to be

played staccato; using often the"jeu perle" (pear-

ly touch), (see the chapter on"Touch,Tone, Quali-

ity"); giving special care to the accentuation, (see

the chapter on"Rhythm, Measure, Accents") us-

ing the pedals only when they create or heighten

an effect — all this will contribute to give to the
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playing that special glitter, forcefulness and sweep

that makes a perfonnance"brilliant'.'

As to the impression of'ease',' of a masterful

dominion over the technical difficulties, it will

never be conveyed to an audience by the pianist

yfho has"trouble" with difficult passages . "The

thoughts and the feelings of the pianist, his

whole musical nature and artistic inspiration

would be as if laden with chains, should his fin-

gers not be trained to their task and not be ca-

pable of conquering, without effort, the techni -

cal difficulties of the execution" (Guide dujeune

Pianiste,by Eschmann-Dumur).

Facilitations

In many cases this lack of technical mastery

of a passage is not due to a lack of the necessa-

ry technical equipment, but either to poor fin -

gerings, which the pianist persists in using

(See Book V, the chapter on Fingerings"), or to

the fact that the passage in question is not well

written for the piano . In the latter case, ev-

en an accomplished pianist should not hesi -

tate to facilitate a passage by distributing it

between both hands whenever possible , or by

other devices that enable him, without changing

the text or the style of the piece to obtain an eas-

ier execution. In Book IV, page 91, it has been

said: "One should not think that facilitating a

passage of extreme technical difficulty, or

which does not lie well for the hands, denotes

a lack of reverence for the great composers. Bee-

thoven's style of writing for the piano is de -

cidedly orchestral , and this is the reason why ma -

ny a passage in his piano compositions is awk-

ward of execution. It requires knowledge and

tact to determine when such facilitations may

be adopted without altering the euphony and

the color, or the spirit and the style of a compo-

sition'.' The musical examples given there, on

page 92 and 94, should be studied.

I quote also from Book II, page 292: "Always

facilitate a troublesome passage, if thereby

you acquire greater technical surety, without

changing the text, or without interfering with

its style. These facilitations are generally ob-

tained by playing passages that are too dif-

ficult or are poorly written for one hand, with

both hands in alternation. Such passages a-

bound'inthe classical works written for piano,

and are found with special frequency in the pi-

ano works of Beethoven. Never hesitate to use

those facilitations, wherever they are really

needed; you will appreciate this on the day of

performance, when facing the public? The mu-

sical examples given there, (pages 292 and 293)

should also be practised. They may be supple-

mented by the following facilitations, which

have been adopted by some of the greatest liv-

ing piano virtuosos.

Etude in C|| Minor, Op.lO,No.4

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Presto (con fuoco) J =88
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Sonata Op. 106
LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

Presto ^Pi-estissimo
r\ 3

"This alternation of the hands prescribed in the
original, though very convenient at the beginning
in executing this passage, is fully as inconvenient
at its close; the Editor therefore prefers to let the

20934-120f

right hand run up uninterruptedly to the final note.

(Hans von Biilow, in his edition of the Beethoven
sonatas).
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If any further proof were needed that a per-

former is, at times justified in facilitating a pas-

sage, the following excerpt from a letter written

by Carl Maria von Weber to the music direc -

tor Prager,in Leipzig, would furnish it.

"In the passage work, one should be mindful

not to spoil the whole effect of the piece, be-

cause of any given run. For instance, he vi^o can-

not perform the last passages of the Eglantine

with passionate fire, should facilitate those

passages, rather than run the risk of diminish -

ing the warmth and passion of the whole piece?

Repeats

There is a. question on which many a pian -

ist has sought enlightenment: Should signs of

repeat be always observed? And if one is justi-

fied, at times, to disregard them, when may this

be done?

The sign of •|| or||: occurs more frequently in

sonatas than elsewhere.

In the second chapter of his "Kunst des Vor -

trags" (Art of Execution) Czerny writes: "In the

execution of the works of Beethoven (as well as

in all classical compositions) the performer

must make no change, no additions and must

not shorten them'.'

Commenting on this passage, Franz Kullak,

in 1881, wrote: "The general value of this sen-

tence can hardly be disputed. Nevertheless,

the omission of the signs of repeats in familiar

sonatas and pieces of chartiber music should

not be considered as blameworthy exceptions'.'

One might draw the conclusion that it should

be left to the performer's personal taste and

inclination to repeat, or not, when the sign of

repeat is indicated by
I

—

; but that when

the composer writes 1^ (prima) and 2^ (seconda)

the performer is bound to follow these indica-

tions.

Yet even here, notable virtuosos have disre -

garded the expressed wish of some of the great-

est composers.

In a foot - note to the third movement of

the sonata Op. 81a, in his edition of the Bee-

thoven sonatas, Hans von Biilow writes: "There

exists no aesthetic or formal necessity for the
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traditional repetition of the first part. That

one may like to play it or hear it over again is

no argument; for then one might just as well

repeat it several times'.'

Hans von Biilow expresses himself still

more forcefully in a foot-note to the third move-

ment of the Sonata Op. 57 (Appassionata):"Ex-

cepting the case in the Finale of the C minor

Symphony (first part), the Editor knows no more

unjustifiable compulsion to repetition than this.

The whole poem presses to a close; the player

who thus far has striven with all the technical

and mental energy at his command to fulfill

his task, must now be so near exhaustion that

it will take his entire remaining strength to meet

the demands of the Coda demands hardly

to be over-estimated. If he obeys the repeat

sign, his work will be inferior to the first time

(unless he has been unduly sparing with his

strength before); on the listener the repetition

may make a didactic, but in no case an artistic

impression; therefore, reverence, which the pi-

anist accords even to intrinsic faults in the Mas-

ter's works, might better be saved up for private

practice, in which the interpretative musician

must always be able to accomplish at least

twice as much as is required of him at a pub-

lic concert'.'

One must admire the courage of von Biilow

in publishing these words which advise the strik-

ing out of eight measures written by Beethoven,

the more so as many an artist felt that this

should be done yet dared not say so or do so.

The passage cited by von Biilow is not an

isolated one,- many other instances may be ci-

ted. In my opinion the"prima"in the Scherzo

in B minor by Chopin(measures 65-68) should

be disregarded. No repeat should be made
there.

But what alack of artistic judgment would

be evidenced if a pianist failed to make every

repeat indicated by Beethoven in the second

(and last) movement of his Sonata Op. 111!

The following suggestions will be found help-

ful: If the movement or part thereof is short,

repeat it; if it is long you need not repeat it. If

it begins on the tonic and ends on the tonic (of
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repeat is irksome; but if it begins or ends on the

dominant, or for that matter on any other degree

of the scale except the tonic, or if it ends in an-

other key, to repeat will not seem unpleasant.

One feels more like making a repeat if the

music is cheerful, graceful and in a moderateor

in a lively tempo; but when the music is mourn -

ful and the tempo very slow, to repeat is usual-

ly distasteful.

It is best not to repeat when the music is of

such a highly dramatic or passionate character

that, as in the case of the"Appassionata" (cited

above) the performer runs the risk of either not

being able to heighten the effect at the repeat,

or of saving himself unduly the first time.

Finally, I refer the reader to the Chapter on

Dynamics, in which the advice of Carl Philipp

Emanuel Bach is quoted, regarding the advisa-

bility of varying the playing when repeats are

made. Likewise to my advice, which I deem worth

stating here again: if the music is loud, play it

louder at the repeat; if it is soft, play it softer

the second time.

Additions and Embellishments

Many a musician may think that there is no

need to even touch upon this subject, because
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no one has a right to add to or alter what the

great composers have written.

And yet there are instances where slight

changes are not Only permissible but at times

imperative

.

The clavichords and clavicembalos (harpsi -

chords) and the early pianos had not the range

of our modern pianos. This is the reason \^y in

some of the compositions by Beethoven, scales

or passages in octaves, in the bass, are abruptly

terminated in single notes; his instrument went

no further. In many such instances we are war -

ranted in adding the lower notes (which his in-

strument had not,) and in playing the whole pas -

sage in octaves. (See excerpt from Sonata in C

major. Op. a, by Beethoven, Book V page 62 .)

This lack of range was undoubtedly the rea-

son why some of Beethoven's themes have an en-

tirely changed outline when they reappear in

a high register of the keyboard; here, also, his

instrument lacked the requisite range. But now-

adays these shortcomings encountered by Beetho-

ven are nonexistent, thanks to the enlarged range

of the modern piano.

Sonata Op. 110

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Moderato cantabile molto espressivo (J = 69)

"The incomprehensible descent of the spirited as-

cending figure on the third beat, as given in the

Original Edition, may be explained (like some

analogous incongruities in Op. Ill) by a mere ex-
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temal circumstance. While engaged in compos -

ing these last piano sonatas, the Master used a

grand piano furnished him by the London firm

of Broadwood, the compass of which extended
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contra- C only to C*, its extension downward be-

yond the Vienna pianos being made up for by

an equally considerable loss above. Now- al-

though it cannot be denied that the Master's

lofty geniufe transformed every limitation of

the means of representation at his disposal in-

to a well-spring cf new and characteristic beau-

ties and refinements - we occasionally meet

with cases wherein these limitations, which

since then have succumbed to mechanical im-

provements, exercised a disturbing and dis-

figuring influence on the poetic intention. A
proper discrimination of such cases is precisely

the task of reverend criticism.(Hans von Biilow,

in his edition of the sonatas of Beethoven, Eng-

lish translation from Schirmer edition).

A pianist is also warranted in slightly mod-

ifying the musical text when his hands are too

small to play the chords written. The average

hand can reach a tenth, but it is something else to

strike tenths and chords of the tenth with ease and

freedom, especially if the tempo is lively. Many

great pianists can play only the ninth with free -

dom and assurance. Then if chords of tenth have

to be played, it is permissible to play the written

chord arpeggiated or with both hands or replace

it by a chord that the hand can compass.

With the exception of his Sonata Op.106, Bee-

thoven hardly ever employed chords of the tenth

in his piano compositions. But in the Adagio
of this sonata,he writes no less than twenty - three

chords of the tenth. In the last four measures of the

Adagio these chords of the tenth assume a special
,

highly esthetic and poetic significance. In their

respective editions of the sonatas of Beethoven both

von Biilow and d'Albert urgfe the pianisfto do his

utmost not to arpeggiate these chords','except the

last chord,with which the Adagio ends and to which
Beethoven affixed an arpeggio sign.

Sonata Op. 106
(Grosse Sonate fiir das Hammer-Klavier)

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN
Adagio sostenuto (^'=92)
Appassionato e con molto sentimento

A3 iRi^

w^
p
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It seems evident, therefore, that Beethoven

wanted all the chords struck like full chords, ex-

cepting the very last chord which is to be ar-

peggiated with the utmost delicacy.But Czerny

has left it on record (see Thayer's "The Life of

Beethoven',' Book II) that"he (Beethoven) could

hardly reach a tenth" If this was true , how did

Beethoven play all these twenty- three chords?

He evidently wrote them, taking it for granted

that those who could not strike the chords would

arpeggiate them. We should bear in mind that

the keys of those early pianos (the sonata Op.

106 is i\i& first sonata that Beethoven wrote for

the then newly invented "Hammerklavier") were

narrower than those of the modern piano. Now-

adays the keys of the pianos of German and

French make are a little narrower than most of

those of American m^ake, with the result that a pi-

anist has to stretch less and can play more easi-

ly on those instruments.

But, reverting to chords of the tenth, and es-

pecially to these peculiarly significant closing

chords of the Adagio in Op. 106, what shall a pi-

anist do who, notwithstanding the admonition of

both von Biilow and d'Albert, cannot encom -

pass these chords and strike them as full chords?

He is then compelled to arpeggiate them, or to

employ both hands, which latter procedure he

can apply in the third and fourth measure be-

fore the end

.

Adagio sostenuto (J :9a)
Appassionato e con molto sentimento

J.

t#̂ m
p (,n.d.)

mtw=^^p
J::=J

(m.s.)

(m.d)

pg

%
f
PP
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7i 7

\PPP
< tuttc le uorde

w.
^^
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As to the chords in the last measure but one,

the best advice I can offer is to substitute for

them the following chords, or to arpeggiate them

note against note (very ra.pidly and softly) while

the very last chord is to be arpeggiated from the

lowest note upward:
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S.P.

Other changes, made for the sake of greater

brilliancyCthey are not to be regarded as"facili-

tations") which have obtained the sanction of

many of the greatest piano virtuosos and which

appear printed in some of the foremost editions,

senza sordini

consist in playing as full octaves, with alternating

hands, passages written originally in broken oc-

taves. Likewise, runs written originally as sin-

gle-finger chromatics are playgd with alter -

nating octaves.

Scherzo in B Minor

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Presto con fuoco

Better thus
Presto con fuoco

^st *

fe

5 Ci'b'SC.

1

s »1=*^
i

?b=3 i
5 #^

^atziJB 1^^^tr t^
—

'

f
''5

w #- I

v6eb. continuo

i
M: \±: - t

\Hf>^i
^ ^ 1^ S^ ^t ?B=lt3t

r^=^ t

^l*f^

etc.

^^^ ;^^ ^
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Presto con fuoco (J.=l04)
*

1

Scherzo in Cj| Minor

PREDEEICK CHOPIN

milrrm3 3 5 12 3
5 1 4 a 5 1

4 13 3 51 ^ * <Sed. #

a 3 5 12 3

etc.

* 5a. * ^
Better thus:

<x » 5
1

5
1
K.

•—
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K.
molto crescen(

m 1
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1

? Irill aw te

• m—

1
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- 1
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etc.

^

Rondo
I

Vivace (J = 104)

a 1 .. 3

Concerto in E Minor
FREDERICK CHOPIN

20934- 120 f
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Better thus:
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im 1

^ d p\* p • 4 p\* f 9-^

p^s

From what has been said the student should

not draw the erroneous conclusion that he is free

to change, whenever he pleases,what the great

composers wrote. Facilitations, addition of oc-

taves in the bass, as well as any other change

from the original should be made only for just-

ified reasons and should obtain the approval of

competent, prominent musicians.

20934-120f



Rendition

The rendition of a musical composition is

closely connected with, and depends on, the

conception, interpretation and expressionwith

which it is played.

Rendition concerns itself with the perfor-

mer's personal style of playing; with his faci-

al expression, gestures and deportment, with

his reserve or his temperament; with his cold-

ness or the warmth and fire which he dis-

plays; with his ability, or lack of it, to awaken

and keep up the interest of his auditors, to

kindle their enthusiasm by communicating to

them his own enthusiasm; with his gift, if he

has it, to make the listeners understand what

he has to say (if he has anything to say!) and

to make them feel the emotions which sway

him.

The first requisite-- one that will command

attention-- for a fine rendition, is personality.

There are two kinds of personalities; the

outer and the inner. When the inner personal-

ty is strong enough, it is always shown in the

outer personality. We can not look at the face

of Bach, of Beethoven, of Rubinstein, Liszt,

Velazqixez, Rembrandt, Victor Hugo, Goethe,

Charles Dickens, Napoleon,Abraham Lincoln

and a host of men whose achievements make

their names stand out in history, without being

immediately impressed by the intellectual force

which their faces reveal. W^e would realize

this force even if we knew nothing about them.

At times, though, the appearance belies the

inner nature. Many a fair face, lit up by an in-

gratiating, even a bewitching, smile hides a cold,

envious, selfish and imfaithful heart; many a plain -

looking person gives to the superficial obser-

ver no outward indication of the wealth of lova-

ble feelings, of the constancy, devotion and

strength of character hidden within.As a rule,

though, an intelligent man looks intelligent.

It is the inner personality that gives shape

to ideas and feelings and translates them in-

to a work of art; that gives to the eye the spar-

kle of enthusiasm, the suffused softness and
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depth of a generous, or the cold glitter of the

worthless nature. It is the inner personality

that enables the true artist to rise, as a perfor-

mer, to the same height reached by the compos-

er and not only to interpret him aright, but to

xpeakfor him in a manner that, whatever the im-

port of the message, is sympathetic and car -

ries conviction. "Nothing is so contagious as

enthusiasm. . . . Enthusiasm is the genius of sin-

cerity'.' (Edward Bulwer Lytton>

The outer personality is evidently the first

to attract our attention. The wisdom of the

proverb: "All is not gold that glitters" has been

recognized in all countries. The first impres -

sion made on us by the face, expression and de-

meanor of a person may be favorable or not;

subsequent knowledge of that person may con-

firm or reject the first impression by making

us acquainted with the true, inner personality.

On the concert stage the personai appearance,

that is to say, the outer personality of an artist

may at once win sympathy or command atten -

tion because of his impressive features, or it

may count against him, but the moment he be -

gins to play he finds himself speaking, in mu -

sical tones, to his audience. He should then,

as already mentioned, have something to say

and he should know how to say it in a manner

that awakens interest, impresses , moves, and

finally no matter what his looks are, compels

the admiration and enthusiasm of his listen-

ers .

Individuality is not synonymous with per -

sonality; it designates certain personal traits,

a certain manner of speaking, acting, or play-

ing that stamps what that person says or does

or plays with a character all of its own.

Individuality begets originality ,s.nA. if both

are governed by taste, they become strong as-

sets for artistic success; if taste is absent, these

individual characteristics and the attendant

originality degenerate into eccentricity.

Personality and individuality in their valua-

ble sense are the outcome of strong inner con-

victions, of a really artistic nature , of a true,

well- founded artistic faith, and of a constant

20934-120f
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striving towards high ideals. If these inner

forces and graces are allowed to germinate and

to grow under the guidance of a master- hand,

or, as in the exceptional cases of Chopin and

of Liszt, by the light of one's own genius, they

will imfailingly blossom into a strong, com-

manding personality, which in turn will weave

the magic spell called magnetism.

In order that this personality and this mag-

netism, besides being well marked, be also

sympathetic, and even lovable,other requisites

are necessary. The first is tact.

Tact may be defined as the instinct or in-

tuition of knowing when and how to speak and

act appropriately and when to forbear from

speech or action.

A person gifted Avith tact does the right thing

at the right time; he never offends through lack

of consideration for other people's feelings,

through a selfishness that blinds him to what

is due others. For the pianist, tact prevents

"pounding7 exaggeration of all effects, as well

as gestures, and a deportment not in keeping

with the music performed. Tact, therefore, in-

cludes, or presumes, taste.

Through intonation and attitude, it is pos-

sible to offend a person by saying"Good day'!

Similarly, in music,a wrong manner ofsaying"

a piece, that is to say, a wrong rendition, may
change its meaning or mar the effect.

As £in illustration, let us suppose that a pian-

ist while playing a funeral march nods or smiles

at somebody in the audience. He would, obvi -

ously, be guilty of very poor taste and lack of

tact, and his"rendition" would be very bad, no

matter how fine his execution might be. Sim-

ilarly, if a pianist while playing an entrancing,

cheerful waltz assumes a sad facial expression,

his rendition would be wholly inadequate.

It follows then that energetic accents re -

quire some proper emphatic gesture of the per-

former; that delicacy is not"rendered"well, un-

less the attitude and gestures of the pianist help

the auditor to visualize as well as hear, the

ethereal effects sought after; that music which

is quiet and dreamy, cannot be"rendered" well

with vehement motions, these being however,

fully warranted in passages of passionate in-
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tensity and dramatic power.

This manner of emphasizing the character of

the music by means of gesture or attitude may

be called"display'.' This"display"of accents, or

of fire and energy, or of a quiet, pensive mood,

should be employed only -when it helps to por-

tray the music, and it should always be gov-

erned by taste and tact. It should never be so

marked as to divert the attention of the auditor

from the music. The display -attitude and ges-

tures- should be to the music what the em-

phasis, attitude and gestures of a great ora-

tor are to his speech.

The truth of the above was not only feltbut

advocated in no uncertain terms by such an au-

thority as Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in his

remarkable "Versuch iiber die wahre Art das

Clavier zu spielen" ( Essay on the true man -

ner of playing the clavichord), published in

1753:

"That all this may be accomplished with-

out any gestures will be mantained only by

those whose unemotionality makes them sit at

the piano like a wooden statue.

Just as inappropriate or ugly gestures are

disagreeable and unwarranted, so are good ones

commendable,for they help to convey our inten-

tions to the auditors. These inadequate inter

-

•preters do little justice even to fine composi-

tions, no matter how perfect their execution

may be. They seem not to know the meaning of

these compositions, since they cannot portray

it. But let them listen to the playing of one who

has warmth of feeling and who possesses a

good rendition! They will then be astonished

to find that those compositions contained more

than they knew or imagined. This proves that a

good rendition may make acceptable and suc-

cessful even a mediocre composition.

^''Versuoh Uber die wahre Art das Cla-

vier zu spielen'^

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

The following quotation is likewise ofgreat in-

terest, and be it remembered that all biographers

agree that Beethoven's manner of playing the

piano was extremely fiery and impressive:

Beethoven's attitude while playing was mas-

terfully quiet, noble and beautiful, without the



slightest grimace '.'CHiayer's "Life of Beethoven".

Book II).

There are still a few considerations left

which deserve our attention.

A performer who s'hows timidity and em-
barrassment will never convince or enthuse his

hearers, for the first requisites for impressing

the auditor are confidence and authority.

And this does not mean a bumptious, over-

bearing attitude.

It means that the performer must give the

impression that he is fully qualified, both tech-

nically and musically, to appear before an au-

dience. Tliis authority can and should,be cou -

pled with a modest behaviour.

An audience will never be impressed with

the rendition of a performer whose whole atten-

tion seems directed to a clean execution of the

piece. Such generally happens with those who

learn a new piece shortly before the concert. Their

playing then lacks the assurance and aban-

don which are the outcome of a sufficiently

long study and especially of having played it

in public repeatedly.

To create the "atmosphere" of the piece is one

of the most difficult and most artistic accom -

plishmeuts ."Visions of nocturnal, quiet beauty,

peaceful moon-lit landscapes; the slow rocking

of the boat under the starlit skyjthe nodding

slumber of flowers; mothers dreaming at the

cradle of their child; the impressive hour of

twilight; up-lifted, silent prayers from sorrow-

ful hearts- -these arise before our mind when

the soft pedal, enhanced through a beautiful,

delicate touch, itself inspired by a generous

heart and a poetical mind, raises the magic cur-

tain behind which dwell the happiness and joy

music can give"( Quoted from the Chapter on

"The Artistic Employment of the Piano Pedals"

Book VI).

Perhaps some of my readers might feel like

asking, "How can this be accomplished? How
can one create atmosphere"?"

Nothing but the playing of an artist en -

dowed with a poetical, creative mind ^\ho knows

how to surround whatever he plays with the

proper "atmosphere "will be of help to him.

One will soon notice that deliberation and

poise, or fire and impetuosity, or a quiet, ab-

sorbed demeanor go hand in hand with the char-

acter of the music. Yet this does not quite ex-

plain. it, for hovering over the execution and
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the demeanor is the indescribable something- -

possibly the soul of the artist—that tinges a mu-

sical composition with the subtle life and light

it needs.

It would be futile to try to give rules for

"rendering"a musical composition correctly

and beautifully. Tlie analysis, suggestions

and hints given so far, supplemented by the fol-

lowing parting advice, must suffice:

The attitude of the performer should be un -

constrained, quiet, and thoughtful. Absolute

immobility is, at times-- but for a short time

only-- a powerful means for riveting the at -

tention of an audience. It should be followed

by greater freedom of motion. During the de-

livery of his song, a singer often rises on tip-

toe, extends his arms, turns his body to left

or right, sways slightly, steps a little forward

or backwards; in short, acts in the manner of

a speaker w+ip addresses an audience. A vio-

linist also indulges, whenever necessary, in

this freedom of movement.

The pianist, who has already the disad -

vantage of not being able to face his audi -

ence, and whose profile only is seen by four

fifths of the audience, is further handicapped

by having to remain seated while he plays. It

is evident that -wiien it comes to moments of in-

tense declamation, of personal appeal, he

possesses less means than the singer or the

violinist.

Yet, there remains to his disposal several

motions of the body which he can and should

employ with tact and discretion as occasion

demands. He may lean to the left, to the right,

forward and backward. He may also draw him-

self up, or even rise slightly from his seat, when
emphatic accents are required.

At no time, however, should the demeanor

and the gestures of the pianist be such that by

centering on" them, continuously and exclusive -

ly, the attention of the audience , they over -

shadow the music itself. Between the artist

who yields, in a measure, to the emotions wiiich

the music arouses in him, and the mere per -

former who indulges in eccentricities is a wide

gulf.

It is only to him, the worthy interpreter, that

the reflections, suggestions and advice embodied

in this chapter are dedicated.
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Style

The style of a composer stamps his mu-

sical creations with the same individuality

that an author gives to his literary produc-

tions. Buffon said "Style is the man". Ches-

terfield gives the following definition: "Style

is the dress of thought? Flaubert's dictum vrsis:

"Le mot juste'l (The right word).

All this finds its counterpart in music.

Under the caption "Style',' I have now in

mind not the manner and deportment of a pi-

anist while playing a piece (this is to be con-

sidered as the pianist's personal style of play-

ing the piano-- see the chapters on "Rendition"

and also Successful Playing in Public").

The Early

TTie early composers wrote for the clavichord

and clavicembalo (in English, harpsichord) when

these instruments were in their"infancy',' so to

speak; when they had not yet acquired the full

development and means of expression that en -

abled later a Rameau,a Domenico Scarlatti, a

Handel, a Johann Sebastian Bach, to write for

and en them their immortal masterworks.lhe tone

of the early clavichord was very thin, small and

shortlived, but of singular purity and delicacy.

These characteristics the clavichord re-

tained later, when the instrument grew in size

and when several pedals were added to it. The

tone grew to be louder, fuller, more amenable

to shadings, but it still retained the peculiar

lute-like quality of strings twanged by a quill

of leather, metal, or other suitable material .

Therefore he who would play on our modern pi-

anos the compos-itions of Chambonnieres (1600-

1670), Daquin(1694- 1772), Francgis Couperin

(1668-1733), Rameau (1683-1764), all French

composers; Johann Adolf Hasse (1699-1783),

Kuhnau( 1660- 1722),Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

(1714 -1788), German composers; Francesco Du-

rante (1684-1755), Padre Martini (1706-1784),

Domenico Paradisi 1710- 1792),Domenico Scar-

latti 1685- 1757), Italian composers: Orlando

Gibbons (1583- 1625), Byrd( 1543- 1623), Tallis

(1515?- 1585), Bull (1563-1628), English compo-
20934-120
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I have in mind his ability to do justice to the

characteristics or peculiarities of the compos-

er and of the period in which the composition

was written.

In a vague, general way every student kjiows

that a composition of Bach should not be per-

formed in the same manner, or to be more pre-

cise and correct, in the same style, as a com-

position by Chopin or by a modern composer.

Wherein lies the difference? It is for the pur-

pose of defining and thoroughly understanding

the difference between the styles of the great

composers that this chapter has been written

.

Clavichordists

sers; Antonio de Cabezon(1510-1566), Spanish

composer (to cite only these names among oth-

ers)-- he, I say, vdio would play their composi-

tions in a fulminative, massive, orchestral man-

ner, resulting, on our modern pianos, in a for-

midable fortissimo, would commit an obviously

gross breach of style. A va.od.era.ie forte,aX times

only nvf, should be the tonal limit.

The staccatos should be fine , dainty; the tech-

nic deft, agile and of pearly quality; the accen-

tuation should be neat, precise and firm,but not

vigorous in our modern sense. The lively tem-

pos should be played somewhat less rapidly than

we conceive them nowadays. The Allegro was

not then quite so rapid as our* modern Allegro, yet

it had all the requisite liveliness of motion, (See

,
the chapter on "Agogics" Book VD.

Regarding the further agogic treatment of

those old compositions it would, of course, be a

gross mistake of style to play them with the tem-

po rubato with which Chopin's works may be in-

vested. A strict adherence to the time, a rhy-

thm kept up without irregularities, these are neces-

sary when playing the old masters, which does

not mean of course that different subjects and

contrasting periods should not each have a slight-

ly differen^t tempo

.

All grace notes should be executed correct-

ly, in accordance with the then prevailing cus-
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torn. (See the chapter on "Embellishments").

The pedal should be used very sparingly,

but its skillful employment is allowable. (See

the chapter on"'Ilie Artistic Employment of

the Piano Pedals "Book VI).

Johann Sebastian Bach

We are confronted with a different task

when interpreting the piano compositions of

Johann Sebastian Bach whose mighty mind

conceived and wrought ahead of his time. Such

genius as his survives tastes and fashions.

The piano compositions of Bach give an

impression of such perfectly achieved unity,

cohesion of ideas and unconstrained devel-

opment of the thematic material that one is

not aware of the restricted tonal range that

lay at Bach's command. He usually writes be-

Fugne in C Minor, Book I

Allegro moderato

ft

' V *? * J 1 1 =t

tween =Z= and # In the forty-

eight Preludes and Fugues of the"Well-Tem

pered Clavichord"the note ^ ap-

pears only three times; it is the lowest note

in the Well- Tempered Clavichord. It is al-

most superfluous to say that this is due to the

limited resources of the instruments of that

period. This consideration justifies in some

cases the "doubling" of bass notes, that is to

say, the playing in octaves of the single notes

written by Bach.

n=^
r f'p p p

(crenc .)

^m i 1 a^ ^^p
4 5

^g j n •:
'> \'QjJh^^tnJ u •'

V ^J5T
(rit.) (* tempo) ^^^-

^ S
5 *ti¥^ ~ ^^^ ^

Fugue in D Major, Book I

Moderate
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' -*tt

if
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From a dynamic standpoint we should re-

member that Bach never wrote ppp norJ^'noi

evenj^. (See the chapter on"The Artistic Em-

ployment of Dynamics" Book VI). Such ex-

tremes of dynamic force, or of softness, easi-

ly obtainable on modern pianos were not dreamed

of then.

An exception may be made for the mighty

"Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue" the propor -

tions of which are so broad that they justify a

commensurate dynamic treatment, especially

if played in a large concert hall.

Considered agogically, Bach's composi -

tions must be played in strict time, without

agogic nuances and without rubato. But the

lively tempos may be played much more rap-

idly than those of the early clavichordists.Bach

could play rapidly! (See the chapter on "Agog-

ics',' BookVI).

The correct execution of all trills and or-

naments, (see the chapter on "Embellishments

in Music") is one of the important factors for

playing in their true style the compositions of

the older classics. I might cite, as an obvious

example, that to execute a trill with alternating

hands when playing the piano compositions of

Bach would be a flagrant breach of style.

Johann Sebastian Bach was the first great

composer to use the thumb on the black keys,

not occasionally, but as often as needed. This

epoch-making innovation necessarily brought

with it a less stilted, less rigid manner of play-

ing the piano. Yet Bach's mode of playing

was reposeful and quiet. The testimony

of contemporary musicians convinces one

of the broad, majestic and impressive man-

ner in which the great Bach is said to have

played. Full chords abound in his works,but

the frail structure of the clavichords and cla-

vicembalos of his time precluded any too

great massiveness or forcefulness of execu-

tion. Double notes, meant as such, and not

as part of the ever prevalent polyphonic style,

occur seldom; scales in thirds and in sixths,

never. Hence the scales in thirds and in sixths

added by Hans von Biilow in his edition of

Bach's Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue are a

breach of style and should never be played; in-

deed, few, if any, of the great piano virtuosos

use them.

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Allegretto J=iia -(Wouters edition)

f 7 *
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Poco allegro etranquillo- (von Biilow edition)

^'sostenuto e pesante
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No virtuosity in octaves is required; every-

thing is finger- work, but of the highest order

and nearly always polyphonic. The eminent

French pedagogue and theorist, F. Le Couppey,

once wrote: "An artist whose refined taste e-

qualed his erudition- Amedee Mereaux - says

most excellently, 'The legato playing is best

suited for the execution of the works of Johann

Sebastian Bach. The hands should not make

any unnecessary movement, nor lose their natu-

ral position, even in the most rapid passages!"

The employment of the damper pedal is ab-

solutely warranted when playing Bach's com-

positions, especially those that, by their con-

text, tempo and general character, make de-

mands which could hardly be met in those days,

owing to the limited means of the instruments

then used, but which can be satisfied fully on our

modern pianos. (See the chapter, "The Artistic

Employment of the Piano Pedals" Book VI.)

The suggestions and advice given should en-

able the earnest, truth- seeking pianist to do

justice to Bach's compositions as they were

played in his time. Yet, far be it from me to in-

timate that the resources of our modern, mag-

nificent pianos should not be used when play-

ing his works. That which would be a serious

fault of style in playing Rameau (contemporary

of Bach)is not serious, or even a fault, when

the piano works of the great German are con-

sidered. His genius transcended time and means.

The proof of this is that none of his piano works

loses in plasticity of form, nor texture, values

and perspective, to use the painter's vocabu -

lary, when performed with all the resources

that our pianos offer.

Georg- Friederich Handel

What has been said of the compositions of

Bach applies also, although in a slightly differ-

ent degree, to those of Handel.

The two great Germans show marked affini-

ty in their broad, polyphonic and virtuoso em-

ployment of the piano — more properly speak-

ing, of the clavichord and clavicembalo. This

is especially noticeable in Handel s magnifi -

cent Suites for piano, which howadays are most

Presto (Peters edition)

unjustly neglected by the majority of pianists.

We find there, as in the compositions of Bach,

a wealth of melodic ideas, the same mastery of

counterpoint and fugue, the same loftiness of

ideals and breadth of execution. Witness the

Suite No. 3, in D minor. 'U'hat boldness of de-

sign and of execution! What virtuosity exacted

in the Prelude!

^ I
1 11 I I

f legato ^
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The theme of the fugue is energetic, rhythmic,

inspiring! In the Augener edition a modern ver-

sion of the Suites is often appended to the orig-

* %ti.

inal; it makes for greater power, yet does not vi

olate the style of the composition.

Jean -Philippe Rameau - Domenico Scarlatti

They were born only two years apart(Rameau

in 1683; Scarlatti in 1685), yet what a difference

in their mode of musical expression! The affec-

ted, stilted ornaments which are ever prevalent

in the works of Rameau and of Couperin seldom,

if ever, appear in the piano compositions of Scar-

latti. Rameau has been credited with being the

founder of our harmonic system,while some his-

torians trace to Scarlatti the paternity of mod -

ern piano virtuosity. In its showy, glittering sense

this distinction is not entirely misplaced. Although

the crossing of hands in piano playing was used by

Bach (see as an example among others, the Qigue

(last movement) of the Rirtita in Bflat major,)it re-

mained for Scarlatti to exploit this device to the

full, in a virtuoso manner. Some of his sonatas(they

are all in one movement) remain to this day a test

for accuracy and virtuoso daring.

tf

l.h.

Allegrissimo a|

Sonata in A Major
DOMENICO SCARLATri

^ :i
^j ^ ii\> :
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Franz Joseph Haydn

Haydn and Mozart were contemporaries. Un-

der the influence of their genius music sudden-

ly developed in directions hitherto unknown.

. Haydn, whom we now call the Father of the

Symphony, gave to the orchestra, a role, an

importance, not dreamed of before. In simi-

lar manner his piano sonatas are to be con-

sidered as the prototype of the modern sonata.

They are so melodious, so fresh in invention

and clever in workmanship, that there is no val-

id reason for their disappearance from the con-

cert programs. Their style breathes at times

simplicity and joyousness, at others a manly,

vigorous spirit.

Sonata in Eh Major (Cotta edition N0.17)

JOSEPH HAYDN

Strict time is to be kept. The accentuation

should be vigorous, without dramatic force

-

fulness. No violent contrasts should be indulged

in; when contrasts occur, they should be execu

ted in an easy, not in an abrupt manner

20934-120
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Sonata in Al? Major (Cotta edition No.ie)

JOSEPH HAYDN

Presto (J =132-136)

a 3

Wolfgang- Atnadeus Mozart

Jahn, the authoritative biographer, says of

Mozart's manner of playing the piano.-"He in-

sisted mainly that the player should have a

'qujet, steady hand,' the natural ease, flexi-

bility, and smooth rapidity of which should be

so cultivated that the passages would 'flow like

oil
; he did not counsel the practice of tours de

/orce (extraordinary feats) which might be pre-

judicial to these qualities. His first require-

ments were the delivery of'every note, turn, etc.,

correctly and decidedly, and with appropriate

expression and taste.' He cautions players

against over- rapidity of execution, not only

of passages which are strictly connected, but

also of those where liberties against strict

time seem more allowable. He was strongly

opposed to violations of time. 'It is much easier

to play fast than to play slowly',he remarks. 'Many
notes may be dropped from passages, and none
will notice it, but is it beautiful? The right hand
may play faster than the left, and none will per-
ceive it, but is it beautiful ?'

"He placed correctness at the head of the list of

qualities essential to first-rate playing and added

to it ease and certainty in the execution of unus -

20934-130f

ual technical difficulties,delicacy and good taste in

delivery, and, above all,that power of breathing life

and emotion into the music and of so expressing

its meaning as to place the performer for the mo-

ment on a level with the creator of the work before

him. We must be content to accept the enthusiastic

testimony of the public, of connoisseurs and of ac-

complished fellow- artists,wto all agree that Mozart

indisputably ranked highest among virtuosi, by vir

tue of his fulfilment of all these conditions. When
we find Clementi declaring that he never heard any-

one play so intellectually and gracefully as Mozart

,

Dittersdorf finding art and fine taste united in his

playing, and Haydn asserting Avith tears in his eyes

that he could never forget Mozart's interpretation,

because it'reached the heart' the simple expressions

of such men are more eloquent than the most em-
phatic hyperbole!'

It is evident that only a quiet "deportment

"

and a simple, not forceful, finger action, pro-
ductive of the so -called "pearly touch',' will ob-
tain these results. Noteworthy is Mozart's sar-

casm directed to pianists who "play so fast that

one cannot distinguish clearly what they do'.'

A virtuoso octave technic is not needed for

the piano works of Mozart; neither massive -
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ness nor orchestral color in chord- playing.

Consequently, it is a mistake, when playing

the so-called "Turkish March"from his lovely

Allegretto (J=i26) ten.

A minor Sonata (Mozart designated it "Alia

Turca")to try to emulate the sonority of a mil-

itary band.

i
¥ r-^a ^i:

f^ s # ^^^ 1
^ "Sax ^. * ^. * ^.

ten.
ten.

mm Uli II
etc.

^ i
<ew.

U- /^C-Jg P
^ai ^ax 'Sa. * •SeJ). * sax

(All editions urge, in a specially written foot-

note, that the grace- notes should be played on

the beat, that is to say that the first of the three

grace-notes should be played at the same time than

the octave in the right hand. The reasons why this

is wrong, and in fact imposaible to do without de -

stroying absolutely the rhythm, are given in the

Chapter "Embellishments',' Book VII.)

Ludwig- van Beethoven

When we think of him we involuntarily pause

and, metaphorically speaking, take off our hats.

Here we are on the threshold of a new art.Pearl-

iness of touch! Passages that flow like oil!Who

can think of them now! The man discarded the

powdered wig of Haydn and of Mozart. It was

his own jet black, shaggy hair that shook in

the glow and passion of his powerful playing.

Seer and prophet, he brings to mind the rug-

ged, immense "Thinker" of Michelangelo and

of Rodin. He has sung the joys and sorrows

of mankind with such depth and strength of

conception and of expression as to place the

masterworks which he has left us forever out of

the reach of the tides of whims, fads and fash-

ions. They will endure while man lives, for

they are the vibrant expression of his better,

nobler self.

"The greatest composer of all times'-such has

20934-130f

been, for a century, the verdict of all enlight -

ened,true musicians of all schools and climes.

None has equaled him in epic strength, depth,

breadth and height, and that is the reason why

those too young, too weak or too shallow do

not understand him and often do not like him.

Conceived by a mighty mind, depicting the

entire range of human emotions, with the or-

chestra ever present in its wealth of color and

disregarding technical difficulties entirely,

the piano works of Beethoven compelled a new

manner of playing that instrument .Virile, rug-

ged strength, allied to feminine (not effemin -

ate) grace; strong, yet supple fingers,wrists and

arms, great forcefulness of accent and delica-

cy of touch-- all these are needed when play-

ing Beethoven. But more than that, one must

have lived --for the canvas on which he wields

his mighty brush is so large that eyes too young



cannot understand its heroic proportions.

Here we are freed from any considerations

as to the instrument for which Beethoven wrote.

Every piano composition up to Op. 106 was

written for the clavicembalo, or harpsichord;

from Op. 106 on for the"hammer-klavier" and

that on which we play nowadays. What I said

about Bach applies, only oh! so much more, to

Beethoven. He wrote ahead oftime--for all

times. He wrote, not for the string- twanged

clavicembalo nor for the string- struck pianos,

he wrote on our hearts, for our souls. All the

emotions that sway mankind, all the thoughts

that have transformed races, the aspirations

and the faith, precursors of great deeds,dreams,

legends, the metaphysical contemplations of

great minds that tower above common man-

kind like the cloud -hidden peaks of the Hima-

layas, the quiet singing and praying of the moth-

er rocking a cradle -- all are but the strings of

the huge instrument for which Beethoven wrote.

From a dynamic standpoint, one of the sali -

ent characteristics of the style of Beethoven is

the frequent recurrence of contrast. Ibese con-

trasts should be executed as intended , with

sudden transitions {rom forte to jyz'ano ,and vice

versa, and not by melting one shading into an-

other. (See the chapter on"The Artistic Em -

ployment of Dynamics',' Book Vl.)

Regarding the tempo we are absolutely free

to employ any legitimate agogic means that will

help us to faithfully reproduce the great com -

poser's intentions. Czerny has left it on record

that Beethoven, when playing his own composi-

tions, at times accelerated his tempos. This

vehemence is, of course, to be indulged in, and

encouraged in others, only where the needs of

a fiery declamation justify it. Coupled with this

breadth and fire of execution are required great

energy and forcefulness of accentuation.

Ries, one of the very few pupils of ^^eethoven,

says in his"Notizen''(page 106) alluding to the

Senate Fathetique: "In general he (Beethoven)

played his compositions in a very moody man -

20934-120
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ner; he nevertheless kept strictly accurate time,

occasionally, but very seldom, accelerating the

tempi. On the other hand, in the performance of

a crescendo passage, he would make the time

ritardando, which produced a beautiful and high-

ly striking effect'.'

Anton Schindler was not only one of the

most intimate friends of Beethoven and his

almost constant companion for many years,

but a musician of sensibility, culture and dis-

cernment. What he has to say in regard to the

style of playing of Beethoven and to the char-

acteristics of his piano compositions is there-

fore of considerable interest. He writes: "Now,

with regard to the sonatas, I have further to ob-

serve that the hints which I received from Bee-

thoven on the subject of their coihposition and

the proper style of their performance , had di-

rect reference to only a few of these composi -

tions. Still, no doubt, many persons will be grati-

fied by what I have to communicate. To the in-

telligent lover of music, these hints will afford

matter for reflection, whereby he may not on-

ly more thoroughly comprehend the works in

question, but also, by the help of the key thus

obtained, open for himself a path to the know-

ledge of other compositions of the like kind, im-

bued with the like soul and spirit.... In short,

all music performed by his hands appeared to

undergo a new creation. These wonderful ef-

fects were in a great degree produced by his

uniform legato style, which was one of the most

remarkable peculiarities of his playing.

"All the pieces which I have heard Beethoven

himself play were, with few ex.ceptions, given

without any constraint as to the rate of time.

He adopted a tempo rubato in the proper sense

of the term, as subject and situation might de-

mand, without the slightest approach to cari -

cature. On the subject of accentuation I may

state, as a general remark, that Beethoven gave

prominent force to all appoggiaturas, particu-

larly the minor second, even in running pas -
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sages, and in slow movements his transition

to the principal note was as delicately man-

aged as it could have been by the voice of a

singer'.'

Beethoven, like all great natures, could

be ( and often was) feminine; but he neverwas

effeminate. His rugged nature emphasized

both softness and strength. Moreover, he had

constantly in his mind the orchestra as back-

ground. This alone will guide us in our de -

sire and endeavor to be true to the Beetho -

venian style. It is for this reason of orches-

tral conception that his sonatas abound in

passages that are 'unklaviermassigj as the

Germans say, which means "unpianistic.

How much easier would be

Allegro assai

3

Sonata Op. 57

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN

than what Beethoven wrote:

yet in this case any "facilitation" is inadmissi-

ble if we would be true to Beethoven's inten -

tions, and not violate his style of writing. The

above given facilitation provides nothing but

the impression of a sort of tremolo,which brings

into melodic prominence and gives rhythmic

weight to the two major thirds; A flat-C and

G-B, whereas in Beethoven's version we hear

the horns sounding.

#S
the first and second violins playing:

20934-iaOf

And this is answered by the trombones:

and by the violas and 'cellos, playing with short

up and down bow strokes:

^ J^ J^ J^ 3^J«f f Jm J,

I ^g
t): ju *
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This is one of the additional reasons why it is

difficult to understand and to play Beethoven
well. It is necessary to have a knowledge of

the orchestral instruments, of their tone col-

or and of the way in which they are used.
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Carl Maria von Weber

The name of Carl Maria von Weber has

well-nigh disappeared from our programs. Yet

what elegance of writing, what verve and

boisterousness of expression, what scintil -

lating technic are contained in his works!

Fleet, agile and strong fingers are needed

when playing the C major Sonata with its last,

brilliant, well-known "Perpetual Movement"

There is a well defined chivalric spirit in his

compositions. They are joyous, vigorous,seldom

sentimental. The technical demands are quite

high but of a healthy nature. The technic of oc-

taves assumes suddenly a startling significance

and brilliance. Passages in octaves like these:

Presto giojOSO (J.rl32-138)

Konzertstiick

(for piano and orchestra"!

CARL MARIA von WEBER
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were not even dreamed of before Weber's time

and it may be safely asserted that he was the

first to develop the technic of octaves in a

modern virtuoso sense. The general charac-

teristics of his style require strict time and

firm rhythm, which are nevertheless allied to

elegance of execution.

Franz Schubert

AVhat lovely memories his name alone e-

vokes! Only he who can understand and ap-

preciate the freshness, the child-like, open-

20934-iaOf

hearted loveliness of his nature will portray

him faithfully.

He sang. In poverty, through tribulations,
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through his short life he sang, and some of his

songs will be on the lips of dying mankind.

This singing quality of his music is portrayed

in his lengthy but admirable sonatas; in his"Mo-

ments Musicaux',' gems of ineffable beauty; in

his vivacious"Impromptus"; in his great "Wan-

derer" Fantasy. The considerable additions and

amplifications made by Liszt in his edition of

the "Wanderer" Fantasy preserve the spirit of

this great composition and in no way violate its

style.

The demands made on the pianist's technic

are high. The dynamic treatment is full-blood-

e"d, highly dramatic at times. Agogically, the

same considerations as when playing Beetho-

ven prevail;no Chopin- like rubato, but great

elasticity of tempo. The declamation of his

melodic context should be more "vocal "than in-

strumental, but not always so.

^
Der Wanderer

Adagio

Fantasy Op. 15

(Wanderer- Fantasy)
in the Liszt edition

FRANZ SCHUBERT

^ m ^m#TfP rtTtp- ^ ^i
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"In my opinion this movement should be played

very slowly and pathetically- ab into peotore''^

(Franz Liszt).

To play Schubert is to place oneself in com-

munion with one of the most spontaneous, mel-

odious and lovable poets in music.

Felix Mendelssohn- Bartholdy

In America it is the affectation of many an amateur,

and also of many a professional musician, to sneer

at the mention of his name, just as some over-

grown boys and girls, and likewise nevergrown

men and women, are apt to sneer at the novels of

Charles Dickens . "Old-fashioned, passe, out of

style" these are some of the mildest expessions

they use. They are only to be pitied, those whose

impressions in art and in literature were so fee-

ble during their childhood and youth that they

cannot recall them all their lives. And bless-

ed are those whose youth remains perennial, be-

cause the intensity and vividness of their im-

pressions are never lessened, and they are

faithful and grateful, ever, to the master minds

that once thrilled them with joy and happiness.

In order to play Mendelssohn well you must

have melody in your heart. In many of his songs

without words, the influence of the endearing,

intensely poetic German folk- songs is notice-

able. A tinge of very slight melancholy, ot

Heimweh, at times suffuses his works . A good

legato in the delivery of the cantilena is need-

ed here. The dynamic treatment is, of course,

complete from jtj^ to j5^- The agogic treat-

ment becomes freer, for Mendelssohn belongs

to the so-called Romantic Period. To play

his works with the forcefulness , nay the gruff

-

ness, which at times is required in Beethoven,

would be an error of judgment, a mistake of

style. Mendelssohn is well- bred, elegant, yet

he is also virile. His "Variations Serieuses"

are essentially strong-fibred, despite the mel-

ancholy and softness of the theme.

20934-120f
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Allegro vivace (J =76-88)

3
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So are also his splended, broadly conceived

IVeludes and Fugues, foremost among which
stands the R-elude and Fugue in E minor Op. 35.

^. ^eax ^^ ^£8). sa.

So are also both his concertos in G minor and
D minor, his Fantasy in FjJ minor.

Frederick Chopin-- Robert Schumann

Instinctively we couple their names.They were
bom in the same year, 1810, and the marvelous tone-

poems -v^iiich they have left us were created ap-

proximately during the same period of time

.

Chopin is the only great composer who de-
voted himself entirely to the piano. He wrote
nothing for the orchestra alone > nor for cham-

a0934-iaof

ber music, if we except his trio for piano, vio-
lin and 'cello. Therefore , there are some who
would deny him a place on Oljrmpus next to

Bach, Mozart, Beethoven. But greatness is not

to be judged, by the variety of means of expres-
sion used,but by the wide range and the strength

and vividness of the emotions depicted. We do
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not rank Aristophanes beneath Sophocles be-

cause the first wrote only satires and come -

dies and the second only tragedies and dramas;

nor do we deny the greatness of Homer be-

cause he wrote neither dramas nor tragedies

nor comedies nor satires, but only the "Iliad"

and the "Odyssey'.'

The piano was the medium that Chopin chose,

and for it he wrote some of the most perfect

tone- creations that enrich humanity. His power

of expression is amazing. By turns lyrical,

dramatic, pathetic, heroic, epic, Chopin has

appealed to and searched into our inmost hearts

as few, if any, have done since him. It is a

poor tribute to his memory to say, as some

have said, that he was a mediocre musician,

knew no counterpoint , and that only in a

couple of places, in his entire works, is there

anything like an"imitation'.' This asserta -

tion is utterly unfounded. The following

skillfully executed canons clearly prove it:

Mazurka in C Major, Op.56,No.2

FREDERICK CHOPIN

"\^vace

Mazurka Op. 50, No.

3

FREDERICK CHOPIN

Moderate

a0934-120f



What matters it if Chopin never wrote afugfue!

He has sung, in vibrant, imperishable accents
that which, dormant or awake, lives in every hu-
man heart.

Beethoven wrote vast problems and strug-
gles of mankind against fate and his joys and
sorrows are so big that they belong to the en-
tire human race and therefore we, single in-

dividuals, sometimes fail to understand him .

Chopin wrote for the heart of ma.i and woman.
All that can gladden or pain he wrote and in

what appealing accents!
In his works, and they are nearly all for the

piano, we live our lives again. Not one string
of our heart does he leave untouched.

With the Chopin waltzes is coupled the gil-

ded vision of aristocratic Parisian salons,
dainty perfumes, beautiful women and courtly

knights. With the nocturnes is evoked a pale, mel-
ancholy Chopin, at whose feet sit marquises
and princesses, who lift their adoring eyes
toward the heaven- inspired poet-musician. For
this fanciful picture Turgenieff is much to blame.

The Chopin waltzes are indeed "distinguished" in
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the extreme, and there can be no question but
that he raised this form of dance to the high lev-

el of a poetic musical creation: ( See the Chap-
ter, "Conception- Interpretation"). Also in his

nocturnes has Chopin done more and better than

others have done before or since. The noc-
turnes of Field, so unjustly neglected, are the
prototype of this form of composition, and
many of them are real gems of fresh, melodic
musical inspiration. Yet how they pale into
lustreless tints when brought into comparison
with Chopin's nocturnes! In these, all the vary-
ing shades of tender or passionate yearnings, of

melancholy retrospect, of the Zal-- the unutter-
able pain and regret of all things-- are glimpsed,
mirrored or sung directly to us, in soft penetrat-
ing, strangely moving accents.

Not always thus. His soft, wooing tones, his

velvet touch are delicacy, not weakness. When
the flame flares up in his soul, a mighty grip of

steel clutches our wrists, and it is a manly, her-

oic apparition that bids us follow him, as with
outstretched arm, he points to the deeper, de-
vastating tragedies of life.

Ballade in F Major, Op.38

FREDERICK CHOPIN
Presto con fuoco e molto agitato

20934-120
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You of the puny soul, of the dry little heart,
you the weak-fibred, do not play the finale of
the Nocturne in B major, op. 32! Do not at-
tempt the tragic grandeur of his C minor Noc-
turne, of his two Etudes in A minor and both in

C minor in which he hurls forth his passionate,
throbbing protest against Poland's downfall !

For here the greater, the real Chopin looms up,
and you would fail, you would not understand!

No one has written nocturnes and waltzes
of such fascinating, dazzling brilliancy, or so
suffused with poetic charm or tragic pathos as
those of the Polish master; and yet they em-
body only a little part of Chopin's genius. With
them, through them alone, we would never know
the mighty sweep and strength of him -who,throw-
ing aside the aquarelle brush gripped a chisel
and carved huge blocks of granite and marble.
Michelangelo and Botticelli united into one cre-

ative personality seem impossible; yet this
was Chopin in his clearly marked duality.

None can exceed the heroic and martial val-

or of his great soul. In his Polonaises F sharp
minor, A flat major, A major-, C minor, rever-
berate the tramp of armies, the boom of can-

Allegro J = 176
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nons, the sinister howl of grim war. Chopin,
the morbid dreamer of nocturnes, the elegant
composer of aristocratic waltzes, we all know;
but not all have as yet fathomed the might and
sweep of his greater works; the Fantasy in F
minor, the four Ballades, the four Scherzos, the
great Polonaises, the Sonatas in B flat minor
and in B minor, the Etudes and some of the Pre-
ludes and Mazurkas Our piano technic has
had to grow because of him: scales in thirds,
chromatic thirds, fourths, sixths, the boldest
passages in octaves, arpeggios of superoctave
range coursing through the entire keyboard

,

call for endurance and strength as never be-
fore.

To play Chopin well you must have imagi-
nation, fancy and depth of feeling. It would
take a book by itself to write adequately about
the wonderful versatility evidenced in his works.
We need now, when playing his composi-

tions, a technic far more developed than when
we play Mendelssohn, or even Beethoven. In
fact, Chopin created anew technic. Flights
like these :-

S
/

/ 1/ ttjt
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were unknoAvn before him . The employment of

stretches over an octave is frequent, yet the

smallest hand can play them if they are prac-

tised intelligently. Thirds, fourths, sixths, a-

bound,also bold passages in octaves. The
dynamical treatment is complete. Agogically
a new feature appears: the preponderance of

the tempo rubato . Although employed before,

yet only in Chopin does it find full applica-
tion. Liszt has described it as the rays of sun-

light passing through trembling leaves. It is

difficult to describe in words how to play ru-

bato. Perhaps this may give an idea; the right

hand plays with full freedom and is unrestrict-

ed by the sense of time, while the left hand con-

stantly and gently brings it back to the pre-
scribed tempo.

The accentuation fluctuates between the soft-

est and the fieriest imaginable. Trills may,
in a few instances (not in many),be executed by

both hands in alternation. The pedals are used

freely.

To play his Nocturnes well does not imply
that one can play his tremendous Ballades, Scher-

zos, Polonaises, his Etudes, Sonatas, Concertos.
Chopin is the poet of the piano, and it needs

not only a poetic but also a virile nature to un-

derstand him and to play his works adequately.

Robert Schumann

Schumann's style is widely different. A more
massive technic is required here, for he writes
much and often in chords and in orchestra style .

To appreciate and do justice to his style of
writing is not easy for those who do not fully
fathom and feel the meaning of the German
word "Gemiit" which means mood, state of the
soul, poetic temperament, all rolled into one.

Besides, some of his most notable composi-
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tions for piano are founded upon, or derived
from, carnival scenes, and how can anyone
explain to somebody who has not lived in

countries in which the carnival is tradition-

ally kept up, every year, with its symbolistic
costumes of Columbine, Pierrot , Arlequin-

-

how can he explain the spirit of it, the pe -



culiarities inherent in and the difference be-

tween these carnival types that have come do-vm

to us from mediaeval times! Therefore, he who

would play understandingly the "Carnaval"

the "Faschingschwank" Carnival Scenes, the

"Papillons" must become conversant with the

meaning and spirit of the carnival and carni-

val types. This will aid him in doing justice

to the airy flight of fancy that breathes throu^

these compositions.

Schumann's nature was essentially"schwar-

merisch" a German word which, like the word

"Gemiit" described before, has no direct e-

quivalent in English, but which may loosely

be described "dreamy" "yearning',' "ena-

moured" and"rapt up in poetic ideals'.' Add to

all this a fanta-jy which tinged all he wrote

with a wealth of romantic feeling akin to that

of the mediaeval "Meistersangers" and you have

the Schumann of the Fantasy Pieces Op. 12

and Op. 129, of the "Kinderscenen"(Childhflod

Scenes), of the Kreisleriana--the musical por-

traiture of The Tales of Hoffmann - of the "in-

termezzos',' and the great Fantasy Op. 17.

No cold, unimaginative nature can hope to

play theseNbewitching compositions in a man-

ner that will reveal their inner meaning and be

true to their style.
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Hidden or revealed, the two sides of his du-

al nature, "Eusebius" and "Florestan',' are ever

present in his compositions. He has himself des-

cribed these two fanciful aspects of his nature both

in prose and in music,and some of his remarkable ar-

ticles in the"Neue Zeitschrift fiir Musik','found-

ed by him, are signed with their names.

Both gave birth to the "Carnaval',' that match-

less collection of carnival scenes and carnival

types, each a gem of joyous and exquisite work-

manship; to the Papillons, "Faschingschwank''

(Carnival Scenes); to the "Davidsbiindlertanze"

(David- Leaguers Dances). Exuberance of an

ever youthful, ardent spirit is manifest in

them all. It is interesting to observe that in

the first edition of the "Davidsbiindlertanze"

the eighteen numbers which it contains are,

all of them, signed either F and E.(Florestan

and Eusebius), or with only one of these ini-

tials. In the second edition of this work all

these initials, as well as the poetical effu-

sions written over numbers nine and eighteen

have been taken out. This, however, does

not obliterate the spirit in which this collec-

tion of little pieces was conceived.

Davidsbiindlertanze

(David- Leaguers Dances)

ROBERT SCHUMANN

Hierauf schloss Florestan und es zuckte ihtn sehmerzlieh u?n die Lippen.

Hereupon Florestan stopped, and a sad emotion was visible around his lips.

No. 9
(J = 126)
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His "Novelettes'," which title means "little

novels" or"stories',' bear the impress of the true

romantic German nature, ever fond of the

ballads, legends and fairy tales with which

the literature abounds, while his technically

very difficult "Etudes Symphoniques" are the

product of an essentially strong, virile person-

ality.

The Concerto in A'minor is the concomi-

tant of all the lovable traits in Schumann's na-

ture. A wealth of invention and assertive man-

liness coupled to the most exquisite, tender

grace, make of this work one of the greatest

ever written for piano and orchestra.

Curiously enough, while Schumann's piano

compositions often wear an orchestral garb,

his symphonies give, at times, the impression

of piano music transcribed for the orchestra.

In matters of dynamics, agogics and accen-

tuation, what has been said of Chopin applies

also to Schumann, with the added tinge of or-

chestral massiveness.

Will what has been said afford a clue how
to do justice to the style of Schumann? I be-

lieve it will for some, I hope it may for the

others

.

Franz Liszt - -Aiiton Rubinstein
Franz Liszt

If Chopin is the poet, Liszt is the virtuoso

par excellence and both he (1811) and Anton
Rubinstein (1829) will ever stand as the two high-

est exponents of piano playing. Anton Rubin -

stein at the piano was a lion; an onrushing

whirlwind of fury and passion that no barriers

of technical difficulties could stay; the breadth

and sweep of his playing were appalling and

thrilling, yet the lion's paw could caress the

keys with a touch like velvet, and what a tone

he drew from the piano! Liszt, on the other hand,

was the magician evoking all the splendor of

the East; its hot, surging voluptuousness, the

dazzling brilliancy of gorgeouslj' set gems But

he could also let loose all the lightning and

thunder of a torrential temperament, and his

playing, in the palmy days of his virtuosity, is

said to have exercised over his hearers the

same witchery that was attributed to Paganini

.

Saint- Saens, himself one of the greatest of

French pianists, whose piano compositions, es-

pecially the concertos, have enlarged not a

little the brilliant and effective repertoire of

the modern pianist, says in his "Portraits et

Souvenirs":- "One would hardly believe with

what radiance, what magic prestige the name
of Liszt appeared to the young musicians dur-

ing the early days of the Imperial period; a

name so strange for us Frenchmen, sharp and

cutting like a blade of steel, traversed by its

Slavic Z as if by the flash of lightning. As an

artist and as a man he seemed to belong to the

legendary world.

"The majority of the pieces which he had pub-

lished seemed impossible of execution to any-

body but him and they were so indeed when

one considers the precepts of the old method

which prescribed immobility, the elbows im-

movable, near the body, with a limited action

left to the fingers and to the forearms

The influence of Liszt on the destiny of the

piano has been immense, I see nothing to be

compared to it except the revolution brought

about by Victor Hugo in the mechanism of the

French language. It is more powerful than

the influence of Paganini in the world of the

violin'.'

It is a significant fact that with the excep-

tion of Richard Wagner-- shall Hector Berlioz

be mentioned in the same breath?-- the world's

greatest composers were pianists, not merely

piano plat/era but piano virtuosos. J. S. Bach,

Handel, Rameau, Couperin, Domenico Scar-

latti, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,Weber, Schu-

bert, Chopin, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Brahms,

Rubinstein, Saint- Saens,-- all were accom-

plished performers whose pianistic skill kept

pace with their creative powers . Yet it is first

and foremost as composers that the world hon-

ors their names.

Not so with Franz Liszt. His musical her-

itage to us is priceless, notwithstanding what

the dried-up, pedantic musicians may say. They

may try to disparage the musical value of his

Rhapsodies, Transcriptions and other virtuoso
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pieces; but how much poorer we would be if

we had them not, these wondrous Rhapsodies,

now tinged with the melancholy of the Zal, a-

non aglow with untamed passion and reckless

energy. The Hungarian Rhapsodies of Liszt

will stay with us as long as red blood courses

through human veins.

And consider the dazzling brilliancy of his

Transcriptions ! WTio can remain unmoved when

he hears, well played, the unmatched Para-

phrase of Verdi's "Rigoletto" the stupendous

transcription of Wagner's "Tannhauser" Over-

ture, Mendelssohn's "Midsummer Night's Dream','

Senta's Ballade from "The Flying Dutchman','and

many others! As for his piano pieces, what a

galaxy of master- works! His Sonata in B min-

or,his Sonata "Quasi Fantasia','his two-piano con-

certos, the Hungarian Fantasy, the Waldesrau-

schen, Gnomenreigen, Liebestraume, Consola-

tions, the Ballades in D flat major and in B

minor, the Polonaise in E major, his Concert

Etudes, Paganini- Etudes, his "Anne'es de Pele-

rinage"-- a score of gems-- his "Funerailles
,

one of the three greatest funeral marches ev-

er written, (the other two being by Beethoven

and by Chopin). And this enumeration of his

most effective piano pieces is by no means

complete.

Liszt is the creator of the Symphonic Poem

for orchestra. "Les Preludes" form part of the

standard repertoire for every orchestra in the

world. He also wrote magnificent oratorios.

Yet it is Liszt, the pianist,who looms up, gi-

gantic, on the horizon of history, and we think

of him, not as the creator of scores of master-

works-- enough to insure fame for a half- dozen

composers-- but as the hero of piano playing.
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WTiat Orpheus is in Mythology, what the

wizard, demoniacal Paganini was for the vio-

lin, Liszt was, is, and perhaps will ever be, for

the piano.

What are the essentials for a good, correct or

superlatively brilliant rendition of Liszt's pi-

ano works? The technic must first of all be

brilliant; that is to say, the pianist must have

fingers strong enough to give a forceful articu-

lation to the most rapid runs and arpeggios .

The demands made on the technic are of the

very highest. Liszt, like Chopin, revolution-

ized technic, and especially the manner of play-

ing. The word "freedom" epitomizes best the

character of his style . Every device of dy-

namics and agogics is called into play. Ruba-

to, forcefulness, strict time, elastic time; light-

ness, massiveness, organ- like adaptations;

they are all to be employed.

The alternate use of the hands in the exe-

cution of trills, scales, thirds, fourths, sixths

and octaves reaches with Liszt a height of

technical usefulness, brilliancy and display

scarcely found elsewhere.

The scholastic player seldom does justice

to the compositions of Liszt. Temperament,

fire, passion, imagination, courage, daring-- all

are needed here.

The sweeping brilliancy required in the re-

production of Liszt's Rhapsodies is to be ex-

pected only from mature players, from real

virtuosos. Students , however, may feel and

they often do, the surge, the tremendous sweep

of Liszt's music which they have not the tech-

nical resources to express. It remains then for

the teacher to lead them to a sufficient tech-

nical development.

Anton Rubinstein

Although Anton Rubinstein was one of the

two greatest piano virtuosos the world has

ever known, yet as a composer he has not brought

great innovations and amplifications. But he

has written for the piano so many works that

form part of the standard, classic repertoire of

the pianist that a short description of their

style seems necessary.

Rubinstein had an enormous tone,by which

is not meant strength when hitting the keys J^
but the natural volume and intensity of tone

when playing a simple melody. He was fond of

displaying this gift (which he cultivated through
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assiduous practice) and this should be kept in

mind -when we play his "Melodic' in F major, his

Romance in El?, the Barcarolles, the second

movement of his Concerto in D minor.

Besides fullness of tone in "singing- quality"

his style requires marked fire, I am tempted to

say fierceness, of expression. Rubinstein, de-

spite his strongly marked cosmopolitanism,

(he humorously complained at times that the

Johannes

In the piano works of Johannes Brahms there

looms up atechnic for -v^hich Czerny's Exercis-

es and Chopin's JEtudes are no sufficient pre-

paration. His music is at times massive, like

Schumann's, but laid out on a far broader basis.

He often uses arpeggios and technical designs

exceeding the stretch of an octave, but unlike

Chopin's they are "orchestral',' not simply pian-

istic.

His Variations on a theme of Handel, and

especially his two books of Variations on a

theme of Paganini require a titanic technic, and

consummate musicianship.

Brahms' music, like Schumann's reposes on

German Gemlit and his melodies also have a

folklore character. He certainly is more ro-

bust, at times gruffer, less tractable, than Schu-

mann. Brahms, while essentially Germanic, dis-

closes often in his music a deftness and versa-

Russians considered him a German, and the

Germans called him a Russian) was essential-

ly a Russian, and often in his music flares up

the wild impetuosity that characterizes the Slav-

ic race. Witness his Concerto in D minor, his

Lesghinka, Trot de Cavalerie, and many other

compositions. His lovely Barcarolles show well

the romantic, tender side of his nature.

Brahms

tility which may be traceable to the direct in-

fluence of Chopin and Liszt.

To play the compositions of Brahms well,

breadth, strength and virility are needed and

great tenderness also. To play his works with

an exaggerated tempo rubato or with the sweet

sentimentality consistent with a nocturne by

Field would be as glaring an error of style as

to execute a trill of Rameau with alternating

hands. Yet Brahms can sing with sweetness

and softness. His "Wiegenlied , his Capriccio

in B minor are eloquent specimens. The real

Brahms, however, is the Brahms of the Sonata

Op. 5, of the Intermezzos, of the three Rhapso-

dies, of the Ballades, of the Variations men-

tioned before. To do them justice is to be not

only an accomplished technician, but a good

musician as well.

Camille

Camille Saint -Saens was one of the fore-

most composers, as well as pianists, that France

has produced. To give a list of names of

the great musicians who have written for the

piano without mentioning Saint- Saens, who

has done so much for spreading, both through

the pen and through his own playing, the ad-

mirable qualities of the French school, would

be to leave that list incomplete.

Saint- Saens was indeed a worthy represen-

tative of a school that has ever stood for puri-

ty in writing and in playing. His style is never

dramatic, but singularly elegant and evidences

the consummate musicianship that character-

izes all he has written.

His Concertos will always form part of
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Saint- Saens

the classical repertoire, especially those in C

minor and in G minor.

A highly cultivated technic is needed to play

them, fleet fingers, light, rapid wrists, deft stac-

catos, fulminating octaves and above all, ele-

gance of style.

The agogic treatment must be very strict. I

have often heard him play and conduct the or-

chestra in private rehearsals; his adherence to

an absolutely strict tempo, throughout an en-

tire composition(even in such a fanciful work

as his"Danse Macabre") was surprising and at

times disconcerting. There is however, con -

siderable latitude in this respect in pieces like

his "Etude en Forme de Valse"(Etude in the Form

of a Waltz .)
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Edvard Grieg

Not to give him special mention in a chap-

ter devoted to the study of style would be a

flagrant injustice to a composer whose melo-
dic, rhythmic and harmonic originality has in-

fluenced other composers and,unknown to them—
for Grieg is not the founder of a"School"and has

no "followers"— has paved the way for the more
acceptable dissonances and harmonic combina-
tions of the so-called modern school.

Tliis originality and wide -spread influence are,

I feel certain, acknowledged by all broadmind-

ed musicians.

Curiously enough the output of Grieg is not

such as to form an integrant, neverfading part of

the pianist's repertoire . Excepting his piano con-

certo, which has become a "classic" and his won-
drously beautiful Ballade, his other piano com-

positions have been slowly receding from the

concert -stage, where they once held sway, along

Claude
Debussy is the acknowledged founder and

leader of the self- styled "modern" school, which
appellation is in every way a misnomer.

His piano compositions and those of his fol-

lowers. Ravel, Stravinsky, Schdnberg, to men-
tion only a few, aim at tone- color, description,
"atmosphere" mood- delineation, but not at an
emotional or intellectual development of musi-
cal ideas. The whole-tone scale, the succession
of augmented fifths and fourths, and other char-

acteristics of this school are all conducive to

the formation of tone- color and of "atmosphere'.'

This is the reason why, in order to play such com-
positions well and with the appropriate style,

the musicianly education,intelligence and know-
ledge, the depth of feeling and the catholicity of

taste necessary to perform beautifully the larger

compositions of Bach, Beethoven, Schubert, Mo-
zart, Chopin and Schumann, are not needed .

This is the reason, too, why so many mediocre pi-

anists and mediocre musicians, and likewise
those who, having the talent, are too lazy and
indolent to continue developing their latent mu-
sical powers, wave this banner of so called mod-
ernism to the exclusion of any other.

Not so -with the vigorous,full-blooded and broad-

minded musician who has fed his soul,heart and
intelligence on what the great masters in music
have bequeathed him. He will readily accept any-
thing"new"or"modern"--how quickly the new date

fades into the past!— provided that it ravishes his

musical ear, touches his heart, fires his imagi-
nation or appeals to his intellect. Such composi-
tions are eagerly welcomed, whether old or new.

But of how many such compositions can the

"modernist" boast . His best output consists of

a comparatively small number of colorful,pleas-
ing pieces of small caliber; these deserve a

place on the programs of the most serious mind-
ed musician. But to attempt to magnify them
into masterworks destined to replace the clas-
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with many a delightful but unjustly forgotten com-

position by Raff, Moszkowski, Godard and Cha-
minade, which have now reached the lower level of

"drawing- room" pieces. Yet Grieg's"To Spring','

his"Humoresques','"Holberg" Suite, and a score

of lovely fantasy pieces deserved abetter fate.

His three sonatas for piano and violin wiU ev-

er be acknowledged among the most fragrant and
most grateful examples of that beautiful realm of

music which no pianist should neglect— chamber
music.

Grieg's Concerto and the Ballade require a

virtuoso technic,for the demands made are of the

highest order. Brilliancy and dash, an incisive

rhythm, a romantic spirit are needed when inter

-

preting his compositions; also an understanding
of, and sympathy for,that strange blending of mel-
ancholy and reckless energy that typifies the tem-

perament of Slavic, Finnish and Scandinavian races.

Debussy
sics- what folly!

In several of his compositions fqr piano De-

bussy displays an originality and a deftness of

pastel-like coloring not evidenced by his many
imitators. A good comma.nd over pianissimo and
j/pjj--a.nd be it observed again that most pianists

neglect the acquisition of a sustained, true

pianissimo-- is necessary when playing his piano

compositions; also a clever use of the pedals. As
examples may be cited, "La Cathedrale Englou-
tie',' "Clair de Lune','"Danse""La Soiree dans Gre-

nade" and "Pour le Piano'.'

A resilient, light touch, a good employment of

rubato, coupled with a keen sense of rhythm, an
understanding of, and affinity for,what is vague,

dreamy,whimsical and fantastic, a very generous

but clever mode of employing the pedals— these

are the main requisites for playing, in their own
style, the piano compositions of Debussy.

Many a reader may be surprised at the omis -

sion in the preceding nomenclature, of the names
of several eminent composers who have written

extensively and beautifully for the piano, Raff,

Tschaikowsky (whose piano concertos in Bp min-

or and in G major form part of every piano vir -

tuoso's repertoire) Arensky, Rachmaninoff, Pa -

derewski, Moszkowski, Albeniz and other splen-

did composers; they all have contributed to

enrich the repertoire of the pianist. Because
of their genius we are better and happier. Nev-
ertheless I have had to limit myself to the study

of those composers whose eminence is so great

that they have put the stamp of their individuali-

ty on the epoch in which they created their works.
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Successful Playing In Public

Suggestions and Advice **** Temperament and Fire — Restraint and Deliberation •** Boldness,

Dash and Abandon — Prudence **•* Daring — Carefulness, Preparation of keys **• Freedom of at-

titude and deportment, tempered by repose and poise *•** Fear, Uncertainty — Authority Courage

**** Blurred memory— Clear mental vision •*** Absentmindedness— Mental concentration ••**

Nervousness— Complete command of self.

and"

An Essay on"The Problem of Success in Public"by

LEOPOLD SCHMIDT

It would seem, after years of toil and devo-

tion to his art, when a pianist has acquired a

highly developed techniv.,, a beautiful touch and

tone, good rhythm, good command over dynam-

ics and agogics, musical conception, interpr.e

-

tation, execution and rendition, that all he has

to do is to step on the concert stage in order to

win the brilliant success that is his due. Very

often , however, this is not so, and many a deserv-

ing artist has failed in public --even abandoned

concert playing altogether--because of his,or his

teacher's, inability to understand the wide dif-

ference that exists between playing for oneself,

or for a small number of friends and playing in

public.

The mental attitude of a performer facing

the public is a vital factor in the final gaining

of success

.

How shall he learn to so conduct himself that

it will make no difference whether he is play -

ing alone, or for a large audience?

Some persons are to the manner born. From

the very first they feel at home when playing for

others, whether in a room or on the stage; their

minds remain as lucid and their nerves as quiet

as when they play without auditors.

These beings are blessed by nature with the

faculty of being oblivious to their surroundings.

Let me add that they are to be considered as

exceptions.

Tranquillity and a natural, free attitude-- in

short, the absence of all nervousness ^^iien play-

ing for people--are, as a rule, the possessions of

those who appeared in public when very young.

This is the reason why all so-called wonder-chil-

dren are absolutely free from stage fright when

they reach the age at -vdiich they may command
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attention as artists rather than as prodigies.

What is stage fright?

In its acute form, it is mental and physical a-

gony, an ordeal which makes public playing

something to be dreaded and which, once gone

through, is never forgotten. Even in its mild

form it robs the player of full possession of his

means. Can stage fright be overcome and dis-

pelled forever? Yes.

The conditions for playing in public with ease

and assurance are, first and foremost, complete

confidence in one's own accuracy and a memory

as infallible as is consistent with human frailty.

And in addition, the performer must be secure

in the knowledge that muaic lives in his heart;

that his maimer of playing has received the ap-

proval of an absolutely competent piano virtu-

oso who knows the effects and the perspective

of the stage. Let us examine these points more

closely.

Most performers do not realize what it is that

they fear when appearing in public. If they

would analyze their sensations and misgivings

they would find that the reasons for their anxie-

ty are the following:

More than anything else they are afraid of

forgetting.

This has already been pointed out in the chap-

ter on "The Art of Memorizing" and suggestions

and advice have been given therein for making

the memory clear, strong and faithful in per -

formance as well as in practice. The necessity

of having, on every page, one or two "memory
goals" has been demonstrated. Finally, advice

has been given on what to do if, in spite of per-

fect training, a slip occurs in public perform -

ance.
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A careful consideration of that chapterwill

make a performer confident that as far as his

memory is concerned he has nothing to fear.

Next to forgetting, a performer dreads

most that he will strike wrong notes.

This subject has been treated exhaustively

in the chapter on "Accuracy-- How to Play

Without Striking Wrong Notes'.' Necessary

suggestions, advice, and exercises have been

given therein in order to insure absolutely ac-

curate playing. That chapter should be read

and practised carefully by every thoughtful stu-

dent

.

The most accurate performer, the greatest

artist, cannot truthfully say, "I shall never

strike a wrong note'.' He may say, though, "I

have given whole recitals without a single

technical slip" Anton Rubinstein, because of

his great productiveness as a composer, often

neglected his piano practice to such an extent

that his colossal technic became impaired to

a marked degree. This did not prevent him

from gaining and keeping his rank as one of the

two greatest piano virtuosos the world has

known. It has been wittily said that "his wrong

notes were better than the good notes of oth-

er pianists'?

Why, then, should a pianist dread striking

wrong notes, if he knows that his technical ac-

curacy, through careful, competent training,

has become mechanical and unconscious, and

that even if he does strike a few wrong notes

they will not imperil his success in the least!

Indeed they will not. Beauty of touch and tone,

dynamics, agogics, rhythm, accentuation, con-

ception, interpretation, execution and rendition,

these count!

Memory and technical accuracy being dis-

posed of, there remains this fear: not to play as

well as usual. This, if it happens, cannot be

helped and should not disturb a performer.

No one can hope to go through life without

swerving, in his performance, from the highest

standard he can reach. His performance will

always fluctuate in merit, reaching at times the

apex of excellency and brilliancy, at others fall-

ing below it. The pianist's aim should be to in -

crease the efficiency of his playing in such a

manner that the lowest limit of merit to which his

playing can fall will be high enough for the public,

good enough to compel success

.

Let a pianist who contemplates appearing in

concert remember that his touch and tone

,

having been obtained through years of careful,

loving attention given them, have become part

of his mode of playing and that tfiey cannot be

suddenly changed . This holds good, too, for

dynamics and agogics. It is inconceivable, nay

impossible, that on the spur of the moment, the

dynamic and agogic treatment of the piece to be

played will become entirely different from what

it was before. After a certain stage of develop-

ment, it is reproduced automatically

.

Thus, too, with every one of the other requi-

sites of a beautiful performance;under the stress

of nervousness, they maybe slightly altered,

but they can never be changed entirely. The

result of matured study and of endless repeti-

tions, they have become a habit.

The Pianist's Judgment of His Own Playing during a Public Performance

Tlie judgment which a pianist brings to bear

on his performance, while he is playing, is sub-

ject to curious changes and if faulty, may rob

him of the necessary confidence and assur-

ance.

To make this point clear, let us suppose that

a pianist has heard somebody else play a piece

which appeared to him very difficult and brills
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iant . He starts working on that piece; when he

has succeeded in conquering all its difficulties

and in playing it with ease, on that day, the im-

pression of great difficulty and brilliancy which

the piece made on him at the first hearing is lost

forever. The fact that he can play it himself

makes the piece seem easy to him. He is then

apt, when playing for others, to try to revive his
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first reactions to this piece; in other words, he

tries to"astonish himselfby playing- certain

passages faster or louder, by a more forceful

accentuation than usual perhaps. Such a vol-

untary change in the manner of playing the

piece is bound to bring undesirable and at

times, disastrous , results.

A picture, once finished and approved,should

not be touched up again. In like manner the pi -

anist should confine himself to reproduce , to

play again, in the way he has always played, ev-

ery piece that forms part of his repertoire . TG^ra-

po, dynamics, accentuation, quality of expres-

sion--yes, his very gestures-- let him simply re-

produce them, and not suddenly, seek new, un-

tried effects.

"But he had not that supreme gift of the ar -

tist, the knowledge of when to stop'.'

(Gonan Boyle)

Any anxiety as to how"his piece"will be re-

ceived by his audience works detrimentallyon

the playing of a performer. He should not ask

himself : "Will the people applaud me,will they

understand?" Rather should he think;"! am giv-

ing my all-- the best my soul, heart, intelligence

and physical energy can conjure. None can do

more'.'

Audiences are apt to be as moody and capri-

cious as single individuals who lack depth, a

warm, genial disposition and a fair-minded,gen-

erous attitude towards others.

Every experienced concert artist knows that

a piece thaftakes well"on one occasion may

leave the audience unmoved on another, even

though the performance is of equal merit. These

vagaries of audiences are found also in newspaper

criticisms.Therefore it behooves an artist wor-

thy of the name not to try to follow these in-

constant moods, should they be made mani -

fest (which does not always happen). He should,,

under all circumstances, adhere to the high i-

deals that gave birth to his conception of the

piece. No matter what the musical, intellectu-

al and emotional standard of his audience is,

he should, at all times, remain himself, uncon-

cerned as to the way his hearers will receive

his performance.
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It is only, as has been said before, when he

believes that new, or different effects are ad-

visable, that he may, in his study room, change

his mode of playing.

Let us, finally, consider the meaning and ef-

fect of the words under the heading of this chap-

ter.

We all know how temperament and fire, dash

and abandon, vivify the playing of a pianist.

They should, however, be governed by a keen in-

telligence, good judgment, and self-control.

A performer should thoroughly understand

this, that he deserves no special credit for hav-

ing temperament, because he has been born with

it. He deserves praise only for having devel-

oped his temperament along the lines of aesthe-

tic rules, and for knowing when to restrain it

and when to let it have full sway.

There is a vast difference between tempera-

ment and temper! Yet it is the latter that some

misguided persons indulge in, apparently in the

belief that it denotes an artistic temperament!

Persons of a cold or phlegmatic nature find

it easy to keep a steady control over their nerves

and thereby over tempo, dynamics, accentuation

and so on. Their playing, though, usually lacks

the warmth, emotion and passion necessary to

awaken response in the heart of the listener.

The temperamental player satisfies these de -

mands, but he often lacks the poise necessary to

govern and regulate his fiery nature and througji

undue haste of tempos, shortening and hurrying

of phrases and general restlessness, he often

destroys all the good effect that his playing might

achieve.

Wlien to be fiery and dashing, and when to

use restraint and care? On general principles,

a performer may give free rein to his tempera-

ment when it is safe, technically, for him to do

so,but he should not try to dash off passages that

he has often missed in practice.

Considering the piece from the standpoint of

the auditor, one should carefully note the pas -

sages where one is to appear deliberate in action,

such as the striking of chords that require a

special accentuation (first poising the hands,

or holding them aloft, over the keys to be struck);



the beginnings of phrases or sections, espe -

cially after long rests, or holds, and before

emphatic accents. Fiery chords and accents do

not necessitate your taking chances of miss-

ing them in the passion and exaltation of your

performance. A"lifted "chord, that is to say, a

chord taken"out" of the keyboard usually sounds

better than a chord struck«in"and the gesture

of'lifting"or"coming ouf'of the keyboard may

be as fiery and broad as desired; the accuracy

of the chord is, meanwhile, assured.

Let a period of temperamental, passionate

playing be followed by a period of apparent, as

well as real, care and deliberation; and vice

versa. You will then give to your auditors the

impression of being master of yourself, of know-

ing howto control your feelings, yet of yield -

ing at the proper moment to the impulse of

your artistic self. Let the fundamental char -

acteristics of your playing evidence prudence,

"preparation of keys',' but whenever the spirit

or the style of the music demands it, whenever

skips are unavoidable, then be courageous, dash-

ing, trusting for accuracy to "mechanical" ac-

tion, to the acquired"feeling of distance',' (see

the chapter on "Accuracy" Book II).

Be able, at any moment, to throw on the page

of music which you are playing the searchlight

of your"illuminative"memory. Be able, whenev-

er you wish, to see every note; but trust, often,

to your subconscious self, who guides faithful-

ly, most of your actions in life. Realize that on

every occasion your playing will be what it has

become through patient study and efforts, and

that any falling off as to the merit of the per-

formance may seem big to you, who are per -

forming, but very small, or not noticeable , to

your auditors.
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Confident in your ability, display that which,

in the last analysis, sanctions your right to ap-

pear before others— authority. Encourage free-

dom of attitude and mental relaxation, as well

as physical, by avoiding a rigid, or never vary-

ing position of the body, while playing. At

times lean over the keyboard, then away from it.

Lean over to the left, or to the right; at times

simply turn your head to the left or to the right

;

emphasize accents through the motion of your

head or body; have something to say- ( See the

chapters on "Musical Prosody and Declamation"

and"Rendition").

Remember that you have toiled and endured

and sacrificed that you might content your

heart's desire and become a worthy, perhaps a

great, artist; that you are now among the chos-

en few, called upon to disclose to willing, grate-

ful ears the beauties of the compositions which

great minds have created. Remember that these

works await silently the master hand that will

bring them again to life, and that you have gained

the right to be counted among the sincere, able

and talented interpreters.

Banish, forever, the idea of fear ^nd failure.Z««g

at the piano the beautiful dreams that, throughout

his life, every artist cherishes in his heart.

'This above all; to thine own self be true,

And it must follow, as the night the day,

Thou canst not then be false to any man'.'

(Shakespeare :- Hamlet, Aet.l, Scene B^i

You are on the concert-stage, facing an ex-

pectant multitude. Look now! Where are feaf

and failure? They have vanished,like shadows.

Self-respect, confidence and courage surround

you,and success and the joy of your art are yours

.

-O-oO-
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The Problem of Success in Public Performance
by

LEOPOLD SCHMIDT

(This exceedingly valuable essay, by one of thu iiiost

pressly for this work).

When the author of this work honored me

with the request for a contribution,he expressed

the desire that I discuss the requirements of a

concert pianist from the standpoint of the critic.

The question, "What must the critic demand

of every public performer?" is not a question

of a special nature, but embraces the problem

of the necessary attributes and preliminary

qualifications in general; for the standard of

the critic is no other than that of the teacher,

his postulate being the sum of all that which

is indispensable from a pedagogical, techni -

cal, musically- esthetic standpoint.

However, a competent critic is primarily in

the position to observe the causes and effects

from which depend the success or the failure

of a concert. Success in public is a problem

which is not always easy to solve, an art in it-

self, wherein, besides the unaccountable mood

of the public, several factors must co-operate.

And concerning this phase, much may indeed

be said.

According to my experience, there are pri -

marily three things which determine the suc-

cess of an artist: His outward appearance; his

program; and what I AVould like to term his in -

ward relation to the music to be performed.

His outward personality --that is, the man-

ner of his appearance and conduct, is a matter

the importance of Which is often underestima -

ted. Just as the dress of the performer must be

neat and festive, yet without undue elabora -

tion( a dress suited to a serious intellectual ac-

complishment, not frivolous), so his conduct

must be in keeping with the dignity of the oc-

casion.

*r) See chapter"Rendition'(A.J.)
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celebrated of German music critics, was written ex-

Our relation to the artist, who for one eve-

ning is to hold sway over our attention, our

imagination, is, to a certain extent, a personal

one, and it is by no means an indifferent matter

whether his appearance affects us sympathetic-

ally or not. Nothing is more distressing than

ridiculous mannerisms in walking,in bowing, in

sitting at the piano, or even in playing. Still,

the virtuoso has a slight tendency to make known,

with more or less unconscious gestures, his in-

spiration, the difficulty of a passage, or the a -

bundance of his emotion . Just as injurious to

true artistic effect, is the affectation of pro-

nounced self-consciousness, the conduct of one

who constantly seeks to draw attention to his

own worthy person.

True knowledge does not need all this. The

more unassumingly, modestly, and unconcern -

edly a performer appears, the more will he win

our confidence. We like to see a man who, in-

wardly prepared, goes to his task with compo -

sure; for whom external trappings are only a

necessity to be endured and who forgets every-

thing about him as soon a:s he begins to play.

If a proper appearance and conduct are both

prerequisites (which may be overlooked only in

rare instances such as a master of towering sig-

nificance), the skillful arrangement of the pro -

gram is also a potent means of success. The

choice of pieces to be performed must be con-

sidered from a subjective as well as from an ob-

jective standpoint. The artistic individuality of

the performer is the deciding factor. If a com -

position does not"lie well" for a particular in -

dividuality, it does not belong on the program,

no matter how effective it may be. Almost all



talents are limited and each artist does well

to know his limitations and should not allow

himself to be led astray into fields where at

best, he can only imitate. The lack of such self-

criticism is often enough the cause of half, or

even the entire failure .

The effect upon the public, is another view-

point which must be considered- One must

choose whether those compositions which one
desires to play are actually suited to concert

performance, whether they appeal to the taste,

not of the mass, but of competent, serious mind-

ed contemporaries; whether they offer suffici-

ent variety, climax, effective contrasts. The
art of arranging a program wherein the lights and

shadows are evenly distributed, which is not too

bright and yet not monotonous, which with all

its contrasts, still preserves its unity, is ex-

tremely difficult . Nowadays, this demand for

"unity" has been very much emphasized, and re-

course has been had to so-called "historical

programs" which, no doubt, have solved many a

difficulty owing to their prescribed continuity.

However, the concert hall is no classroom,

and historical, biographical notices, or dates,

have no place on programs. Even though we no

longer live in the time of Liszt, who did not con-

sider a sonata suitable for concert perfor -

mance, but who played fantasias, on opera

themes, nevertheless, we should never forg-et

that the concert, in its very nature, aims toward

musical entertainment, and is no teaching in-

stitution. It is not the need for knowledge which

is to be satisfied, but the desire for aesthetic

enjoyment, and that desire is best satisfied, if,

when arranging a program, one is governed ex-

clusively by aesthetic principles. A musician

of taste, of fine sensibilities, need consult only

his feelings, provided that he has a sufficient

knowledge of his literature, and he will choose

rightly, both as to selection and grouping, thereby

insuring to a certain extent, his success before-

hand.

The main thing, that which makes for the

ultimate decision is, of course, the third point;

the art of interpretation. I am not considering

the technic, facility, touch or memory of a pian-

ist, all of which are taken for granted as prere -

quisites for success in public performance.Tech-

nical virtuosity in itself has earned fame and
admiration for many, still it is rarely the only

characteristic, since technical ability of a high

order, from experience, is always coupled with

musical talent. Then, too, it will satisfy only in

such compositions where technic is primary, and
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that is a very limited field. In real music-- that

is, music as an art of expression--each effect de-

pends upon the inner musicianship of the per-

former. I demand of a pianist, appearing in pub-

lic, above all that he differentiate between the

styles of various periods and composers (as for

example, the classic, romantic, and n;odem style,

the style of Bach, Beethoven, Chopin and so on).

Moreover, he must be able to prove his under-

standing of the formal structure and content

of a composition in its utmost significance. In

addition, I expect him to be at one with the com-

poser—to have a sort of intangible inner -relation-

ship with his work,which the audience will^e^ even

though they may not be able to put an exact ,criti -

cal finger upon it.

Every true work of art contains within it cer-

tain requirements for its presentation. We agree

that there is a certain Standard, which is unques -

tioned by the Knowing, the breaking of which would

mean arbitrariness. We also agree that within this

Standard, there may be a wealth of variations, of

interpretative possibilities, such as cannot be found

by a strict adherence to the text or to the exact a-

gogic and dynamic indications. And it is just this

"Interpretation" which really makes the playing

of an artist interesting. Where must the boundaries

be drawn? Where lies the middle path between ob-

jective and subjective rendition?

A too great objectivity seems prosaic and leaves

us cold; we not only desire to enjoy the composi -

tion,but also the personality of the interpreter.

Exaggerated subjectivity meets the remonstrance

of presumption and arouses differences of opinions.

It seems to me that the success of a concertis-

ing artist depends not so much upon what he gives

as upon how he gives it. It depends upon whether

his interpretation is the result of thought or of in -

tuition. A too pronounced effort leaves us cold

and estranged; the unconscious personal quality,

be it ever so free, has the power of conviction and

tears the listener along.The balance between subjec-

tive and objective representation is a matter of genius.

One sees that the problem of successful public

performance is a very complex one and can never

be definitely solved. No rules may be laid down,

as all depends upon the individual and the pow-

er of his personality. These lines, for that reas-

on, are merely meant to give the student an im-

petus; to lead him to lines of thought which may
prove valuable to him in preparing for a career

and in his subsequent activity.
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Index of Preparatory Exercises and

Examples Contained in the Seven

Books of the Master School of

Modern Piano Playing, and

Virtuosity

01767—Jonas Master School, Book VII
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194. 195; Bk. IV, p. 222; Bk. VII,

p. 29.

Cadenza for first movement of G major Concerto
(Godowsky) Bk. IV, p. 81.

Eb major. Op. 73 Bk. II, pp. 54, 55. 72, 141. 144; Bk.
IV, np. 94-95. 162. 221; Bk. V. pp.
30. 62, 166; Bk. VII, pp. 39, 48.

Rondo in C major. Op. 51, No. 1 Bk. VII, p. 35.

Rondo a Capriccio. Op. 129 Bk. Ill, p. 123-124.

Variations in C minor Bk. II, pp. 160, 267-268; Bk. IV, p.

60: Bk. V. pp. 173, 177, 222-223.

Bagatelle. Op. 33, No. 2 Bk. IV, p. 58.

For filise Bk. V, p. 237.

String Quartette. Op. 135 Bk. VI, p. 66.

Symphony No. 3 (Eroica) Bk. VII, p. 75.

BRAHMS, JOHANNES
Sonata in F minor. Op. 5.

(Preparatory Exercises) , Bk. II, p. 250-251.

Sonata in F minor. Op. 5 Bk. V, p. 249-250; Bk. VII, p. 15.

Concertos
Bb major. Op. 83 Bk. II, p. 62; Bk. IV. p. 92-93.

D minor Bk. II, p. 154; Bk. Ill, pp. 104, 127:

Bk. IV, pn. 189, 222; Bk. V, pp. 76.

90; Bk VI, p. 158-159.
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BRAHMS, JOHANNES—Continued!

Rhapsodies

Eb major Bk. V, p. 139.

B minor Bk. V, p. 172.

G minor Bk. VI, p. 98.

Variations on a Theme of Paganini
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. IV, p. 191.

Variations on a Theme of Paganini Bk. Ill, p. 258; Bk. V, pp. 96, 108.

Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Handel Bk. IV, p. 161; Bk. VII, p. 67.

Arrangement in sixths, of the Etude in F minor,
"

Op. 25, No. 2 of Chopin Bk. IV, p. 185.

BUSONI, FERRUCCIO
Concerto Bk. II, p. 150-151; Bk. IV, pp. 123,

205, 240; Bk. V, 90, 129.

Waltz from "Elegies" Bk. IV, p. 85.

Elegies No. 1 Bk. V, p. 141.

"Turandot's Frauengemach" (Intermezzo) Bk. IV, p. 108, 134.

CHOPIN, FREDERICK
Waltzes.

Ab major. Op. 42. (Preparatory Exercises) Bk. 11, p. 252.

Ab major. Op. 34 Bk. II, p. 275.

at minor. Op. 64, No. 2 Bk. II, p. 276; Bk. V, p. 170.

Ab major. Op. 64, No. 3 Bk. II, p. 293.

E minor (Posthumous) Bk. VI, p. 23.

A minor. Op. 34, No. 2 Bk. VII, pp. 63, 65.

Polonaises.

C# minor. Op. 26, No. 1 Bk. VI, p. 22; Bk. VII, p. 78.

Ab major. Op. 53 Bk. II, p. 58; Bk. V, p. 182; Bk. VI,
p. 170.

Eb minor. Op. 26, No. 2 Bk. II, p. 60.

A major. Op. 40, No. 1 Bk. IV, p. 255-256.

FS minor. Op. 44 Bk. V, p. 78.

Grande Polonaise. Op. 22 Bk. V, p. 228.

Polonaise-Fantaisie. Op. 61 Bk. VI, p. 19.

Polonaise for violoncello and piano Bk. IV, p. 131.

Etudes.

Op. 10, No. 1. C major
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk III, p. 101-102.

Op. 10, No. 1. C major Bk. II, p. 254; Bk. Ill, p. 102; Bk.
VII, p. 118.

Op. 10, No. 2. A minor Bk. II, p. 152.

Op. 10, No. 3. E major.
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. IV, p. 234-235.

Op. 10, No. 3. E major Bk. 11, p. 256-257.

Op. 10, No. 4. C# minor Bk. II, p. 287; Bk. V, pp. 253, 255;
Bk. VI, p. 17; Bk. VII, pp. 87-88.

Op. 10, No. 5. Gb major Bk. I, p. 216; Bk. II, p. 110.

Op. 10, No. 7. C major Bk. IV, p. 274.

Op. 10, No. 8. F major Bk. Ill, p. 86.

Op. 10, No. 12. C minor Bk. VI, p. 178.

Op. 25, No. 1. Ab major Bk. VI, pp. 138, 147-148.

Op. 25, No. 4. A minor Bk. II, pp. 176, 261.

Op. 25, No. 6. G# minor Bk. IV, pp. 57, 105.

Op. 25, No. 7. C# minor Bk. II, p. 59; Bk. V, p. 246; Bk. VI,
p. 171; Bk. VII, p. 78.

Op. 25, No. 8. Db major Bk. IV, pp. 169, 192.

Op. 25, No. 10. B minor Bk. II, p. 164-165 ; Bk. VI, p. 44.

Op. 25, No. 12. C minor Bk. Ill, p. 59; Bk. VI, pp. 20-21, 29.

Study for Left Hand alone (Godowsky) Op. 10, No. 2 Bk. II, p. 153.

Etude for piano method of Moscheles and Fetis Bk. II, p. 184.

Etude No. 2 (Trois Nouvelles fitudes) Bk. V, p. 218.

Etude No. 1 (Trois Nouvelles fitudes) Bk. V, p. 219.

Etude, Op. 25, No. 2 (Arranged by Brahms) Bk. IV, p. 185.

Nocturnes.

Bb minor. Op. 9, No. 1 Bk. V. p. 222.

Eb major. Op. 9, No. 2 Bk. VII, p. 74.

F major. Op. 15, No. 1 Bk. IV, p. 192.

Flf major. Op. 15, No. 2 Bk. V. pp. 169, 220.

C* minor. Op. 27, No. 1 Bk. VI, p. 207.

Db major. Op. 27, No. 2 Bk. II, p. 270; Bk. IV, p. 162; Bk.
V, p. 256.

B major. Op. 32, No. 1 Bk. II, p. 271.

Ab major. Op. 32, No. 2 Bk. VII, p. 50.

G major. Op. 37, No. 2 Bk. IV, p. 273.

B major. Op. 62, No. 1 Bk. Ill, pp. 216-218.

Scherzos.

B minor. Op. 20 Bk. II, pp. 288, 289; Bk. VI, pp. 103,

232 ; Bk. VII, p. 93.

Bb minor. Op. 31 Bk. II, pp. 276, 293; Bk. Ill, p. 103-

104; Bk. V, p. 168; Bk. VII, p. 14.
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CHOPIN, FREDERICK—Continued
a minor. Op. 39 Bk. II, p. 277; Bk. V, p. 174; Bk. VI,

p. 104; Bk. VII, p. 94.

E major. Op. 54 Bk. V, p. 253-254; Bk. VI, pp. 104,

170.

Ballades.

G minor. Op. 23 Bk. II, pp. 57, 262, 266; Bk. IV, p.

162; Bk. V, p. 248-249; Bk. VII,

p. 16.

F major. Op. 38 Bk. VI, p. 179; Bk. VII, p. 117.

Ab major. Op. 47.

(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. I, p. 203.

Ab major. Op. 47 Bk. Ill, p. 85; Bk. V, p. 43; Bk. VII,

pp. 41, 48, 50, 51.

F minor. Op. 52 Bk. IV, p. 197; Bk. VI, pp. 26, 103.

Impromptus.
F$ major. Op. 36.

(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. II, p. 249.

FJ major. Op. 36 Bk. II, p. 56-57; Bk. VII, p. 83.

Ab major. Op. 29 Bk. Ill, p. 95; Bk. VII, p. 31.

Preludes.

Bb minor. Op. 28, No. 16 Bk. IV, p. 180.

Ab major. Op. 28, No. 17.

(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. II, p. 251.

Ab major. Op. 28, No. 17 Bk. VI, p. 210-211.

Eb major. Op. 28, No. 19 Bk. II, p. 288.

C minor. Op. 28, No. 20 Bk. VI, p. 141.

Mazurkas.
Op. 7, No. 1. Bb major Bk. VI, p. 156.

Op. 50, No. 3. Ct minor Bk. VII, p. 116.

Op. 56, No. 2. C major Bk. V, p. 229; Bk. VII, p. 116.

Sonatas.

Op. 4. C minor Bk. III. p. 96.

Op. 35. Bb minor.
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. I, p. 202 ; Bk. IV, p. 227.

Op. 35. Bb minor Bk. IV, p. 229; Bk. VII, pp. 16, 46, 68.

Op. 58. B minor Bk. II, p. 197; Bk. Ill, pp. 87, 88;

Bk. IV, p. 222.

Concerto in E minor
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. IV, p. 228.

Concerto in E minor Bk. I, p. 211; Bk. IV, p. 229; Bk. VII,

pp. 32, 94, 96.

Fantasy-Impromptu in C# minor. Op. 66 Bk. II, p. 265; Bk. V, p. 224-225;

Bk. VI, p. 153.

Chant Polonais No. 5 (Liszt) Bk. IV, p. 254.

Barcarolle Bk. VII, pp. 42, 45.

Rondo in C major Bk. Ill, p. 110-111.

Berceuse
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. IV, p. 66-67.

Berceuse Bk. IV, p. 181.

Allegro de Concert, Op. 46 Bk. IV, p. 105-106.

Fantasy in F minor. Op. 49 Bk. IV. pp. 187, 273; Bk. V, p. 180;
Bk. VI, p. 139; Bk. VII, p. 17.

CLEMENTI, M.
Etude (Gradus ad Parnassura) Bk. II, p. 280.

CRAMER, JOHANN BAPTIST
Etude in C major Bk. VI. p. 228-230

Etude in F minor. (No. 7) Bk. VII, p. 37.

CZERNY, CARL
School of the Virtuoso. Op. 365 Bk. V, p. 242.

DEBUSSY, CLAUDE
Prelude from "Pour le Piano" Bk. II, p. 76.

Preludes (No. 6.) Bk. V, p. 254.

"La Cathedrale Engloutie" Bk. VI, p. 155.

DIfiMER, LOUIS
"Le Chant du Nautonier" Bk. Ill, p. 91-92.

Impromptu-Caprice. Op. 15 Bk. IV, p. 58.

DOHNANYL ERNST VON
Concert Etude, Op. 28, No. 3 Bk. IL p. 74-75; Bk. V, pp. 99, 100.

Concerto in E minor Bk. Ill, pp. 72-73, 111.

Capriccio. Op. 28, No. 6 Bk. IV, p. 64.

Waltz from ballet "Naila" of Delibes Bk. V, p. 99.

DVORAK, ANTON
Concerto, Op. 33 Bk. IV, p. 196.
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ERNST, HERZOG JOHANN (von Sachsen-Weimar)

Concerto in C major
(Arranged for Clavier by J. S. Bach) Bk. VII, p. 45.

FRANCK, CESAR
Symphonic Variations for Piano and Orchestra Bk. VII, p. 76.

GABRILOWITSCH, OSSIP
Theme Varie Op. 4 , Bk. IV, p. 59.

GANZ, RUDOLPH
Capriccio. Op. 26, No. 1. (For Left Hand) Bk. II, p. 213-214.

GODOWSKY, LEOPOLD
Sonata Bk. I, p. 214.

Perpetuum Mobile Bk. I, p. 215.

"Kiinstlerleben" ("Artist's Life'") (Johann Strauss) Bk. II, p. 108-109; Bk. IV, p. 81.

Study for the Left Hand alone. (Chopin, Op. 10, No. 2) Bk. II, p. 153.

"Fledermaus" Walzer (Johann Strauss) Bk. II, p. 155; Bk. Ill, p. 220.

Cadenza for the first movement of G major
Concerto, Op. 58. (Beethoven) Bk. IV, p. 81.

GOUNOD, CHARLES
Funeral March of a Marionette. (Doll) Bk. VII, p. 69.

GRANADOS, ENRIQUE
Intermezzo ("Goyescas") Bk. II, p. 209.

GRIEG, EDVARD
Concerto in A minor Bk. II, pp. 60, 61; Bk. IV, p. 79;

Bk. V, pp. 131, 188-189; Bk. VI, p.
182-183.

Ballade, Op. 24 Bk. V, p. 139; Bk. VI, pp. 26, 102, 163.

To Spring Bk. VL p. 168.

Danse Caprice, Op. 28, No. 3 Bk. VII, p. 33.

Ase's Death, Op. 46, No. 2 Bk. VII, p. 66.

HANDEL, GEORG FRIEDRICH
Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Handel (Brahms) Bk. IV,p. 161; Bk. VII, p. 67.

Fugue from Suite No. 4 in E minor Bk. VII, p. 44.

Allemande from Suite No. 10 Bk. VII, p. 47.

Prelude of Suite in D minor. No. 3 Bk. VII, p. 106, 107.

HAYDN, JOSEPH
Sonatas.

F major. (Cotta Edition No. 3.) Bk. VII, p. 12.

D major. (Cotta Edition No. 4.) Bk. VII, p. 33.

C* minor. (Cotta Edition No. 8.) Bk. VII, pp. 39, 44.

D major. (Cotta Edition No. 13.) Bk. VII, p. 44.

Eb major. (Cotta Edition No. 14.) Bk. VII, p. 35.

Ab major. (Cotta Edition No. 16.) Bk. VII, pp. 36, 39, 109.

Eb major. (Cotta Edition No. 17.) Bk. VII, p. 108.

HENSELT, ADOLPH
Etude. Op. 2, No. 6 Bk. IV, p. 200-201.

HUMMEL, JOHANN NEPOMUK
Cadenza for the first movement of

Concerto in D minor (Mozart) Bk. V, p. 182.

JONAS, ALBERTO
Capriccio (In Memoriam Domenico Scarlatti.) Bk. I, p. 212.

Pastorale (In Memoriam Domenico Scarlatti.) Bk. Ill, p. 219.

"The Hearth and the Stars" (Childhood Memories) Bk. II, p. 200-202.

Scottisch Dance (concert arrangement of the

"Danses ficossaises," by Chopin Bk. II, p. 263.

Toccata Bk. V,.p. 63-64.

Waltz in C# minor Bk. V, p. 230-231.

Northern Dances. No. 1 Bk. V, p. 233-234.

LESCHETIZKY, THfiODORE
The Top. Op. 41, No. 2 Bk. I, p. 208.

fitude Heroique. Op. 48, No. 3 Bk. I, p. 209.

La Piccola. Op. 43, No. 2 Bk. I, p. 210.

Toccata. Op. 46, No. 5 Bk. II, p. 171.

Mandolinata Bk. II, p. 185.

Un Moment de tristesse Bk. II, p. 207.

Canzonetta Toscana all' antica. Op. 39, No. 3 Bk. II, p. 208.

Arabeske Bk. V, p. 177-178.

Intermezzo in Octaves Bk. VI, p. 184.

Etude Humoresque. Op. 41, No 1 Bk. IV, p. 123.
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LIAPOUNOW, SERGE
Concerto in Eb minor. Op. 4 Bk. IV, p. 109; Bk. V, p. 152.

LISZT, FRANZ
Fantasy and Fugue on B-A-C-H Bk. II, p. 177; Bk. V, pp. 76, 129;

Bk. VI, p. 159-160.

Sonata in B minor Bk. VI, p. 183.

Etudes. (PaganiniK

No. 1 Bk. V, p. 106

No. 2 Bk. II, p. 150; Bk. V, p. 150.

No. 3. (Campanella)
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. Ill, p. 185.

No. 3. (Campanella) Bk. II, p. 289; Bk. Ill, pp. 184-185,

258; Bk. V, p. 78; Bk. VI, pp. 174-

175, 176.

Transcendental Etudes.

Mazeppa Bk. IV, pp. 116, 122; Bk. V, pp. 58,

138, 150.

Feux-Follets Bk. IV, p. 275-276.

Vision Bk. V, p. 32.

Chasse-Neige Bk. II, p. 143; Bk. V, p. 105.

Etude No. 10, in F minor Bk. V, p. 149.

Rhapsodies.

No. 1 Bk. IV, p. 61.

No. 2 Bk. Ill, pp. 188, 258; Bk. IV, p. 160.

No. 4 Bk. IV, p. 62.

No. 6 Bk. V, p. 171; Bk. VII, 88,89.

No. 7 Bk. IV, p. 63.

No. 9. (Carnival of Peslh) Bk. Ill, p. 188; Bk. IV, p. 170.

No. 10 Bk. II, pp. 102-106, 284; Bk. VI, p. 181

No. 11 Bk. IV, pp. 184. 187.

No. 12. (Preparatory Exercises) Bk. I, p. 204; Bk. II, p. 250.

No. 12 Bk. I, p. 217; Bk. Ill, p. 255-256; Bk.
VI. p. 175.

No. 13. Bk. Ill, p. 187.

No. 15. (Rakoczy March. Preparatory Exercises) Bk. II, p. 252.

No. 15. (Rakoczy March.).... Bk. II, p. 147; Bk. IV, p. 134.

Rhapsodic Espagnole (Spanish Rhapsody) Bk. II, pp. 63, 146; Bk. IV, p. 197;
Bk. V, p. 73.

£tudes de Concert.

Db major Bk. II, pp. 145, 259, 274; Bk. V, pp.
84, 178; Bk. VI, p. 99.

F minor Bk. IV, pp. 82-83, 182.

Concertos.

Eb major Bk. II, p. 62; Bk. IV, pp. 245, 247,
249; Bk. V, p. 32; Bk. VI, p. 233.

A major Bk. II, pp. 109, 148-149; Bk. IV,
p. 84-85.

Polonaise in E major Bk. II, p. 285; Bk. Ill, p. 182; Bk.
VI, p. 167.

Mephisto Waltz Bk. II, p. 290-291; Bk. Ill, p. 96-97.

Legend: "St. Francis Walking on the Waves." Bk. Ill, p. 71; Bk. IV, p. 80; Bk V,
p. 106; Bk. VI, p. 52-54.

Tarantelle (Venezia e Napoli) Bk. Ill, pp. 163, 182 ; Bk. IV, pp. 163,
179-180, 187, 247; Bk. V, p. 149.

Hungarian Storm March Bk. IV, p. 113.

Gnomenreigen Bk. II, p. 258-259; Bk. Ill, p. 162;
Bk. V, p. 152.

"Don Juan" Fantasy (Mozart) Bk. II, p. 148 ; Bk. IV, pp. 79, 93, 122

Bk. V, p. 151.
"Rigoletto" Paraphrase (Verdi) Bk. IV, pp. 200, 204.

Ballade in B minor Bk. V, p. 65.

"Funerailles" Bk. V, pp. 179, 186; Bk. VII, p. 68.

"Liebestraum." (Dreams of Love.) Ab major, No. 3 Bk. V, p. 247.

"Au lac de Wallenstadt." Bk. VL p. 109-110.

Gondoliera ( Venezia e Napoli ) Bk. VI, p. 208-209.

Hungarian Fantasy, for piano and orchestra Bk. 11, p. 101; Bk. Ill, pp. 57, 58, 188.
Spinning Song from "The Flying Dutchman" (Wagner) Bk. Ill, p. 116-117.

Melodic Hongroise (Schubert) Bk. IV, p. 163.

Soirees de Vienne (Schubert)

No. 6 Bk. IV, p. 170.

No. 9 Bk. IV, p. 170.

"Der Lindenbaum." (The Linden Tree.) (Schubert) Bk. IV, p. 178.

Chant Polonais, No. 5. (Chopin) Bk. IV, p. 254.

Midsummer Night's Dream. (Mendelssohn) Bk. V, p. 81.

On Wings of Song. (Mendelssohn) Bk. VL p. 150-151.

Organ Fantasia and Fugue in G minor-Bach
(Transcribed for piano by Liszt) Bk. VL PP- 27, 51; Bk. VH, p. 82, 83.

Prelude and Fugue in A minor-Bach
(Transcribed for piano by Liszt) Bk. VI, p. 212-214.
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MACDOWELL, EDWARD
Concertos.

D minor Bk. Ill, p. 196.

A minor Bk. Ill, p. 60.

Czardas. Op. 24, No. 4 Bk. I, p. 213.

March Wind Bk. V, p. 236-237.

A. D. MDCXX. Op. 55, No. 3 Bk. V, p. 250.

To a Water Lily Bk. VI, p. 168.

Hungarian Bk. VI, p. 169.

MENDELSSOHN-BARTHOLDY, FELIX
Variations Serieuses Bk. II, pp. 175, 182; Bk. Ill, p. 51;

Bk. V, p. 148; Bk. VII, p. 115.

Andante e Rondo Capriccioso Bk. II, p. 272.

Serenata e Allegro giojoso. Op. 43 Bk. Ill, p. 52.

Concertos.
D minor , Bk. Ill, p. 85.

G minor Bk. V, p. 87.

Presto from Fantasy in Fl minor.
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. Ill, p. 264-265.

Presto from Fantasy in FJ minor Bk. Ill, p. 264.

Song without Words. No. 15 Bk. VI, p. 82.

Song without Words. Op. 53, No. 2 Bk. V, p. 218.

Prelude and Fugue in E minor. Op. 35, No. 1 Bk. VI, p. 81.

Midsummer Night's Dream. (Liszt) Bk. V, p. 81.

Song without Words, (Spinning Song.) Op. 67, No. 4 Bk. IV, p. 220; Bk. V, p. 185-186.

On Wings of Song (Liszt) Bk. VI, p. 150-15L

MOSZKOWSKI, MORITZ
fitincelles ("Sparks"). Op. 36, No. 6 Bk. 11, p. 73.

Etude. Op. 67, No. 2 Bk. IH, p. 183.

Chanson Boheme from "Carmen" Bk. Ill, p. 183.

Concert Etude. Op. 24, No. 1 Bk. IV, p. 192.

MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS
Sonatas.

F major Bk. II, pp. 166, 170.

A minor. No. 10 Bk. IH, p. 123.

A major Bk. VII, pp. 16, 24, 52, 53, 110.

C major. No. 3 Bk. VII, pp. 17, 48.

C major. No. 5 Bk. VII, pp. 28, 46.

D major. No. 15 Bk. VH, p. 30.

C minor. No. 14. (Kochel No. 457.) Bk. VH, pp. 36, 38, 44.

Eb major Bk. VH, p. 44.

Bb major Bk. VII, p. 47.

Concerto in D major (Coronation) Bk. Ill, p. 123.

Cadenza by Hummel for first movement of Concerto in D minor.. Bk. V, p. 182.

PADEREWSKL IGNACE J.

Theme Varie Bk. I, p. 207; Bk. II, p. 70.

Variations and Fugue on an original Theme Bk. II, p. 106-107.

Fantaisie Polonaise. Op. 19 Bk. II, p. 150; Bk. IV, p. 133.

Nocturne in Bb major Bk. IL p. 203; Bk. \I, p. 110-111.

Minuet in G major Bk. VII, p. 34.

Concerto in A minor '. Bk. IV, p. 274; Bk. V, p. 88.

PHILIPP, ISIDORE
Feux-Follets Bk. IV, p. 229-230.

Three fitudes de Concert. No. 3 in C major Bk. IV, p. 247.

PIERNfi, GABRIEL
Concertstiick. Op. 39 Bk. 1, p. 217; Bk. Ill, p. 184.

RACHMANINOFF, SERGEI
Polichinelle, Op. 3, No. 4 Bk. II, p. 287; Bk. V, p. 256.

Prelude in C# minor Bk. VI, p. 150.

RAFF, JOSEPH JOACHIM
Rigaudon Bk. H, p. 181; Bk. VH, p. 19.

Suite. Op. 91 Bk. IV, p. 254; Bk. V, pp. 89, 231-232.

RAMEAU, JEAN-PHILIPPE
Gavotte and Variations in A minor Bk. II, p. 286.

List of Signs in his "Pieces de Clavecin, avec une table

pour les agremens." (1731 and 1736) Bk. VII, p. 55.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOW, N.

Concerto. Op. 30 Bk. V, pp. 132, 189.

ROSENTHAL, MORIZ
"Papillons" Bk. IV, p. 185.

Variations on an Original Theme Bk. V, p. 79.
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RUBINSTEIN, ANTON
Concertos.

E major. Op. 25 Bk. Ill, p. 54.

F major. Op. 35 Bk. IV, p. 201-202.

D minor. Op. 70 Bk. IV, pp. 56, 163; Bk. V, pp. 57,94.

Etudes.

G major. Op. 22, No. 6 Bk. II, p. 281-282.

C major, ("on False Notes.") Bk. Ill, pp. 55-56, 108.

Eb major. No. 4 Bk. Ill, p. 89-90.

F major. Op. 23, No. 5 Bk. IV, pp. 107, 240.

Staccato Etude (C major)
(Preparatory Exercises) Bk. V, p. 134-135.

Staccato Etude (C major) Bk. II, p. 255; Bk. V, p. 148; Bk. VI,
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